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ABSTRACT

ENCODING STRATEGIES FOR PITCH INFORM鵬ごION

Mariko Mikumo

DepartIIlent of Psychology,Faculty of Iん tters,

Konan Women's University,1994

The purpose of this study was to investigate the encoding strategies for pitch informa―

tion of short lnelodies。 "Encoding" refers to the establishment of codes which are more

likely tO be stored in relatively permanent long― term storage. ne encoding processes are

often assigned in the short―terrn memory.

A variety of mental representation models have been proposed for pitch structures(See

Hubbard&Stoeckig,1992)。 PsyChOacoustical models hypothesized that pitch could be

represented by a single dimension(eog。 ,Stevens,Volkmann,&Newman,1937).Rule―

based models exploit some of the outwttd similarities between music and language(e・ gっ

Deutsch,1980;Deutsch&Feroe,1981;Lerdahl&Jackendoff,1983).In sChematic

models,pitch is represented by some sort of rnusic schema which consists of at least three,

or more dimensions(e.g。 ,mmmhansl&Kessler,1982;Lerdahl,1988;Longuet― Higgins,
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1978;Shepard,1982a,b)。 In cOnnectionist model,harmonic relationship(musiCal chords)

are represented by nodes in a network(Bharucha,1987; Bharucha&Stoeckig,1986,

1987).

Ъ ere are a lot of rnodels of the mental representation for pitch structures,indicating that

any given music stilnulus is likely to have Fnu■ iple representations of pitch,and that,ther9-

fore,people would employ multiple coding strategy in auditory modality for pitch se―

quences s、st,HOWell,&Cross,1991)。 VariOus representations of pitch in these models

are sophisticated theoretical and conceptual representation for pitch structure, but are not

likely to be auditory imagery perceived缶 om pitch information.Furthermore,it is possible

that auditory pitch information is encoded not only in auditory modality,but also ln visual

or kinesthetic modality;namely that lnultiinodal representations based on intermodal

coordination are employed to encode auditory pitch informationo Therefore,In the present

study,the encoding strategies for pitch information in short melodies were investigated,in

terms of not rule― or schema―based representations but imagery― based multimodal repre―

sentations.

Posner(1973)propOSed concerning codes in lnelnory that(a)there are at least three

types of codes,visual,verbal,and motor(Bower,1972b);(b)each COde endures,and is

not a transient residual of stimulation;(o people differ in the士 propensity to use each type

of code;(d)these codes are parts of separate memory systems that can be examined in

isolation in the laboratory.In this study all four points were experillnentally demonstrated。

"When you inemorize and retaln a rnelody,what types of strategies do you use to encode

pitch information?"The preliminary questionnaire data indicated that the subjects used

one or more of the following several strategies:(a)a Verbal encoding strategy,in which

each pitch in a melody was labeled with the name of a musical note,and this code was

14



rehearsed and stored in memory ;(b)a Sensory (auditOry)enCOding strategy, in which

pitches in a inelody were retained in memory as auditory information;that is,by singing,

whistling,humming,mental rehearsal of pitches,and so on;(o a viSualizing strategy,in

which pitches were visualized in their irnage,as a lnelodic contour, on a keyboard,or on a

staff notation;or(d)a mOtOr encoding strategy,in which an auditory melody was en∞ d―

ed by the movement ofthe fingers as if playing the piano.Some suЦ eCtS reported that

they used twO or three strategies simultaneously。 ■ e questionnaire data presented several

important implications,which were investigated in Experiinents l to 9 in this study.

Ъ e findings ofthese experilnent are described below.

When the suttects Were asked to memorize and retain the pitch information in short

melodies,the performance of the highly musically trained sutteCtS Was consistently be■ er

than that of the untrained suttects,because the former suttects COuld listen analytically to

the musical series,with considerable attention to the internal relationships among their

components(ioe。 ,pitch interval),and because they employed their own strategy effect市 ely

or were motivated to try to employ several strategies at the same tiine to encode pitch

information.Under ordinary conditions,their domhant and effective strategy of encoding

the pitches of tonal rnelodies was verbal rehearsal of note nameso When this verbal encod―

ing strategy was employed,pitch or pitch intervals could be retained accurately for a long

time(Experiment l).

The ncuropsycological evidence that the highly musically trained suttects uSe verbal

encoding strategy for tonal lnelodies was found in Experiinent 3-3,in which the tonal

melodies,which are actually non― verbal stilnuli in themselves but are"note name― evok―

ing"stimuli,would be processed as verbal stimuli in the le■ henlisphere.The preferential
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left hemisphere lateralization found in the highly musically trained sutteCtS WOuld be due

to the cognitive "linguistic"structure of tonal melodies,which implies the likelihood that

pitches are encoded as verbal labels(note nallnes)and that the processlng of musical tasks

involves sequential programs most analogous to those of language and speech.On the

other hand,the atonal inelodies would be processed as non―verbal stilnuli in the right

hemisphere.In Experilnent 3-4,the stilnuli were the inelodies sung with note names at

accurate pitches,so that the sutteCtS Were given the verbal codes at the same time and it

was not necessary forthem to encode pitches as verbal code(nOte names)by themselves.In

this experiment,the highly musically trained sutteCtS COuld retain the pitches not only in

tonal inelodies but also in atonal lnelodies as verbal codes;when there was a possibility

that the pitches were encoded as note names,these melodies were processed in the left

hemisphereo However,the less well musically trained sutteCtS Could not encode pitches as

■ote names,even when the pitches in a melody and their verbal codes were given atthe

same tilne,and they therefore processed tonal and atonal inelodies as non― verbal stilnuli in

the right hellnisphere.

The ability to encode pitch information as verbal labels would be closely related to the

ability to detect a 50-cent deviated tone out of a inelody,because the 50-cent deviated

tone ilonl an equal― temperament scale is the most difficult pitch to categorize lnto a note

name on a chromatic scaleo Although the ability depends considerably on experience or

training in music,it was found that even those who were less well trained in music had

acquired the ability to some extent as thelr age increasedo Moreover,the later the deviated

tone appeared in the melody,the greater the accuracy with which it was detectedo ln the

detection of a deviated tone out of a rnelody,the subject gradually constructs an internal

cognit市e framework(scale schema)upon hearing the tones from the beginning of the

melody.■is cognitive ibamework plays an essential role in the perceptual interpretation of
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each succeeding tone,and the suljeCtS Can detect a deviated pitch out of a melody by refer―

ring to the framework.In this experiment,the suЦ ectS WOuld constructed the diatonic scale

schema upon hearing the tonal rnelodies,so thatthe detection of a deviated tone out ofthe

tonal melodies was more accurate than out ofthe atonal melodies(Experiment 2)。

Since it was difficult for the less well musically trained suttectS tO encode pitches as

note names,they attempted to encode pitches as acoustic pitch codes through humming or

mental rehearsal of pitches,and this was also true for the highly trained suttects With atonal

melodies. In this case,they tended to listen globally to the pitch sequences on the basis of

the total configuration;the rnelodic contour was the domlnant and effective cue for encod―

hg pitch sequence(Experiment l)。 Me10diC Contour is the other prope■y as impottant as

pitch or pitch interval in terms of lnelody recognition,and there is an assumption that

various visual and auditory contours are perceived in broadly silnilar ways.

In Experilnent 4,the auro― visual intermodal relationships based on visual representa―

tions were investigated.It was found that the less well musically trained suttectS employed

a宙sualizing sttategy in which an auditory contour(auditOry imagery)Was visualized as a

visual contour(viSual imagery),and that visualization of auditory imagery as melodic

contours would be to some extent an effective strategy for them to retain pitch sequences.

Ъ eir intemal visual representations of inelodic contour roughly reflect the auditory pitch

intervals.In stead of melodic contour,the highly musically trained suttectS宙 Sualized pitch

information as staff notations,in which notes appeared at accurate positions on a sta範

especially for tonal rnelodies. That is,the visual distance between notes in their intemal

representations precisely reflect the auditory pitch intervals. Visualization of auditory

ilnagery as staff notations would be an effective strategy to encode the pitches of rnelodies.

The evidence that thc highly musically trained sutteaS precisely tracked theh intemal

17



visual representations of notes on a staff,especially fOr tonal rnelodies,and that the less

well trained sutteCtS roughly tracked their intemal visual representations of melodic con―

tour,while employing visualizing strategy was obtained in the study of eye movements

(ExpeHment 5)。

In Experiment 6,it was found that sutteCtS employ two or three codes at the same time

rather than just one to memoHze or retain pitches.For example,pitch rehearsal of auditory

information along with note names(dual coding)and,tO a greater extent,at the same time

visualizing the staff notation(triple coding)were the mOst effect市 e strategies for the

highly music41ly trained suttects With tonal melodieso Pitch rehearsal along with visualiz―

ing the melodic contour(dual COding)was effect市 e strategy for the highly musically

廿ained sutteCtS With atonal melodies and for the less well廿 ained sutteCtS With both tonal

and atonal inelodies.

In Experiinent 7,the lntermodal auro― motor coordination based on spatio― motor repre―

sentations was investigatedo lt was found that piano maiorS effectively employed an exter―

nal inotor encoding strategy,in which auditory information was encoded as finger move―

ments analogous to playing the pianoo The motor encoding strategy was stable or robust

against interference and tiine decay;that is,the effects of finger movements became

stronger as inelody length and retention interval increased,and this was especially true

when mterference stimuli were lnterpolated during the retention interval,because the more

challenging the situation becalne,the greater the efforts ofthe sutteCtS to reduce the latency

and to make elaborat市 e and rapid finger movementso Some suЦ eCtS Could employ this

external spatio― motor representation (n10tOr encoding strategy) effectively on their own,

while others could not employ it independently of verbal rehearsal of note names。
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In Experilnent 8,it was found that,when pitches of melodies were encoded,the visuo―

spatial representation(i.e。 ,宙SuaHmage of spatial conigurations)fOr pitch information

were more accurate in the compatible spatial directions related to the motor system used in

playing the instrument(intemal spatio― motor representations)。 PianO mttOrs wOuld have

spatial images in which the right and upper dhections are compatible with higher pitch.

For violin lnttors,the forward direction is compatible with higher pitcho For violoncello

mttOrS,the lower and backward directions are compatible with higher pitch.For vocal

music mttorS,the right,lower and backward directions are compatible with higher pitch.

For less well musically trained sutteCtS,the upper direction is compatible with higher

pitch。

The evidence that while encoding pitches sutteCtS Who are highly trained in playing the

instmrnent precisely tracked their intemal visuo― spatial representations ln the compatible

spatial directions related to the motor system used in playing the instrument was obtained in

the study of eye movements(Experiment 9)。

An attempt is made to lnterpret these results in relation to Paivio:s dual― coding theory,

the levels― of―processing theory,and]Baddeley's working inemory model.

As described in Chapter l and Experiment 6,Pa市 io(1969,1971,1978,198o propOSed

the dual― coding theory,the essence of which is thatthere are two basic independent but

interconnected systems for the representation and processing of informationo The verbal

system deals with linguistic information and stores it in an appropriate verbal foニ ュ11,While

the nonverbal systenl carries out image― based processing and representationo Within the

two systems there are associative structures.Both systems have basic representational units
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that are linked to one another by referential connections :Logogens for the verbal system

and lmagens for the nonverbal systemo Both the Logogens and lmagens are lュ rther divided

into sub― systems c.e。 ,ViSual,auditory,kinesthetic,gustatory,and olfactory)which prOcess

either verbal or nonverbal information h the different modalities(modality一 specifil〉

Considering the findings in Experiinents l,4,and 6,for example,the dual― coding by

pitch rehearsal along with note names is consistent with Paiviots theory,because pitch

rehearsal would be an auditory lmagen and note names would be a auditory Logogeno lfthe

triple―coding by visualizing staff notation along with pitch rehearsal with note names is

consistent with the Paiviots theory,staff notation must be a visual lmagen,pitch rehearsal

must be an auditory lmagen,and note names lnust be a auditory Logogeno Furthermore,the

dual―coding by visualizing inelodic contour along with pitch rehearsal would be considered

the operation of a single systenl in Paiviols theory,because the melodic contour would be a

visual lmagen and pitch rehearsal would be an auditory lmagen,and both codes would be

together in a nonverbal system.

The results regarding explicit lnotor rcpresentations found in Experilnent 7 provide

some evidence supporting important views proposed in the levels― of―processing theory。

ne greater the degree of challenge in terms of rnelody length,ISI duration and interfering

stimuli,the greater the efforts of the suttectS tO reduce the latency and to make elaborat市 e

and rapid finger movements.This finding supports the view that cognit市e(conSCiOus)

effo■ is used for encodhg(eog"Battig,1979;Jacoby&Craik,1979;Lockhttt,Craik,&

Jacoby, 1976)。 It waS also found that the finger movements gradually became n■ ore appro―

priate,accurate and rapid during the retention lnterval.This finding supports the view of a

cο″″″
““

″ of rehearsal operations ruming缶om the mininlal processing necessary to repeat
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a word continuously to various types of elaborative processing involving either further

erlrichment of one item or associttive linkage of several items(Craik,1979),and the宙ew

that the encoding process gradually spreads and becomes richer and more elaborative

(e・
gノ輛derson&Reder,1979;Craik&Tulvhg,1975;Lockhttt,Craik,&Jacoby,1976)。

Thus,the more the sutteCtS rehearsed elaborat市 e tappng,the greater the recognition per―

formance became(e.g。 ,Rundus,1971,1977,1980;Rundus&Atkinson,1970;Rundus,

Loftus,&Atkinson,1970)。

Comparison of the inotor rehearsal rate with the verbal and visual rehearsal rates re―

vealed that the former is somewhat faster than the verbal rate,followed by the visual rate

(e.g.,Landauer,1962;Norman,1976;Rayner,1978;Sternberg,Monsell,Knoll,&

Wright,1980;Thomas,Hill,Carroll,&Garcia,1970;Vaughn 1983;Warren,1969)。

When subjects are motivated to attempt to encode pitch information,the greater the

number of times and faster the code is rehearsed,the deeper and more elaborately the code

is processedo Motor encoding with finger movements might be relatively deep level of

processing requtting much encoding effo■ at the first stage(it beCOmes gradually automati―

cally),fol10Wed by verbal encoding with note names and,finally,宙 sual encoding with

melodic contour,which is a relatively shallow level of processing requlring less encoding

effo■ (see Experiment l).

Baddeley(1986,1990)propOSed the working memory model.The working memory

system consists of three components,the most important of which is the central executive.

The articulatory loop and the visuo― spatial sketch pad are subordinate systems.

The articulatory loop,in which verbal rehearsal occurs,consists of a passive phonologi―

cal store and an articulatory control process. Originally a passive phonological store is
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directly cOncerned with speech perception. 7rhe neuropSychological evidence indicates

that it is an auditory short― term store in which the processing is at a phonological level,

and meaning鈍 l sounds,continuous speech and visually presented materials are not proc―

essed.An articulatory suppressiOn task has little effect on the storage of phonological inate―

rialo An articulatory control process is linked to speech production.An articulatory sup―

pression task effectively prevents the use of"imer voice"or subvocal rehearsal.

Based on these properties of the phonological store and the articulatory control process,

the short―term store of pitch information with acoustic level(auditOry imagery),in which

:raw'pitch is inentally rehearsed,Inight be analogous in ttnction to the phonological store,

and the verbal rehearsal ofnote names(at aCCurate pitches)Inight be analogous to subvocal

"singing"in the articulatory control processo Logie and Edworthy(1986)presented a rmd―

ing that inemory for tone sequences involves both mechanisms;a phonological store and

articulatory control process.

■ e visuo― spatial sketch pad specialized for spatial and/or visual coding was deFmed

by Baddeley(1986)as"a SyStem especially well adapted to the storage of spatial informa―

tion,Inuch as a pad of paper rnight be used by someone trying for example to work out a

geometric puzzle." As found in this study,visualizing of pitch information was based on

visual representations of rnelodic contour or staff notation,or visuo― spatial representations

which were closely related to extemal or mtemal spatio― motor representationso Ъ e evi―

dence that suttectS tracked precisely their visuo― spatial image while visualizing pitch

information was obtained by analyzing eye rnovements.These results are accounted for

well by the visuo― spatial sketch pad concept.
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Since the lnid-19701s,there has been remarkably progress in the study Of rnusic percep―

tion and cognition,reflecting the rapid pace of developments in cognitive psychology.

Recent advances in computer technology have enabled investigators to generate various

complex sound stimuli precisely.It has become possible to investigate such issues as audi―

tory pattem analysis,the attentional rnechanisms in music,and memory for rnusical infor―

mation,and so on,with the stimuli control for strict expOrimentation(Deutsch,1982a).

Thus,the employment of generative approaches and theories has been progressively re―

rmed.At present,there are such diversitted ields as pitch class(tOne chrom→ and O∝ ave

sillnilarity,absolute pitch,perception and cognition of pitch and harmony,processing of

tonal and atonal pitch stmctures,rhythm and tempo,tilning and dynamics,tilnbre of rnusi―

cal instmments, grouping and attentional mechanisms, music understanding and memory,

music and space(representations and interactions)tuning,intonation and consonance,

segregation and integration of tones, musical expectancy,singing voice, music perform―

anCe(expression and style,technical and expressive musical skill acquisition,motor

aspecty,ability and training,musical educttion,prenatal audition,development and musi―

cal perception and cognition,musical creativity and cultural factors,ethnomusicology,

cognitive musicology,bram mnction,psychophysiological or neuropsychological correlates

of inusical activities, aesthetic and affective response,emotional response to music,con―

cert hall acoustics,and computer simulation of rnusical processing.
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勁 e similarity and discrepancy of rnusic between speech has been noted in a number of

contexts(see Repp,1991;Sundberg,Nord,&Carison,1991).lmere are clear behavioral

analogies between music and language(Gates,Bradshaw,&Nettleton,1974)。 Both are

composed of sequences of discrete sounds;vocal production and auditory reception are

priinary in both.Both use arbitrary visual symbols to note salient aspects of the sound

pattemo ln addition,in both skills reading of the text at speed requttes many years to devel―

op, and it is reasonable to suppose that the music reader,like the language reader,increases

his coding efficiency through attention to structures in the text。

However,the most radical difference between music and language or speech is that

linguistics is directly related to the effect ofthe communicative message.Language is large―

ly a stable referential symbolic system that represents our knowledgeo Lexical items are

symbols that exist not only by themselves ln phonological terms,but also as representatives

for their referents. nese lexical― referential linkages are flxed and the combination rules

are constant and universal for all languages KAiello,1994;Marin,1982).TherefOre,when

one encounters unfamiliar language,one carlnot store the words as not only semantic but

also acoustic codes,and the words produce no visual images and arouse no feelings or

emotion.

On the other hand,music consists of a few non― referential items that are combined

according to the prevailing stylistic rules of harmony,melody,timbre,rhythnl,or musical

fOrm(Marin,1982).SinCe each of these factors does not correspond to a speciic or flxed

representation,we understand the musical inessage or rneaning with our own mode,that is,

there are individual differences.Music,even unfarniliar lnusic, is likely to evoke some

internal intermodal representations by arousing some feeling or emotion,and the pitch

information can be encoded as some codes.
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Music has a hierarchical structure which consists of several levels sirnilar to those in

language.Umemoto(1990)prOpOSed four musical dimensions that have corresponding

levels of perception and cogn■ ion.They are:(1)MusiC as sOund oitCh,loudness,timbre,

duration,and pitch class),whiCh Corresponds to discrimination or identification of tone;(2)

Music as an ottect Of perception(me10dy,harmony,and rhythm),whiCh Corresponds to

pattem or contour recognition,coding oftones in terms of a scale,and so on;(3)the struc_

ture of rnusic(theme and its developllnent),whiCh Corresponds to comprehension of the

structure;and(4)the meaning or content of music(idea,title,and script),WhiCh corre―

sponds to cognition and empathic understanding of the piece as a wholeo Marin(1982)

arranged inusical deficiencies in a hierarchical order fronl a neuropsychological perspec―

tive,and distinguished disorders of the psychological,categorical,perceptual,lexico―

symbolic,and programinative types。
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1. Multi…store inodel

Prior to the recent remarkable progress ln the study of rnusic perception and cognition,

cognitive psychology as an approach based on the information processing framework

emerged in the 1950is.ne information processing approach is partly based on a computer

analogy.InfOrmation is handled in a sequence of stages;ln each stage a specifled hnction

is performed,and the information then proceeds to the next stage for a different kind of

processmg.

Several inemory theorists have attempted to describe the basic architecture of the

memory system.According to the Atkinson―Shiffrin model(Atkinson&Shiffrin,1968,

1971),there are three types of memory stores;the information from the en宙 ronment is
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initially received by and held very briefly in the sensory stores,some is attended to and

processed in the short― terln store,and some is transferred to the long― term store.

Sensory memory holds information in a relatively raw,unprocessed fornl for an ex―

tremely short period.Most of the research which has been conducted on the sensory stores

has concentrated on the visual and auditory modalities,which are the most important ones

in our everyday liveso Neisser used the ternl iconic memory to describe visual sensory

memory,or the brief persistence of visual impressions that"makes them briefly available

for processing even ater the stimulus has terminated"(Neisser,1967,p.15)。 So far as the

iconic store is concemed,the classic demonstration of its existence was provided by Sper―

ling(1960).It iS nOw generally accepted that information in iconic storage decays wihin

approxiinately 500 msec.

There is also evidence for a transient store m the auditory modalityo Neisser coined the

term echoic memory as the auditory equivalent of iconic memoryo Echoic memory is as―

sumed to consist of relatively unprOcessed auditory input,which persists after the sound

disappears.Darwin,Turvey,and Crowder(1972)estimated that the duration of unattended

aud■ory information in echoic storage is appro対 mately 4 or 5 seco Massaro(1970,197幼

used a masking technique,and concluded that echoic memory lasts about 250 msec.In

another research,the duration was estimated to be about 100 msec(eog。 ,Deatherage&

Evans,1969;Efron,1970).

Short― term memory(SηИ)referS tO the small amount of information that we keep in an

active state for a brief period.It includes the information that we are currently attending to,

processing,and rehearsing to ourselves,However,the capacity of STM is extremely limit―

edo A large proportion of materials is forgotten in STM a■ er a few secondsi decayo Long―

term memory(LTM)refers to a huge,relat市 ely permanent kind of memory which has

enormous capacity and contains a wide variety ofinformation。
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2. Linlitations to multi― store models

The Atkinson― Shifttin inulti― store inodel served an important functiOn historically.It

was the first theOry of memory which provided a systematic account of the structures and

processes comprising the memory system. Although the conceptual distinctions between

the three different kinds of lnemory stores still have conceptual utility,there are serious

lillnitations to the multi― store model,in which both the STM and L■■4 are assumed to be

unitary and to operate m a single,unifornl fashion.

The short― term store was formerly held to accept only acoustically coded information。

For example,Sperling(1960)had ShOWn that the fading visual icon was rapidly translated

lllto an auditory form.The most definitive experilnent on this translation was conducted by

Corlrad(1964)。 Conrad presented letters宙sually in a memory span experiment,and found

a strong tendency for people to make recall errors attributable to acoustical conision.ne

results provide strong evidence that the short― term storage operates in an auditory mode。

Similar fmding was found by Wickelgren(1965).It waS generally considered that only the

long― term store could mamtain semantic information. For example, Kintsh and Buschke

(1969)found,in the士 experiment concemhg the serial position,that the material in STM is

coded in terms of its acoustic or sound characteristics,whereas that in LTM is coded in

terms of its semantic or rneaning― related characteristics。

However,■ot all storage in S¶ M is in an acoustic format;there is ample indication that

verbal information is retained,at least to some extent,in visual formo Evidence that the

short― term store holds visual codes has been found by several researchers(e・ g。 ,Kroll,

1972,1975;Krollだ 貶Kellicutt, 1972;Kroll,Parks,Parkinson,Bieber,そL Johnson,1970;

Parkinson, 1972;Parkinson,Parks,そ L Kroll, 1971;Salzberg, Parks,Kroll,2貶 Parkinson,

1971)。 SomC experiments revealed that shadowing interfered less when the to― be―remem―

bered letter was presented visually rather than acoustically.This suggests that visually

presented letters are not recoded into pure acoustic information,The accuracy of response
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of deaf suЧ eCtS iS negat市,ly affected by visual similarity of letter stimuli,resulting in

recall errors attributable to visual confusion.This suggests that the deaf subjects retain

letters in terms of the缶 宙sual printed shapes(eog"COnrad,1972;Locke&bcke,1971)。

That deaf suttectS Can retain verbal items in a code represented in their sign-language

symbols has also been demonsttated(Bellugi,Klima,&Siple,1975).The deaf have alter―

natives to the usual acoustic STM coding.In addition,there is evidence for the presence of

semantic information in SWo Shulman(1970,1972)found that some sho■ ―term∞nm―

sions ibllow sernantic PattemS, indicating STM storage of semantic infollllation。 ■ ere is

evidence for articulatory coding as well(Levy,1971;Peterson&Johnson,1971)。

Another weakness ofthe approach in the multi―store model concerns the rolo of re―

hearsal,which is the cycling of information through memory.The model assumes that the

maiOr means by which information is transferred to lTM is via rehearsal in STMo ln fact,

while the amount of rehearsal is oien relevant to HM(Rundus&Atkinson,1970),seVeral

researchers found that the amount of reheaisal in STM was not always related to the proba―

bility of recall缶om unl(crak&Watkhs,1973)。

3。  L£vels― of―processing theory

Craik and Lockhart(1972)propOSed a level― of―processing approach,in which there are

a number of different levels of processing ranging from sha1low(SensOry or physical

analysis of a stimulus)tO deeper(mOre cOmplex or semantic analysis)。 Ъ e by―product of

all this analysis is a memory traceo lf the stimulus is analyzed at a very shallow level,then

that memory trace will be■ agile and may be quickly forgotten.However,if the stimulus is

analyzed at a very deep level,then that memory trace will be durable and will be remem―

bered.

ney also discussed the role of rehearsal.獅 ere are h″ o different kinds of rehearsal.One

is inaintenance rehearsal,which simply repeats and maintains an item at a shallow acoustic
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levelin STM,and cann6t influence LT14.The other is elaborative rehearsal,which enriches

and supplements the item with extra rneaning at a deeper level,making it rnore likely to be

stored in LTM;that is,deeper levels of analysis produce a more elaborate,longer,and

stronger memory trace(e・ g.,Craik&Lockhart,1972;Craik&Tul宙 ng,1975;Craik&

Watkins,1973)。

The level― of―processing theorists emphasized encoding;that is,how items are placed

mtO memOry。「Fhey have indicated that encoding process which takes place at the time of

leaming have a mttOr impact on subsequent long― term memory and the pЮ cess is impor―

tant.

Furthernlore,Craik(1979)propOSed that when a stimulus is processed at a deep level for

a long period,this stimulus is encoded distinctively.IDistinctiveness describes the extent to

which a stimulus is different fbm the other memory ttacc in the systemo Eysenck(1979)

also argued that long― ternl lnemory is affected by distinctiveness of processing as well as

by the depth and elaboration of processing. In other words,memory traces which are dis―

tinctive or unique ln some way will be more readily retrieved.

The mttor critiCism ofthe levels― of―processing theory comes from Eysenck(1978),

Jenkins(1974),and Baddeley(1978).The prOblem is caused by the lack of any independ―

ent or ottectiVe measure ofprocessing depth.It seems intuitive that we can derme phySiCal

encoding as"shallow"and semantic encoding as"deep"。 ■ e ihture success of the levels―

of一processing theory may depend upon fmding a way to measure the critical feature,depth

of processing.

4。  Mental representations and dual― coding theory

Many ofthe proposed inethods for improving inemory involve the use of imagery,or

mental pictorial representations for things that are not physically present.Although the

hidden and covert nature of cognitive processes makes them extremely difrlcult tO exam―
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ine,the study ofimagery,using new and more rigorous experimental methods,has begun to

flourish again in recent years。

Representations may be divided into the h″ o categories of the extemal representations,

which we use in everyday life,and the internal or mental representations.The extemal

representations rnay be divided into two broad classes of pictorial and linguistic classes,

and the mental representations can be divided along similar lines into analogical and propo―

sitional representationso Although there are several forms of analogical representations

(eog・ ,auditory,olfactory,tactile or kinetic images),the prime analog representation is a

visual imageo Analogical representations are nondiscrete,can present things implicitly,are

organレ ed by loose nlles of combination,and are concrete in the sense that they are tied to a

panicular sense modality(modality― specifio・ PrOpositional representations are language―

like representations which capture the ideational content of the mind,irrespective of the

original modality in which that information was encounteredo ney are discrete, explicit,

organized by strict rules,and abstract。

Many theorists clainl that information is stored in analog code,which is a representation

that closely resembles the physica1 0可 ect(e.g。 ,Kosslyn,1980;Cooper&Shepard,1973;

Shepard&Metzler,1971)。 Some ofthe charaaeristics of mental images are the phenome―

non that they can be mentally rotated and scanned,with preservation of relative size and

shape,in ways ana10gous to such operations on physical o可eCtSo Several dissenters believe

that we store information ill terms of abstract descriptions of objects or propositions ;

storage is verbal rather than visual or spatial(PylyShyn, 19173)。

In a study of how illnagery influences memory,Paivio(1969)obtained the result that

people recall more concrete words(e・ g。,apple,house)than abstract words← 。g"idea,truth),

indicating that concrete words encourage imagery.Pa市 io(1978)explained the result using
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a dual―coding hypothesis in which there are two distinct systems for the representation and

processing of information.A verbal coding system deals with linguistic information and

stores it in an appropriate verbal follll,and it is specialized for sequential processing to the

serial nature of languageo A separate nonverbal(or imagery)coding System carries out

in■ age― based processing and representations that correspond to concrete ot)jects

(BOWer,1972a)。  Although the two systems are independent,they are connected to each

other and can cooperate with each othero Evidence for separate verbal and non― verbal

systems has been observed in patients suffering unilateral damage to the tempora1 lobes

(PaiViO,1971).

¶he hypothesis maintains that superior memory for words with high imaginability arises

because they are readily encoded in both the imaginal and verbal systems,whereas words

with low imaginabiltty are likely to be encoded only in the verbal system.Highly imagina―

ble words are better remembered because they are represented in the memory as two types

of representations rather than one.Paivio(1986)also prOpOsed that both the verbal(Logo…

gens:the concept comes ilom Mortonis(1969)theOries of word recognition)and nonverbal

(Imagens)syStems are m■ her di宙 ded into sub― systems(ioe.,ViSual,auditory,kinesthetic,

gustatory,and olfactory)whiCh process either verbal or nonverbal information in the dimer―

ent modalities(mOdality― specific).

5。  Working lnemory model

When the multi― store model fell into disfavor,as described above,Baddeley and Hitch

(1974)propOSed the concept ofthe working memory.In essence,the unitary short― term

store was replaced by a multi― component working memory system consisting of three

components:a modality― free central executive which has limited capacity and has two

subordinate components,an articulatory loop which holds information in a phonological

(SpeeCh― based)fOrrn,and a visuo― spatial scratch pad(sketCh pad)whiCh iS specialized for

spatial and/or visual coding.
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The articulatory loOp is organized in a temporal and serial fashion,and its capacity is

determined by temporal duration.Baddeley(1986)propOSed a re宙 sed version ofthe

working inemory modelo He drew a distinction between a passive phonological store which

is directly concemed with speech perception and an articulatory control process which is

linked to speech production. rrhe visu。 _spatial sketch pad is defined as a systenl especially

well adapted to storage of spatial information (Baddeley, 1986), as Baddeley and Lieber―

man(1980)found that spatial coding was more impo■ant than宙 sual coding in a variety Of

taskso While the revised working memory model is probably a refinement of the o五 ginal

model,it is unfortunate that there has been so little clarification of the role played by the

central executive.It is clailned that the central processor is modality― free and used in

numerous prOcessing operations,but its precisc hnctioning still remains unclear.
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ne purpOSe of this study was to investigate the encoding strategies for pitch informa―

tion of short inelodies.':Encoding" refers to the establishment of codes which are more

likely to be stored in relatively permanent long― terrn storageo The encoding processes are

often assigned in the short―terln memory.

Several authors(eog"BOWer,1967;Tulving&Watkins,1975)have Suggested that the

memory trace can be described h terms of its component attributes.11lis viewpoint is quite

compatible with the notion of encodhg elaboration.The trace may be considered the record

of encoding operations carried out on the input;the function of these operations is to

analyze and specify the attributes of the stimuluso An encoded un■ is unitized or mtegrated

on the basis of past experience,just as the target stimulus fits naturally into compatible

context at encodingo An integrated or congruous encoding thus yields better inemory per―
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formance,first,because a more elaborate trace is laid down and,second because richer

encoding implies greater compatibility with the structure,rules,and organization of seman―

tic memory。 lhis structure,in tum,is drawn upon to facilitate retrieval processes(Craik&

Tulving,1975)。

To acquire effective encoding processes for verbal inaterials,there are many types of

strategies,such as a elaborative rehearsal,use of imagery,enactment of verbal instmctions,

utilizing semantic relations between list items to integrate them into organized memory

units,and using various lnnemonic devices(inCluding chunking,grouping,organization,

mediators,first― letter technique,narrative technique,substitution method,rhymes,and

extemal memory aids,and so o→ .

A variety of Fnental representation models have been propOsed for pitch structures.

These models fall into one of three classes of models(See Dowling,1991;Krumhansl,

1990,1991;Hubbard&Stoeckig,1992;West,Howell,&Cross,1991);(→ pSyChOa∞us―

tical,(b)rule― based,and(c)SChematic/connectionist approaches.PsychOacoustical

models hypothesized that pitch could be represented by a single dimension(e・ g。,Stevens,

Volkmalm,&Newman,1937)。 Rule― based models exploit some ofthe outward similarities

between music and language.In language,there are a limited number of letters that can be

combined to form valid words,and words that can be combined to form grammatical sen―

tences.In music,there a limited number oftones(12 tones in a chromatic scale)that Can be

combined to form melodies and accompanying harmonies,Deutsch(1980)and Deutsch and

Feroe(1981)preSented a hieraFChiCal model represented by pitch alphabets.Lerdahl and

Jackendoff(1983)deve10ped an extens市 e generat市 e grammar of music founded on four

sets of rules;grouping structure,Inetrical structure,tiine― span reduction,and prolongation

reductiono ln schematic models,pitch is represented by some sort of music schema which

consists of at least three,or more dimensions;Longuet― Higginゞ key regions model(1978),
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Shepardゝ double―helix model(1982a,b),Rectangular representation of the muhidimen―

sional scaling analysis of interkey distances(Krumhansl&Kessler,1982).Lerdahrs model

(1988)is deSigned to capture essentially the same feature of musical pitch as Shepardls

(1982a,b)tOp010gical model,but is more symmetry On pich stmctureo Cormectionist model

of the representation of harmonic relationship was introduced by Bharucha(1987)and

Bharucha and Stoeckig(1986,1987).In thiS model musical chords are represented by

nodes ln a nettvork.

nere are a lot of lnodels of the mental representations for pitch structures as described

above,indicating that any given music stimulus is likely to have multiple representations of

pitch,and that,therefore,people would employ multiple coding strategy ln auditory modal―

ity for pitch sequences s、st,HOWell,&Cross,1991)。 Shepard(1982a)suggests that for

musically sophisticated listeners,pitch shOuld be encoded by three dimensions;height,

position in the circle of fifths,and chroma.These three dilnensions are all in auditory

modality chOugh they are visualセ ed as a figure on a sheet:helical configuration of tones,

with pitch height as the vertical dimension and the chroma circle as the prdectiOn Onto the

horセ ontal plane)。 HOWever,when pitch sequence is presented auditorily,do sutteCtS actual―

ly encode the pitches with the mental representation of the helical configuration with the

chroma circle?「 rhe helical conflguration with the chroma circle is a sophisticated theoreti―

cal and conceptual representation for pitch structure,but is not likely to be auditory(Or

宙sual)imagery perceived缶om pitch information.Even though a rule―based or schematic/

connectionist model might omer us a complete descHption of how musical representation

might be accomplished, it is not clear that such an understanding or such a representation

would necessarily include the subject市e elements ofimagery so commonly reported

(Hubbard&stoeckig,1992).Furthermore,it is possible thtt auditory pitch informttion is

encoded not only i,auditOry inodality,but also in visual or kinesthetic modality,namely

that rnultiinodal representations based on mtermodal coordination are employed to encode

auditory pitch information。
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Therefore,in the present study,encoding strategies for pitch information in short melo―

dies were investigated,in te.11ls Of nOt rule― or schema― based representations but imagery―

based multimodal representations,

For a tilne in the 1970i and early 19801,the imagery―propositional debate was very

controversial. I)uring the period, Posner(1973)presented the conclusions concerning

codes in memory that(a)there are at least three types of codes,宙 sual,verbal,and motor

(BOWer,1972b);Φ)each code endures,and is not a transient residual of stimulation;(c)

people differ in their propensity to use each type of code; (d)theSe cOdes are parts of

separate memory systems that can be examined in isolation in the laboratory.In this study

all four ofthe polnts were expeHmentally demonstrated.

0“″JJ“θo/滋θ FaJJo″れgI税″θ「
J“θ″お

1。  Prelinlinary experilnent and its implications

ne purpOSe of this study was to investigate encoding strategies for pitch infol.I.atiOn of

shOn me10dies.First of all,a simple preliminary expe五 ment was carried outo SutteCtS Were

instructed to make recognition judgments as to whether an 8-tone standard melody and an

8-tone comparison melody were the same or different in pitcho The suttectS Were then re―

quired to answer the following question; when you inemorized and retained the lnelodies,

what types of strategies did you use to encode the pitch information?

Ъ e preliminary questiorlnaire data lndicated that the subiects uSed One or more of the

following several strategies:(a)a Verbal encoding strategy,in which each pitch in a

melody was labeled with the name of a musical note,and this code was rehearsed and

stored in memory;Φ )a senSOry(aud■ Ory)en∞ ding sttategy,in which piches in a melody
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were retained in memory as auditory information;that is,by singing,whistling,humming,

mental rehearsal of pitches,and so on;(c)a宙 sualiZing strategy,in which pitches were

visualized h their image,as a lnelodic contour, on a keyboard,or on a sta][notation; or

(d)a mOtOr encoding strategy,in which an auditory melody was encoded by the movement

ofthe fmgers as if playing the piano.Some sutteCtS reported that they used two or threc

strategies simultaneously。

The questionnaire data obtained in this siinple experiinent presented several important

implications,which were investigated in the subsequent experiinents. mere may be two

rehearsal lnodes,that is,pitch rehearsal which is direct and relatively unprocessed pitch

representation and Verbal rehcarsal of musical note names(Experiment l)。 It iS pOSSible

that visual imagery,which is analogous tO auditory information,is used to encode pitch

information(Experiment 4).TheSe pitch encoding strategies obtained in the preliminary

experilnent were not entirely independent of each other, and were sometimes mter― relat―

ed.11lis obseⅣ ation implies that a dual― or a triple― coding strategy may be used to lnemo―

rレe or retain pitches(Experiment 6).It iS pOSSible that the employment of rmger move―

ments analogous to playing the piano may be an effective strategy for piano players tO

encode pitches,because this extemal motor representation is likely to be resistant to chal―

lenging situations(ExpeHment 7).On the keyboard of a piano,higher pitch keys are placed

on the right and lower pitch keys are placed on the le量 .Piano players may have an image

of a spatial conflguration in which the right direction is compatible with higher pitch,and

the left with lower pitch.It is possible that there are specific spatial directions for pitch

corresponding to spatial motor images during playing ofan insttument cxperiment 8)。

In lttxperiment 2,the ability to detect a 50-cent deviated pitch ttom an equal― tempera―

ment scale out of a melody was investigated.This ability is closely related to the ability for

verbal encodhg of pitch information.In Experiinent 3,the relationship behveen the ability

for verbal encoding of pitch information and cerebral hemispheric dominance was investi―
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gated.Experiments 5 and 9 were designed to investigate whether subjects show eye

movements corresponding to tracking of their visuo― spatial images while encoding pitch

information.

2. Encoding strategy and distractor paradigm

The inethodology used in the following experiinents was influenced by that of Slobo―

dがs experiments(1976).One means ofa■ empting to investigate the nature of the en∞ ding

processes is to interfere with them by causing concurrent stimulation or activity which

engages in similar processing mechanisms“ istractOr paradigm)。

The purpQse of the distractor task is to prevent rehearsalo A distractor task leads to

increased incidence of forge■ing,if it involves processing of stimuli that are similar to the

to― be―remembered materials(eog"COrman&Wickens,1968;Wickelgren,1965)。 h the

experiments of Reitman(1971,1974)and Shittin(1973),it waS fOund that distactor tasks

involving verbal skills were more likely to disrupt retention of verbal forms than were non―

verbal distractor tasks such as signal detection.Furthermore,the distractor task is much

more effective if it presented in the same modality as the to― be―remembered materials

(eog"PrOctor&Fagnani,1978).The diSttador paradigm is also accounted for by a mecha―

nism of release from proact市 e inhibition(eog。 ,Keppel&Underwood,1962;Wickens,

1972;Wickens,Bom,&Allen,1963)。

The purpose of Slobodals experiment(1976)was tO investigate a code in a visual

memory tasko The visual stimulus was s破 notes on a statt and waS presented in a two―rleld

tachistoscope.In each trial,the宙sual stimulus was presented for 2.O sec,and the suttect

was then required to recall the notes on a staff。 口hree types of hterfering material(speeCh,

tonal music,and atonal music)were prepared for auditory presentation,and presented as

the lnterference conditiono lt was hypothesized that if musicians coded the visual notes as
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pitches,then they would suffer greater interference 缶oln the tonal or atonal lnusical input

in the auditory modality than from the speech input,whereas if they coded the visual notes

as note names,then they would suffer greater interference■om the speech input,ne re_

sults were lnterpreted to indicate that either the musicians did not encode visually presented

notes by their note names or pitches,or that they can carry on concurrent activities with the

same code silnultaneously.

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the types of strategies used to

encode the pitch information in short― term memory.nerefore,comparing Slobodals exper―

iment,the stimuli were presented auditorily instead of visually,and the suttectS Were re―

quired to produce recognition responses instead of recall responseso Although a distractor

paradigm was employed in Slobodals experilnent,it is possible that the distractors did not

interfere with the subjectsi coding processes effectively,because, the distoractors may not

have been sirnilar to their predictable coding strategies,or the modality of distractors were

different iom that ofthe to― be―remembered stirnuli。

Therefore,in the present experiinents,interfering stimuli which more effectively lnter―

fere wih the sutteCtゞ COding processes than those used by Sloboda were introducedo Tones

or note names,whose rate was the same as that in the standard melody,were lnterpolated

auditorily during the retention interval(Experiments l,6 and 7),instead Of the contmuous

music or speech used as background interference by Sloboda.

In Experilnents l and 4 to 9, to investigate the type of encoding strategies,several

kinds of distractors were prepared and interpolated during the retention mterval between the

standard and comparison stimulus.E)istractors interfere with the operation of the codes

which are used to acquire the pitch information ofthe standard stilnulus and are mahtained

or rehearsed.Frolln the disruptive effects of distractors on the recognition performance,the

type of encoding strategy employed during retention lnterval can be inferred。
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EXPERIMENT l

フ″うαJ Ettθoding Sttcrcgソ α″″Pttc乃 ル 乃αttsαJ S″z″c″

In Deutschis experiment(1970),suttectS Were required to judge whether two tones,

separated by a 5-sec interval,were the same or different in pitcho The tones were ofthe

same pitch in half the trials,and differed by a semitone in the other hal■ Results showed

that when slx extra tones were mterpolated during the 5-sec retention lnterval,the error rate

was 32.3%,even though the sutteCtS Were required to ignore the interpolated tones.In

contrast,when six spoken numbers were interpolated instead oftones,the error rate was

only 5.6%, even though the sutteCtS Were required to recall the numbers.Similar results

have been obtained in other studies; whereas only a minimal decrement in pitch recogni―

tion was found after a retention lnterval f11led with a sentence,noise or a series of numbers,

considerable disruption was found when several tones were interpolated(e.g。 ,Massaro,

1970;Wickelgren,1966).

On the other hand,Siegel(1974)found that,ifthe subjects were able to encode pitch

verbally;ioe。 ,to labeltones with the musical note names and to store them in inemory,

pitch recognition did not drop signiicantly even a■ er a 15-sec delay菫1led with interfering

toneso Verbal encoding thus aided retention over a longer tilne span.

■lese results indicate that pitch information is suttect tO interference caused specirlcally

by other tones,and that only when some effective strategies can be employed to encode

pitch inforination will it be retained in inemory.Therefore,the purpose of Experilnent l,

with distractor paradigm(UmemOtO,1984;Umemoto,Takeda,Arimoto,&Kondo,1976),
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was to investigate whether suttectS COuld employ verbal encoding as an effect市 e strategy

to encode piches oftonal and ttonal melodies(MikumO,1989a,b,1990b,1992d),inStead

of only one tone,as in the experilnents described above。

ル魚7″λοJ

肋崚 rrS

lヽventy― six female subjects(average age,21.3 years;age range,20-23 years)who

were undergttaduates nlaJoring in inusic constituted the highly musically trained group

(Group H)。 Each had had at least 12 years of formal musical training,with an average of

15。 7 years← ange,12-19 years)。

■venty― six female sutteCtS(aVerage age,20。 6 years;age range,18-23 years)who

were undergraduates mttoring in literature or science constituted the less well musically

trained group(Group I⇒ 。None were currently playing a musical instrument,and their

musical experience on an hstmment averaged 3.8 years← ange,0-5 years)。

ルレ″滋 お

Each trial involved a standard series followed by an lnterfering stiinulus and then by a

comparison serieso Both the standard and the comparison seHes consisted of six different

tones taken from an equal― temperament scale,which ranged from G3(196.O Hz)tO

G5(784.O Hz)。 ¶he duration of each tone was l.O sec(900mSec with 100-msec silence).In

this experiment there were 64 trials.Half of the them(32)were tOnal melodies in a mttor

key and were high in tonal inelodic structure,according to conventional Western rules.

The other hal【 32)were atOnal melodies,which were low in tonal melodic stmcture(1)。
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Half ofthe comparison series were exactly the same as the standard series,and the other

half were divided intO four types that were dittrent iom the standard.Transpostion ①

was obtained by transposing the standard series by two semitones oigher Or 10weり ,pre_

serving both the exact pitch intervals and the contour(2)。 contour―preserving comparlson

(C)WaS Obtained by changing one of the pitches by two semitones(higher or lower),

preserving the contour of the standard,so that the exact pitch inteⅣ als were not preserved.

Exchanging comparison(E) was obtained by exchanging the order of two successive

pitches of the standard,so that both the contour and the pitch intervals were a little direrent

from those of the standardo Retrograde comparison(Iり Was Obtained by reversing the

order of pitches of the standard,so that the contour and the pitch intervals were not com―

pletely preserved.

Four types of interfering stiinuli were lnterpolated during the retention lnterval between

the standard and the comparison series。 ・Pause"(D waS a blank retention interval。 "Inter―

fering Melody"(IM)Was COmposed Of 12 tones oange,G3~G5)'haVing either a tonal or

an atonal structure."Series of Nonsense Syllables"(NS)conSiSted of a meaningless seHes

of 12 speech sounds。 "Series of musical Note Names"(NN)consiSted of a series of 12

words chosen randomly from seven note names(Do,Re,Mi,Fa,Sol,La,Si)。 BOth the

series of nonsense syllables and the seHes of note names were delivered in a monotonous

female voiceo  Each of four mterference types consisted of 16 stimuli,having a total dura―

tion of 12 sec(Figure l-1)。

Ъ e tones were generated by an NEC PC-8801 MK2 computer,and were recorded on

tape and played over high― quality sound reproduction equipmento All tones were aqusted

to be equal in loudness(apprOximttely 50dB SPD,and Were presented宙 a情 o loudspeak―

ers。
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■le suttectS Were instmcted that this was an experiment on memory for melodies,and

that,on each ofthe 64 trials,they wOuld first hear a warning signal,then a first inelody,

which was followed by an interfering stimulus,and then a second melody.llle subieCt'S

task was to judge whether the two melodies were the same or different in pitch,indicate

their judgments by writing"S"(Same)Or"D"(Different)on an answer sheet,and rate their

decision on a 5-point confidence scale with responses of"very sure yes(or nO)","fairly

sure yes(or nO)","unsure yes(or no)","fairly unsure yes(Or nO)","Very unsure yes(or

nO)"・

As descriled abOVe,four types of interfering stimuli were prepared。 口he sutteCtS Were

required that,when the interfering stiinulus was a pause or a melody,they should listen to

it,and when the lnterfering stilnulus was a series of nonsense syllables or of note names,

they should shadow the sounds one by one.ne experiinenter emphasized that the sub―

jects were to respond"dimerent",even to exact transpositions of the rlrst melody,and that

they shOuld not employ a tapping strategy analogous tO playing the piano.The sutteCtS

were given feedback on four practice trials for each of the interfering stimulus types.The

inteⅣ als between the standard stimulus and the rrst interfering sound,and between the last

interfering sound and the companson stimulus,were each l.O sec,and the next trial began 7

sec a■er the companson stimulus.

In this experiinent,there were 32 tonal and 32 atonaltrials.In both types of rnelodies,8

trials were run in each type of interfering condition, in half of which (4 trials),the

conlparison series were exactly the salne as the standard series,and in the other half(4

trials),the COmparison series were different ttom the standard seHes(■ C,E,D。 口ie fOur

types of interference conditions were rnixed, and the order of presentation of al1 64 trials

was randoFnlZed.
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STANDARD lNTERFERENCE COMPARiSON

Fa La Re Si So:o00

6s. 12s.    ls. 6s.

Figure l-1。

Examples of standard,comparison,and lnterference conditions used in this

experilnent. Filled notes in comparison stilnulus sets indicate that their

pitches were different iom those located at the corresponding seHal posi―

tions in the standard stiinulus sets.

Notes.

Interference conditions

(P:Pause, IM:Interfering Melody, NS:series of Nonsense Syllables,

NN:series of musical Note Names)。

Comparison stilnuli

C:TranspOSition, C i Contour― preseⅣ ing, E:Exchanging,

R:Retrograde).

ls.
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In this experiment three response measures were calculated:the recognition probability

for each type of interference condition (Figure l-2),the false― alarm rate for each type of

comparison cigure l-3),and the re∝iver―operating characteristic 600 CurVe(Figure l―

4)。

First,the recognition probability data(hit rate minus false― alarm rate[WoOdWOrth&

Schlosberg,1954])were analyzed in a threc― way analysis of variance[2 Groups X 2

Melody Types X 4 1nterference Conditions],with repeated measures on the second and

th士d factors。 ¶here were signiicant main effects of Group,Melody η′pe,and lnterferen∝ ,

[f(1,50)=150.8,′ く。001;f(1,50)=64.9,Pく。001;J(3,150)=7.06,Pく。001],and there was a

marginal interaction of GЮ up X Melody Type X Interference[ズ 3,150)=2.47,′ =.063].

nese results are shown in Figure l-2,in which the main emect of Group indicates that

the performance of Group H was consistently superior to that of Group L,and the main

effect of Melody η pe indicates that both Groups H and L performed better with the tonal

than with the atonal melodieso The marginal interaction among the three factors indicates

that there might have been differences ln the disruptive effects of the interference condi―

tions in the performance of the two grOups。

As shown in Figure l-2,recognition performance of Group H for the tonal inelodies

was signiflcantly oy Newman― Keuls Method)more diSrupted by shadowing the seHes of

note names than by the Pause oく・01),Or by Shadowing the series of nonsense syllables

oく 05).ThiS finding suggests that Group H used a verbal encoding strategy,in which

each pitch in a tonal melody was iabeled with a note name,and that these codes(nOte

names)were rehearsed.For atonal melodies,recognition performance of Group H was
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Figure l-2。

Mean probability of correct recognition(hit rate mhus false― alarln rate)

in the four interference conditions(R IM,NS,NN)for bOth tOnal and

atonal inelodies.

Notes.

P:Pause, IM:Interfering Melody, NS:series of Nonsense Syllables,

NN:series of Note Names.

● Tonal

O Alonal
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signiflcantly more disrupted by listening to the interfe血 lg melody than by Pause● く.05)。

This finding suggests that the sutteCtS used a pitch rehearsal strategy,in which they

attempted to retaln the pitches in the melody as acoustic infollllation;that is,by huIIInmg,

whistling,singing,Inental rehearsal of pitches and so ono These subjects reported that a

verbal encoding strategy would be ineffectual for an atonal inelody. Only very specific

information about pitch is extracted ttom atonal melodies encoded at the material level of

tones.The pitches and intervals of atonal melodies seem especially hard to learn(Cf・

Dowlhg,1982,1988)。

On the other hand,the recognition performance of Group〕 L for both the tonal and the

atonal inelodies was signirlcantly worse than that of Group H even in the Pause condition,

and there were no significant differences in disruptive effects for the different types of

interference conditions.This Fnding suggests that these suttects COuld not use any emec―

tive strategies for pitch encoding of the rnelodies.

Second,the false― alarm data were analyzed in a three― way analysis of variance[2

Groups X 2 Melody Types X 4 Comparison Types],with repeated measures on the

second and third factors.nere were significant inain effects of Group and Comparison

Type,IJ(1,50)=36.3,Pく .001;f(3,150)=29。 3,′く̀ 001],and there were signiicant inter―

actions of GЮup X Comparison Tソ pe,and Group X Melody Type X Comparison Type,

IJ(3,150)=7.90,′ く。001;Л(3,150)=3.07,′ く。05],but there was no signiicant main emect

of Melody Typeo These results are shown in Figure l-3,in which the interaction of

Group X Comparison Type iS ShOWn.For Group H,signiflcant differences oy Newman―

Keuis Method)in falSe_alarm rate were found be辞een Contour―preserving and Exchang―

ing comparisons, Contour―preserving and Retrograde comparisons,Exchanging and

Retrograde compaHsons,and Contour― preserving and Transposition comparisons● く。01)。

For(3roup L,signirlcant differences were found between Transposition and Exchanging
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∞ mpaHsons,Contour― preserving and Exchanging compaHsons● く・05),TranSpOSition and

Retrograde comparlsonsi Contour― preserving and〕Retrograde comparisons,and Exchang―

ing and Retrograde comparisons●く。01)。 口he false― alam rate ofthe former of each pah

was higher than that ofthe lattero Namely,Group L had many more false alarms in Trans―

position than had Group H.

¶lese rmdings suggest that the sutteCtS in Group L were unable to discriminate a dif―

ference between the standard and the transposition,even though they were asked to"ject

the exact transposition of the standard,that is,pitch or key was not effective cuco ln other

word,they cOuld use only the contour as a cue for rnelody recognition.

The suttectS in Group H were able to use not only contour but also pitch intervals as

effective cues for melody re∞ gnitiono Cuddy,Cohen,and Miller(1979 have alSO Shown

that ifthe sequence to be transposed is embedded in a tonal context,lt is easier to recotte

than when ln a non― tonal context. In the present experilnent,stirnuli would be somewhat

easy for Group H,so that even with atonal melodies the false― alarm rate was rather low in

transpOsition。

These interpretations suggest that contour and pitch inteⅣals are independently handled

as different tatures(Edwonhy,1985),and mOreOver,suggest that contour Кcogniion is

dollninant over pitch intervals recognition.Ъese results are consistent with the rmdingS Of

Deutsch(1977),Dowling(1971,1972,1978),Dowling and Fttitani(1971),IdSOn and

Massaro(1978),Kallman and Massaro(1979),and S10boda(1978).They also suggest that

whereas the sutteCtS in Group L tended to listen global,the suttectS in Group H were able

to listen more analyticallyo nis is consistent with the findings of Bever and Chiarello

(1974)and MikumO(1987a,1988)。
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Figure l-3。

Mean false― alarm rate for four comparison melodies c C,E,D

both tonal and atonal lnelodies.

Notes.

T:Transposition,  C:COntour― preserving,  E:Exchanging,

R:Retrograde.
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Figure l-4.

Receiver Operating Characteristic(ROC)curVe fOr recognition

memory for tonal and atonal melodies.
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Third,Figure l-4 showsthe RC)C curve calculated by using a 5-pomt confldence scale,

in which the"Same"judgment and the"Different"judgment each had five levels of re―

sponseo ne data were thus divided into 10 categories,plotting the hit rate of Same― E)iffer―

ent decisions for each of the false― alarm rates,In addition,the discriminability indices c)

were calculated for tto types of melodies for the two groups(Group H:tonal melodies,

′′=2.44;atonal lnelodies, グ生1.74./Group L:tonal inelodies,″生1.12;atonal inelodies,

グ′=0.64).It waS e宙 dent iom the′′
and the ROC curve data that the discrimination h the

Same― Different decisions of the Group H was consistently better than that of GЮ up L

and both Groups H and L had more discrimination for tonal than for atonal lnelodies.

Listeners were better able to detect altemations in tonal than in atonal melodies(ci Dewar,

Cuddy,&Mewho■ ,1977)。

It may be concluded that the less well musically trained suЦ eCtS tended to listen global…

ly to the musical series on the basis of the total configuration or Gestalt(ioe。 ,melodic

contour:cfo Dowling,1994)。 Although they performed somewhat better with tonal than

with atonal lnelodies,they were unable to use any effective strategy to encode pitches of

these lnelodies.

On the other hand,the highly musically trained sutteCtS COuld listen analytically to the

musical series,with considerable attention to the intemal relationships among thelr compo―

nents(ioeっ pitCh intervals)。 When the series had a tonal stmcture,the sutteCtS Were able to

use a verbal encoding strategyo Pitch information is mapped onto a relatively small set Of

highly overleamed alphabets.Although these differ ibom one culture to another,the use of

such alphabets appears to occur cross― culturally(Deutsch, 1982c).Tonal sequences are

coded and retained as hierarchies of structures,cach of which is associated with a given

pitch alphabet oeutSCh&Feroe,1981)。
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Siegel(1974)propOSed that possessor of absolute pich attempted to use a verbd en∞ d―

ing strategy when the pitches belonged to different categories of note name. However,the

results obtained in Experiinent l showed that when the tones were se五 alized in an atonal

structure,it was difficult even for the highly trained suttects tO use a verbal encoding

strategy even when each pitch in the melody belonged to a different category of note name.

In this experirnent,one of fbur interference conditions was interpolated during the reten―

tion interval,and all of the results were interpreted relative to the control condition P

(blank― interval)。 ThiS iS based on the view that forgetting in short― term memory comes

aboutthrough both a decay in time and interference缶 om the presentation of other mateHal

(e.g"Lindsay&Norman,1977;Massaro,1970;Noman&Bobrow,1975;Wickelgren,

1967,1973).In Experiments 4,6,and 7 as well,a blank― interval control condition was

interpolated during a retention inteⅣ al to remove the disruptive effects of the tilne decay

and to clear the disruptive emect of the interference.

In the results of this experi:nent,a ceiling effect was found in Group H with tonal

melody,indicating that remembering a 6-tone:nelody was rather easy for the highly

trained suttects・ TO investigate encoding strategles for pltches of melodies,which involve

various informttion regarding∽ ntours and pitch intervals,an appropriate melody length

would be more than 8 tones(cf`Edworthy,1985;Mikumo,1987a,1988,Mikumo&

Umemoto,1988;Umemoto&Mikumo,1988,1989)。 h the f01lowing expe五 ments except

for Experiinent 2,8-tone melodies were employed as stilnuli.

In the second analysis,it was found that,contour is easier to extract Lonl melodies than

is pitch or pitch interval information but∞ ntour is not easier to retain(ci Dowling,1982)。

Therefore,according to the level― of―processing theory(Craik&Lockhart,1972),use Of

contour would reveal processing at shallow level and use of pitch intervals that at deeper

levelin terms of melody recognitiono Moreover,when subjects perceive an auditory
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contour,a visual contour would be perceived at the same tilne;that is,they would visualize

an auditory contour as a visual contour。 1llis point is discussed in more detail in Experi―

ment 4.

SutteCtS in Group H reported that they employed verbal encoding strategy;in most

cases the verbal codes were accompanied by correspondhg pitch codes.It is possible that

hVo CodeS are employed atthe same tilne to encode pitches。 11lis point is discussed in rnore

detail in Experilnent 6。

To provide appropriate musical note names for the particular pitches(the encoding of

pitch information as verbal labels)indiCates that pitches separtted by more than a sem■ one

are categoriz,d into different verbal labels(nOte nallnes)。 「rhe pOSsession of the verbal

labels increases the likelihood of the categorical information being extracted and stored

(S10bOda,1985)。 lhe emp10yment of verbal encoding strategy for pitch information would

be closely related to categoHcal per∝ ption for inusical intervals. This point was investi―

gated in Experilnent 2.

**************************************************************************

(1)These stimuli were chosen from 100 original melodic series,each composed of six

tones,by 20 university students using the scales of"Tonality… feeling"described in

Hoshino(1985),and HOShino and Abe(1981,1984)。 Abe(1987),Abe and Hoshino(1985),

and Erickson (1984)inveStigated tOnal centering. Boltz (1989)inveStigated the effects of

tonal relationships on melodic completion。

(2)ContOur refers to an ordinal representation of the intervals of a melody,which indi―

cates whether adiaCent notes are higher or lower than one another oones,1976)。
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EXPERIMENT 2
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In Experiment l,it was found that highly musically trained suttects Were able to encode

pitches in tonal structure as verbal labels oote names).¶ he ability to assign dimerent verbal

labels to the pitches,which were separated by more than one semitone,was closely related

to categOrical perception.

Siegel(1974)pЮ poSed that possessors of absolute pitch had two distinct modes of pich

processing:a sensory trace mode,in which they attempted to retaln some sensory infolllla―

tion tom tones for a brief time in memory,and a verbal mode,in which they a■ empted to

labeltones with the names ofrnusical notes and to store these in memory.In Siegel's exper―

iment,the suttectS Were presented with tto tones,separated by a 5-sec interval,and they

were required to judge whether the second tone was higher or lower in pitch than the mt.

ne results indicated the operation of sensory coding when the two pitches were only one―

tenth of a tone apart,since verbal coding would have provided the same name for both

pitcheso When the two pitches were separated by three― quarters of a tone,they belonged to

different categories of note names and were differentially labeled;therefore,the verbal

labeling sttategy was useml to sutteCtS Wih absolute pltch.

Categorical perCeption of pitch intervals was demonsttated by Locke and Kellar(1973).

They presented suttectS Wih triads(chordS)in WhiCh the tuning of the middle pitch was

systemttically varied iom mttor(Cs Sharp=5541・ Iz)tO minor(C5natural=523Hり ,paSSing

through several intermediate pitches。 勁e lower and upper pitches were always 440Hzoり

and 659 1・Iz(E5)・ The results indicated that almost all chords with middle pitch above 546
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陀 were heard as A mttor,While almost all chords with middle pitch below 540陀 were

heard as A Ininor.The evidence suggests a category boundary at about 542 Hzo Whereas

musicians showed a clear peak in discHmination at the category boundary,non― musicians

did not show such clear evidence of categoHcal perception。

A number of experimenters have obtained category― scaling identification mnctions for

pitch intervals spaced at increments of 10 to 20 cents,over ranges of 2 to 5 semitones,

where the labels are the relevant intervals in the chromatic scale(eog"Bums&Ward,1974,

1978,1982;Rakowski,1976;Siegel&Siegel,1977a,b;Umemoto&Tokumaru,199o.

In musically trained suttectS,the form ofthe identification hnctions also shows very sharp

category boundaries(Bums&ward,1978)and high test― retest reliability9 whereas in

musically untrained suttectS,it Shows large category overlap and poor test― retest reliabiuty

(Siegel&siegel,1977→ .

■ ese results indicate that,the closer a pitch is to one in the equal― temperament chro―

matic scale,the more the pitch is assimilated tO the category on the scale.Up to 50 cents

(One half semitone),the farther a pitch is from one in the equal― temperament chromatic

scale,the more the pitch is dissimilated ttom the category on the scale,and beyond 50 cents

up to 100 cents,the pitch is increasing assimilated into the next category on the scaleo ne

category boundaries are very sharp in highly trained sutteCtS.

In Experiment 2-1,suЧ ects Were required to identify a de宙 ated tone in a melody9in

which one tone was deviated by 50 cents either higher orlower in pitch from thatin the

equal― temperament scale. Fifty cents is one halftone between semitones,and a 50-cent

de宙ated tone is in other words just a middle pitch between the m′ o cOrrect pitches above

and below it,which are categorized as successive sernitones on the chromatic scale.As

described above,the category boundary tone is that at 50-cent deviation, and this tone is

the one most difflcult to assimilate into either category,that is,it is difflcult to categorize
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the deviated tone lnto a note name on the chromatic scaleo nerefore,it is considered that

the ability to detect the tone with 50-cent deviation ittorn a lnelody is the basis of the ability

to encode pitches as note names。

EXPERIMENT 2… 1

胎 働οJ

S“りθCrs

SutteCtS Of this experiment were third― and fifth― grade elementary school children,

flrst― and third―grade junior high school students, second― grade senior high school stu―

dents,and university students m可 oHng in psychology or musico All the students except the

un市ersity students were d市 ided into highly musically trained(Group H)and leSS Well

musically trained(Group L)groupSo Among elementary school children, junior high

school students,and senior high school students,those who had had at least four,slx,and

eight years,respectively,of follllal training in playing the piano were placed in Group H.

ne remaining sutteCtS at each education level were placed in Group Lo Among the uni―

versity students,the music mttors Were placed in Group H,and the psychology mttOrs in

Group Lo Ъe number ofsutteCtS in each group is shown below.
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Total Group H Group L

Elementary school

3rd grade cE3)

5th grade cE5)

Junior high school

lst grade  (Jl)

3rd grade (J3)

Senior high school

2nd gradc(S2)

Un市ersity

Psychology(■D
Music (D

73

74

73

63

78

56

73

14

20

20

14

29

59

54

53

49

49

56

73

ルL″瓦αJs

A total of 30 tonal melodies and 30 atonal melodies were composed OMikumO,1990a;

Mikumo&Umemoto,1990;Umemoto,Mikumo,&Murase,1989);16,20,and 24 melo―

dies with lengths of 4,5,and 6 tones,respectively,were prepared.In each melody,the pitch

of one tone was deviated by 50 cents either higher or lower from that in the equal―

temperament scale,and the remaining tones,which ranged from B3(246.94 Hz)to E5

(659。 26 Hz),were taken from the scale.The serial position where the deviated tone was

placed in each melody was counterbalanced within melodies of each lengtho The duration

of each tone was l.O sec(900 msec with 100-msec silence),so that the lengths of the 4-,

5-,and 6-tone melody were 4.O sec,5.O sec,and 6.O sec,respectively。 ■ e tonal rnelodies

were in a mttOr key,and were high in tonal melodic structure according to conventional

Western rules,while the atonal inelodies were low in tonal inelodic structure,and both

types of rnelodies involved a wide variety of contours.

■ e tones were generated by an NEC PC-9801 26K sound synthesizer board installed in

an NEC PC-9801 VX personal computer,and they were recorded on tape with a Ⅵ CTOR

digital audio tape recorder XDZl100。
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SutteCtS Were instmcted that this was an experiment on sense for a de宙 ated pitch in a

melody,that the melodies consisted Of fOur,five or six tones,and that al1 60 melodies

without exception contained one deviated pitch ionl the equal― temperament scaleo ney

were required to identify the de宙 ated tone in each melody and to indicate the士 judgments

by marking the position ofthe deviated tone ln each melody on a test sheet,in which there

were 60 rows of black circles,cach corresponding to one ofthe 60 test melodies;the

number of black chcles in each row corresponded to the number oftones in the∞ rrespond―

ing melody.Three practice trials with feedback were given to the sutteCtS prior to the 60

trials,and the interval between trials was 10 sec.Ъ e order of presentation of al1 60 trials

was randonllzed.

The melodies were played over high一quality sound reproduction equipment(CASIO

digital audio tape recorder DA-1)。 All tones were attuSted to be equal in loudnesso and

were presented via two loudspeakers 60NY SRS-20o。

R“;“JJs α
“
ごDおθ

“
ssJο

“

The number of correct responses in suttectS at each education level is shown in Figure

2-1,and that for tonal and atonal inelodies in Groups H and L at each education level is

shown ln Figure 2-2.

CoHect response data were analyzed in a three― way analysis of variance[6 Grades X 2

Levels of Experience in music X 2 Melody Types l,with repeated measures on the third

factorso Ъe s破 Grades are the education levels(E3,E5,Jl,J3,S2and o,the two levels

of Experience are Groups H and L,and the two Melody Types are the tonal and atonal
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melodies.There were significant main effects of Grade,Experience and Melody Type[

J(5,478)=40。 75,′く。001;F(1,478)=294.29,Pく .001;J(1,478)=848.34,Pく 。001]・ There

were signittcant interactions of Grade X Melody ttpe,Experience X Melody Type,and

Grade X Experience X Melody ttpe[Jて5,478)=8.25,′く。001;J(1,478)=32.25,′ く。001;

f(5,478)=5.88,Pく .001]。

■ e main effect of Grade indicates that the number of correct responses increased signif―

icantly with the education level,at alllevels exceptthat between Jl and J3;the signifi―

cance level of differences behveen E3 and E5, E5and Jl, J3and S2, and S2 and U was

Pく。01.The main effect of Experience indicates that the number of correct responses in

Group H was conSiStently higher than that in Group L.The main effect of Melody Type

indicates that the number of correct responses with tonal melodies was higher than that with

atonal melodies.■e interaction of Grade X Melody ttpe indicates that,with tonal melo―

dies,the differences among Grade in the number of correct responses were the same as

those described above,whereas,with atonal inelodies,the number of correct responses

increased significantly with the education level,at a11 levels except those between E5 and

Jl and between Jl and J3;the signiflcance level of differences between E3 and E5, J3and

S2,and S2 and U wasPく01.The interaction of Experience X Melody ηpe indiCates that

the difference between Groups H and L in the number of correct responses was larger with

tonal inelodies than with atonal inelodies.

ne results suggest that the ability to detect the deviated tone ln each mebdy depended

considerably on experience or training in music.However,the result that there was no

signirlcant interaction of Grade X Experience suggests that even those who were less well

trained in music acquired ability to some extent as their age increasedo Moreover,the sub―

jects in both Groups H and L showed greater accuracy in detection of the deviated tone out

of a tonal melody than out of an atonal inelody,and the improvement with age was more

marked with tonal rnelodies than with atonal inelodies.
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In h重her analysis(MikumO&Umemoto,1990),it waS fOund that,the later the deviated

tone appeared m the melody,the grater the accuracy with which it was detected,although

university music nl可 orS,COuld even detect a deviated tone placed at the third or fourth

serial position in the inelody。

If a pitch deviates ilom the tone ln an equal― temperament scale,and can not be catego―

rレed in a perFniSSible pitch range labeled with a note name,the pitch will be recognセ ed as

a deviated pitcho lt would be rather difflcult to judge whether a pitch is deviated ttom the

equal―temperament scale without any accompanying referential tones,because the judg―

ment would rcquire absolute pitch.In the detection of a deviated tone out of a inelody,the

SutteCt gradually constmcts an intemal cognitive■amework(scale schem→ upOn hearing

the tones from the beginning ofthe melodyo This cognitive framework plays an essential

role in the perceptual interpretation of each succeeding tone(Shepard,1982o,and the sub‐

jects can detect a de宙 ated pitch out of a melody by referring to the tamework.

In this experirnent,the diatonic scale schema would be constructed hearing tonal rnelo―

dies,so thatthe detection of a deviated tone out of a tonal melody was more accurate(eog。
,

Krumhansl,1979)。 MuSiCally trained suttectS are much more sensitive to the tonal scale

structure than are untrained sutteCtS(Kmmhansl&Shepard,1979).One might say that

trained suttects Can abstract the structural properties from a tonal melody,and that one

effect of training is to enhance the importance of the tonal scale systenl ln the infbrmation

processing of rnelodies。
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Figure 2-1。

E3 E5 Jl J3 S2 UL UH

Mcan correct responses as a inction of education level.

Notes.

E3

E5

Jl

J3

S2

UL

3rd grade of elementary school

5th grade of elementary school

lst grade ofjunior high school

3rd grade ofjunior high school

2nd grade of senior high school

Less well rnusically trained university students

UH : Highly musically trained university students
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Figure 2-2.

Mean correct responses for tonal and atonal inelodies in

Groups H and L as a mnction of education level.

Notes.

E3

E5

Jl

J3

S2

U

3rd grade of elementary school

5th grade of elementary school

lst grade ofjunior high school

3rd grade ofjunior high school

2nd grade of senior high school

University students

E3
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EXPERIMENT 2… 2

ne results of factorial study with 25 variables in the music tests of Wing(1948),Drake

(1954),SeaShOre(1919)and seashore,Lewis,&Saetveit(1960),Sherman― Knight(1977),

Musical Aptitude Profile(1965),a teSt Of absolute pitch,and the new test of detection of

pitch deviation described in Experiment 2-1,are shown in Table l.SuЦ ectS Were 64

female un市 ersity students,22 of whom were music mttorS。 ¶he results revealed that the

test of pitch deviation was one of components ofthe primary factor,in which other tests

were also highly loaded;these included chord analysis,chord pitches,memory for melody

鰤 ing);rhythm and memory for me10dy(SeashOre);pitCh inteⅣ al,rhythm,memory for

melody,reading staff notation(Sherman― Knight);phraSing test(MAP);and abs01ute

pitcho Therefore,the ability to detect a deviated tone ilorn the equal― temperament scale out

of a melody was confirmed to be a cOmponent ofthe mostimportant factor in music cogni―

tiOn(Mikumo,1990a;Mikumo&Umemoto,1990;Umemoto,1993)。
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Table l

Vtthtt Rotated Factor Matrix for 25 vaHables in the music tests of W颯
Drake,S・nehore,She― n―Khight,Musical Aptttude Prome,Absolute Pitch,
and Detection of pitch deviatioL

Wing Test
WGl―chord analysis,  WG2-pitch mange, wG3-memory,
WG4-rhmic accent  WG5-hamony,   WG6-intenslty,  WG7-phtting。

Drake Test
DRl―tonal memory,   DR2-rh鰤 .

Seashore Test

SEl― pitch, SE2-loudness, SE3-rh山 , SE4-time, SE5-timbre, SE6-tonal memory。
Sher― n― Knight Test

SKl―timbre ofins― enヽ , SK2-selective attention to a melody of designated ins― ent l,

SK3-rhm identincation,  sK4-selective attention to a melody of designated ins― ent 2,

SK5-ensemble identincation.

Musical Aptitude Prome Test
Musical sensid宙 ty:MAl― pl口sing, MA2-balan∝ , MA3-style。

Absolute Pitch Test―APl.
Detection of Pitch De宙 ation Test― DVl.

Vainble Co― unality Factor l Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor 6

l WGl
2 WG2
3 WG3
4 WG4
5 WG5
6 WG6
7 WG7

8 DRl
9 DR2

10 SEl
ll SE2
12 SE3
13 SE4
14 SE5
15 SE6

16 SKl
17 SK2
18 SK3
19 SK4
20 SK5

21 MAl
22 MA2
23 MA3

24 APl

25 DVl

。653

.660

。735

.660

。730

.642

.760

。746

。761

組
４
・４６４
・５４．
・５２４
。６３５
　
。３９８
。７８６″
・７９０
・６８７
　
・６．７
・６０５
・５３９

.811

.846

586
5"
.685

264
316
閲

.253

-3“
―.117

.111

.075

57
-。119

-.207

.4MD9

・３０５紺
細
訊
服
』  7

-.011

.157

湿

。710

。２８５脚
調
。７．７綱
細
細

―■98

.100

-。009
-.003

.220

332
.149

鵬 1

.215

321

.286

。170

.270

.147

-.039

。232

.146

調

。188

.096

.074

.12

.105

.070

。164

-。211
-.065

.059

。144
-.251

.114

.177

-.028

島
。２４．
・０５９
。２７５鵬
.515

。715

.650

。193

.433

―.001

.201

。120

.018

-.023

.073

.141

-.247
-.125

。117

.636

.104

-。318

.660

昴

.060

-.156

.131

-.099

,019

１

５

７

９

６

１

１

１

１

.013

.056

。297
.400

-.103

-.099

.178

-。234
.134

-.135

.238

鮎

。105

.153

.116

.082

-.169

―.035

-.074

。263

.038

.194

-.281

.032

.146

-.089

-.039

腸

。008

.043

-。215

。122

.124

.099

.048

-313

-。147

.001

.089

521
-.041

.137

-.087

-.086

.171

.038

.022

-。157

.255

.051

-。139

-.053

Contribution .661 .234 .158 .094 .062 .059 .054
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EXPERIMENT 3
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Ъ e purpose of Experilnent 3 was to mvestigate the effects ofthe level of rnusical expe―

rience and the associated encoding or processing strategies on cerebral hemispheric

dominance in the processing of stimulus melodies.

There havO been many studies designed to investigate the relation of each cerebral

hemisphere to the processing of rnusical materials,but the results were not consistent with

each other,as described below: Musical stimuli are processed in the right hemisphere

(Damasio,Almeida,&Damasio,1975;Kimura,1964,1967,1968,1973;Mckee,Hum―

phrey,&McAdam,1973;Miher,1962;Sha」 neiler,1966;Spellacy,1970)。 During the

detection of some tones lЮ m a familiar melody,the right hemisphere is dominant(Gates&

Bradshaw, 1977a,b)。  There is no cerebral hernispheric dominance for Western lnelodies

among highly lnusically trained subjects(Gordon,1970)。 Singing ability is related to the

right hemisphere cogen&Gordon,1971)。 Re∞ gnition of musical chords is also related to

the right hemisphere((〕 OrdOrl, 1978;see Gordon, 1980, 1983).If a Serial or sequential

processing strategy is employed,the stimuli are processed in the left hemisphere,but if a

parallel or siinultaneous processing strategy is employed,the stimuli are processed m the

right hemisphere(Cohen,1973 ;Ohgishi,1978).In the analytic processing strategy,

stilnuli are processed in the left helnisphere,while in synthetic processing strategy,they

are processed in the dght hemisphere(Locke&Kellar,1973)。 A verbal processing system,

which is specialized for speech and abstract information,Fnay be prilnarily a left hemi―

sphere function,while a visual processing systenl,which is inore adept with spatial and
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concrete information,might be predominantly associated with the right hemisphere(BoWer,

1970).In SutteCtS Well trained in music,a quite familiar musical stimulus is processed by

the analytical processing strategy in let hemisphere,whereas,in suttects less well trained

in lnusic,Inusical stilnulus is processed by the global processing strategy in the right

hemisphere(Bever&Chiarello,1974).

In Experiment 3,all suttectS underwent a Numerals Test prior to each expe五 mento ln

this test,pairs of numerals were presented to a sutteCt diChotically,employing the Broad―

bent technique(BrOadbent,1954)with Kimurが s modifications(Kimura,1961,1963)。 Each

trial consisted of three pairs of aurally presented numerals frorn l to 9 delivered in a male

voice, with the惧″o different numerals in the patt arriving at the two ears silnultaneously

(Figure 3-1).After each trial(tOta1 0f s破 numerals),the SutteCt Was asked to report all the

numerals he had heard,in any Order he likedo A total of 28 trials(168 numerals)were

presented to each sutteCt,SO that ma対 mum score for each ear was 84.If the score for the

right ear was significantly higher than that for the left ear,the left hemisphere was consid―

ered to be dominant for the verbal stimuli。

Left Ear Right Ear

/7  1  5＼

Figure 3-1。

Paradignl for dichotic presentation of numerals:詢o numerals in each of

three pa士s are presented simultaneously for l.O sec to each ear,and three

pals are presented ul succession separated by O。 5-sec silence.
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EXPERIMENT 3-1
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■le highly musically ttained gЮ up(Group D COnsisted of 14 female sutteCtS(aVerage

age,21.O years;age range, 19-22 years)who were undergraduates mttOring in music.

Each had had at least 12 years of follllal training in playing the piano,with an average of

13.6 years← ange,12-17 years).

■lo less well musically ttained group(Group D COnsisted of 14 female sutteCtS(aVer―

age age,20.4 years;age range,19-22 years)who were undergraduates mttOring in educa―

tion or psychologyo None were currently playing a musical instrument,and their musical

expeHence on an instrument averaged l.l years(range,0-2 years)。

All subiects in Groups H and L were determined to be Hght― handed using the 10-item

questiomaire developed by Ha■ a&Nakatsuka(1975),and nOne had hearing diFlculties of

which they were awareo Moreover,in the results ofthe Numerals Test, the score for the

right ear in each subiect Was higher than that for the left ear,and,in both groups it was

found thatthe lei hemisphere was the dominant hemisphere for verbal stimuli。

腕 ″滋 Js α

“
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“
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Eighty melodies were chosen ibonl etude books for violin,and the tones of the rnelodies

were generated by an NEC PC-8801 MK2 computer(MikumO,1987b,1991b)。 Each
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melody was mttor or minOr,and was a four― bar motif with the tempo arranged to be 6.0

sec in durationo After a warning signal of two binaural tones,two of the inelodies

matched for key,rhythm and pitch range were presented simultaneously,one to each ear,

using a SONY dual― channel tape recorder and SENNHEISER stereo headphones

(HD414x).After presentation of the dichotic melodies,these two melodies and two addi―

tional rnelodies were presented binaurally,in succession with intervals of 3.O sec.These

four binaural lnelodies were also matched for key,rhythm and pitch range,from G3

(196.OHレ)tO G5(784.0膨 )。
Kimura(196o and Gordon(197o technique was employed h

Experiment 3(Figure 3-2).

ne sutteは s were instructed to select the two dichotic melodies缶 om among the four

binaurally presented melodies and to check the two corresponding boxes on an answer

sheet during the 15.0-sec interval between trialS. The positions of the楓 ″o original inelo―

dies among the four choices were counterbalanced between trials and between suЦ ectS。

Ъvo practice trials with feedback were given to the suttectS priOr to the total of 18 test

trials, Maximum score for each ear was 18。 Each channel ofthe tape recorder was set at a

comfortable standard volumeo ln half of the suttects in each group,the headphone chan―

nels were reversed so that any remalning asymmetries in the tape or apparatus were coun―

terbalanced.

Rθs“JJs α″″ Dおθ
“
sslio“

Recognition probability data were analyzed in a two― way analysis of variance[2

Groups X 2 Earsl,With repeated measures on the second factor.There was a significant

main effect of Group[F(1,26)=5.61,Pく 。05],but there was■ o significant main effect of

Ear,and no significantinteraction of Group X Ear.The results are shown in Figure 3-3.
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The lnaln effect of Group indicates that the pcrformance of Group H was superior to that of

Group L,but in both groups there was no difference between the scores for the two ears.

These results suggestthat there was not cerebral hemispheric dominance for Western

melodies in either group,and are consistent with the fmdings of Gordon(1970)。

The purpose of this experilnent was to investigate whether rnusical experience had an

effect on cerebral hemispheric ttnction for processing melodies.■ ere were two points for

improvement in this experirnent.One of them was the degree of familiarity with the stimuli,

specifically,to what extent the suttectS in each group were familiar with melodies such as

those used in this expeHmento Even the sutteCtS in Group L must have often come across

these sorts of tonal lnelodies.To investigate the effect of musical expeHence,it would be

necessary to employ stiinuli which are quite fanliliar to one group and quite unfalniliar to

the othero This polnt was investigated in Experilnent 3-2。

The other point for improvement was the quality of the inelodies.In this experilnent,

these Western melodies included two musical factors:pitch and rhythm.In a lobectomy

study(Miher,1962)wih the seashore Test of Musical Ability(1919,1960),Miher fOund

that the right hemisphere was considerably concerned with Melody and 7rilnbre subtests

and somewhat concemed with Pitch and Loudness subtests,but was little concemed with

Time and Rhythnl subtests. From this polnt of vievr,it would be considered that the non―

superiority of either ear observed in this experilnent is due to the rhythllnic aspect rather

than pitch aspecto When the suttectS Selected the correct melodies from among the four

choices,they would notice the rhythmic Pattems unique to each of the dichotic Pairs rather

than the pitch differenceso To investigate the effect of rnusical experience on cerebral

hemispheric dominance for rnelodies,it would be necessary to control the factors of lnelo―

dies,■ is polnt was investigated in Experilnents 3-3 and 3-4.
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Figure 3-2。

Paradignl fOr dichotic presentation of lnelodies:詢 o melodies are

presented silnultaneously for 6.O sec to cach ear(diChOtically)fol―

lowed by four success市 e melodies presented to both ears oinaurally),

each separated by 3.0-sec silcnce.

1       6s.      l
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EXPERIMENT 3-2
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me highly tained group in Japanese music(Group D∞ nsisted of s破 Japanese female

SutteCtS(aVerage age,21.4 years;age range,20-23 years)。 Each had had atleast 7 years Of

formal ttaining in playing theた οゎwith an average of 8,7 years(range,7-1l years)。

■le less well廿ained group in Japanese music(Group⊃ COnsisted of s破 foreign female

SutteCtS(aVerage age,22.3 years;age range,21-24 years)。 ]hey have been in Japan for 4

years at most(average years,2.8;range,1-4 years),and nOne were interested in Japanese

muslc.

All subjects in Groups J and F were rlght― handed,and nonc had hearing difficulties.

Moreover,in the results ofthe Numerals Test,the score for the right ear in each sutteCt Was

higher than that for the left ear,and,in both groups it was found that the left hemisphere

was the dominant hemisphere for verbal stiinuli.

腕 ″月αJs α″ごPraθιJ“′θ

Eighty IInelodies were chosen ibom Japanese folk song books,and the tones of rnelodies

were generated by a personal computer(MikumO, 1987b, 1991b)。  Each melody consisted

of a Japanese scale,and was a four― bar inotif with the tempo arranged to be 6.O sec in

durationo C)ther aspects of the rnethod were the same as thOse described in Experilnent 3-1.
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Recognition probability data were analyzed in a two― way analysis of variance[2

Groups X 2 Ears],With repeated measures on the second factor.There was a significant

main effect of Group[f(1,10)=5.95,Pく 。05],and there was significant interaction of Group

X Ear[f(1,10)=32.98,Pく 。001]。 lhe results are shown in Figure 3-4.The main emect of

Group indicates that the performance of Group J was superior to that of Group■ and the

interaction of Ciroup X Ear indicates that the score for the right ear was signiflcantly higher

than that for the let ear in Group J oく .01 by Newman―Keuls method),whereas the score

for the le■ ear was signiEcantly higher than that for the五 ght earin Group F●く。05)。

nese results suggest that,for Group J,the let helnisphere was dominant for Japanese

melodies,whereas for Group■ the right hemisphere was dominant for Japanese melodies.

nat is,the melodies familiar to the sutteCtS in Group J were processed in their let hemi―

sphere,whereas,the melodies unfamiliar to the sutteCtS in Group F were processed in their

right hemisphere,indicating that the suttectS in each group employed different types of

encoding or processing strategies for Japanese melodiOs.The suttectS in Group J might

employ the analytical processing strategy for the familiar melodies,and the sutteCtS in

Group F rnight employ the global processing strategy for the unfamiliar rnelodies` Howev―

er,缶om these results,information conceming encoding or processing strategies cannot be

obtained. In Experiinents 3-3 and 3-4,the relationship between cerebral hemispheric

dominance and encoding strategy fOr rnelodies was investigated。
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EAR
Figure 3-3.

Meanprobability ofcorrectrecognition fortheright and leftearsin Groups

H and L,hearing Westem melodies,

LEFT RIGHT

EAR
Figure 3-4.

Meanprobability ofcorrectrecognition fortheright andle■ earsin C}roups

J and R hearing Japanese melodies。
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EXPERIMENT 3-3
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Thineen female suttectS(average age,21.8 years;age range,20-23 years)who were

undergraduates mttoring in music constituted the highly musically trained group(Group

H).Each had had at least 13 years Of fOrmal training in playing the piano with an average

of 15。8 years(range,13-19 years)。

Thirteen female subiectS(average age,21.7 years;age range,20-23 years)who were

undergraduates mttoring in domestic science constituted the less well musically trained

group(Group Do None were currently playing a musical instrument,and their musical

experience on an instrument averaged 2.4 years(range,0-4 years)。

All suttects in Groups H and L were right― handed,and none had hearing dimculties of

which they were aware. Moreover,in the results ofthe Numerals Test,the score for the

right ear in each suЦ ect Was higher than that for the left ear,and,in both groups,it was

found that the lei hemisphere was the hemisphere dominant for verbal stilnuli。

ルL″淵αJs α
“
ごPraο
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″

Fi■y― s破 tonal melodies and ith― s破 atonal melodies were prepared uikum。 ,1993b)。

Both the tonal and atonal inelodies consisted of eight tones taken i辟 om an equal― tempera―

ment scale,which ranged■ om G3(196.O Ha to E5(659。 26 HZJp。「he tOnal melodies were
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in a mttor key,and were high h tonal melodic structure,according to conventional West―

e■l rules,whereas the atonal inelodies were low in tonal inelodic structure. IBoth types of

melodies involved a wide variety of contours. The duration of each tone was 700 msec

(600 msec with 100-msec silence),so that the length ofthe 8-tone melody was 5。 6 sec.

Alitones were generated by an NEC PC-9801 26K sound synthesレ er board installed in an

NEC PC-9801 DA computer.

俎 er a warning signal of h″ o binaural tones,● vo of the lnelodies were presented silnul―

taneously,one to each ear,by a DENON digital audio dual― chaFmel tape recorder(DTR―

80P)and DENoN stereo headphones KAH― D410)。 A■er the dichotic melodies,these情 o

melodies and two additional melodies were presented bhaurally,in succession with inter―

vals of 3.O sec.The dichotic and binaural pairs were arranged using a CANOPUS Sound

Master/V with sampling frequency of 16 KHzo TWo practice trials with feedback were

glven to the sutteCtS prior to a total of 12 test trials,so thatthe ma対 mum score for each ear

was 12.C)ther aspects of rnethod were the Same as those described in Experilnent 3-1.

Rぬ;“Jrs α
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Recognition probability data fOr Groups H and L were analyzed ln a two―way analysis

of variance[2 Melody ttpeS X 2 Earsl,With repeated measures on both factors.In Group

H(Figure 3-5(a)),there was a significant main effect of Melody Tン pe[F(1,12)=28.69,

pく ,001],and there was a signiicantinteraction of Melody ηpe x Ear[J(1,1の =37.62,

′く。001]・ ne main effect of Melody Type indicates that the performanOe waS better with

tonal melodies than with atonal melodies。 ¶he interaction of Melody Type X Ear indicates

that,in tonal inelodies,the score for the right ear was better than that for the left ear

O(01),Whereas in atonal melodies,the score for the le■ ear was better than that for the
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right ear● く。01)。

■ e results suggest that the tonal rnelodies were processed significantly better in the left

henlisphere than in the right, whereas,the atonal lnelodies were processed significantly

better in the right hemisphere than in the left.It was well recognized thatthe left hemi―

sphere is specialized with respect tO verbal abilities,and the right hemisphere is adapted to

non一 verbal tasks(ct BrOWn,1979;Oorballis&Beale,1976;Gardner,1964;Gn77aniga

&LeDoux,1978;Geschwind&Levitsky,1968;Lebrun&Zangwill,1981;Norman,

1986;Scheid&Eccles,1973;Sperry,1982;Springer&Deutsch,1985)。 MoreOVer,as

found in Experiinent l,for Group H,with the high tonal structure,the pitches were readily

encoded as thelr note names,whereas with the low tonal structure,they were not as readily

encoded.■ erefore,the results for Group H in Experiment 3-3 are intepreted that the tonal

melodies,which are actuauy non_verbal stimuli in themselves but are "note name― evok―

ing"stimuli,would be processed as verbal stimuli in the left hemisphere,and the atonal

melodies wOuld be processed as non―verbal stiinuli in the right henlisphere.Ъ us,when the

SutteCtS in Group H memorize the tOnal melodies,they would employ the verbal encoding

strategy with note names.

In Group L(Figure 3-5o)),there were signiicant main effects of Melody■ ′pe and Ear

[F(1,12)=13.85,Pく .01;J(1,12)=6。37,pく。05].There was no significant interaction 6f

Melody η′pe X Earo The main effect of Melody Type are consistent with the findings as

observed in Group H。 lhe main effect of Ear indicates that,h both melodies, the score

for the le■ ear was better than that for the right earo ne results suggest that the tonal and

atonal inelodies were processed better ln the right hemisphere than ln the le乱 。nerefore,

the results for Group L in this expeHrnent suggest that the tonal and atonal inelodies would

be processed as non― verbal stiinuli in the right hernisphere.
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EXPERIMENT 3-4
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The same suttects aS thOse in Experiment 3-3 were employed。

ルレ″瓦αJs α

“
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Fity―s破 tonal melodies and fifth― s破 atonal melodies were prepared(MikumO,1993b)。

Both the tonal and atonal inelodies consisted of eight tones along with note names.■ ese

melodies were constructed as follows :詢elve pitches sung with note names at accurate

pitches in a professional female voice were first recorded(A3=220.00,B3=246。 94,

C4=261.63,D4=293.66,E4=329。 63,F4=349.23,G4=392.00,A4=440.00,B4=493.88,

C5=523.25,D5=587.33,E5=659。 26Hレ
)。

Each ofthem was then cutto 600 msec,and eight

pitches were chosen and were arranged serially,separated by 100 1msec,for either tonal or

atonal structureo These rnelodies,and then the dichotic and binaural pairs,were arranged

using a CANOPUS Sound Master/V with sampling iequency of 32 KI・ Iz.Other aspects of

the rnethod were the same as those ln Experllnent 3-3.
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Recognition probability data for Groups H and L were analyzed ln a two―way analysis

of variance〔 2 Melody ttpeS X 2 Ears],With repeated measures on both factors.In Group

H(Figure 3-6(a)),there were significant main effects of Melody Type and Ear[

J(1,12)=13。31,Pく。01;F(1,12)=99.36,Pく.001],and there was no signiicant interaction of

Melody Type X Ear.Ъe main effect of Ear indicates that the score for the right ear was

better than that for left ear for both rnelody types.

ne results suggest that the tonal and even atonal inelodies were processed signiflcantly

better in the left hemisphere than in the right.The stiinuli in this experilment were the

melodies sung with note names at accurate pitches,so that the suttects Were g市 en the

verbal code atthe same time and it was not necessary to encode pitches as verbal codes

(nOte names)by themse市 es.Therefore,the sutteCtS Could encode pitches not only in tonal

melodies but also in atonal melodies as verbal codes(nOte names)。

In Group L(Figure 3-6(b)),there was a significant main effect of Melody Type[

F(1,12)=22.89,Pく ,0011。 When the melodies were g市 en with note names,there was no

difference between the scores for the two ears,i.e。 ,there was no difference between the

performance of the two hemispheres.This findings would suggest that the suttects at―

tempted to use the verbal codes given,but they could not utilize thenl satisfactorily.

In Experiments 3-3 and 3-4,it was found that in the sutteCtS in Group H,for not only

tonal rnelodies but also atonal inelodies,when there was a possibility that the pitches were

encoded as note names,these melodies were processed in the lett hemisphere。
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These findings are accounted for well by a conclusion proposed by Seamon(1973)and

Seamon and Gazzaniga(1973),that,When stimuli are encoded verbally and the codes are

rehearsed,the let helnisphere is dorninant for the processing,whereas,when the stimuli are

encoded by the use ofimagery,the right hemisphere is dominant for the processing;that is,

varying the encoding strategy can prOduce reversal of the dolninant hemisphere for the

stimuli(cf・ Hatta,1982;Silverberg,Bentin,Gaziel,Obler,&Albert,1979;Silverberg,

Gordon,Pollack,&Bentin,1980; Yoshizaki,1986).ThiS phenomenon resembles the

shiis found when visual matedalis∞ded verbally(Cohen,1977)。
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Mean probability of∞ rrect recogni● on
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL TESTS OF
VISUAL ENCODING STRATEGIES FOR PITCH

イ

Representations of Melodic Contour and Stuff Notatton

擁 滋ο′
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“
′Dlisc“ss′ο″

5

Eye nacking Of Visual Representations

滋 滋ο′

Ras“′ムsα″′Dなc“ssJο″
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EXPERIMENT 4
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In Experilnent l,it was found that lnelodic contour was a dominant cue for inelody

recognitiono Many sutteCtS,especially sutteCtS less well trained in music,are likely to

encode the pitch sequence of a short melody as a inelodic contour.On the assumption that

various宙 sual and auditory contours are perceived in broadly similar ways,there is a possi―

bility that sutteCtS WOuld visualセ e an auditory contour(auditOry imagery),WhiCh may be

acquired from the pitch sequence of the stimulus,as a visual contour(宙 Sual imagery)。

Some highly musically trained sutteCtS reported(Chapterl)that they imaged staff notation

rather than melodic contour。 「Fhe purpose of Experiinent 4 was to investigate whether the

visualizing strategies were emp10yed to encode pitches.1■ lis intermodal analogy may be

achieved by regarding the visual abscissa as auditory tiine and the visual ordinate as the

pitch height of the tone.

In the preliminary demonstration(Chapter l),SutteCtS reported that the visualization of

auditory imagery as visual imagery of contour or notation did not occur simultaneously but

successively;they did not image the total configuration of the contour or notation at the

same tilne,but from the left to the right of the configuration little by little,analogous to

reading a staff notation`Suttects alSO reported that,to retain their images,they either reT

hearsed the宙 sual image or,once the宙 sual image was constructOd(Hebb(1968)propOSed

that eye movements are supposed to be necessary fOr image constructio→ ,they tracked or

scamed it(eog。 ,Kosslyn,1973,1975,1980;Neisser,1967).
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Considering these sutteCt♂ reports,in Experiment 4,a宙 sual tracking task was prepared,

which is analogous to tracking the visual image,and was lnterpolated during the retention

inteⅣ al between standard and comparlson melodies(MikumO,1993a)。 SuttectS Were re―

quhed to judge whether the standard and comparison melodies were the same or dittrent

and to track the visual task.The visual tracking task included some lure pattems,there―

fore,it was hypothesized that the subjectis involuntary lnatching between visualtask―

tracking and mental image―tracking would occur during the retention interval(see Br00ks,

1968).■ us,facilitation by the correct宙 sual pattems and disruption by the lure pattemsO)

ofthe recognition performance compared to that in the control condition of blank― retention

interval pattemS Would imply thtt the suttects had retained accurate宙 sual representttions

for auditory information,and that the visualizing strategy is effective for encoding pitches

of inelodies.

睦 滋οJ

S“りaCrs

詢 elve female suljeCtS(aVerage age,22.4 years;age range,19-24 years)who were

undergraduate and graduate students maiOring in music constituted the highly musically

trained group(Group rDo Each had had at least 15 years of formal training in playing the

piano,with an average of 16.2 years(range,15-19 years).

■velve female suttects(average age,21.8 years;age range,19-23 years)who were

undergraduate and graduate students nlaJoring m education or psychology constituted the

less well musically trained group(Group Do None were currently playing a musicalin―

strument,and their musical experience on an instrument averaged 3.4 years(range,(3-5

years)。
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Each trial involved a standard series followed by a retention interval and then by a

comparison series.Both the standard and companson series consisted of eight tones taken

from an equal―temperament scale,which ranged from A3(220.O Hz)to E5(659。 26 Hz).

The duration of each tone was 700 msec(600 msec with 100-msec silence),so that the

length ofthe 8-tone series was 5.6 sec.

For this experiinent,three lists were prepared;one list was used for one visual condition

described below,and each list involved 32 trials.Half of them(16 trials)were tOnal melo―

dies in a m可 9r key,and were high in tonal melodic structure according to conventional

Western rules.The other half(16 trials)were atOnal melodies,and were low in tonal

melodic stmcture were used.Both types of rnelodies involved a wide varlety of cOntours.

Half ofthe comparison series were exactly the same as the standard series,and the other

half were different iom the standard.

Either of hvo visual tracking conditions,Star Notation and Melodic Contour,was inter―

polated during the retention lnterval between the standard and the comparlson series.The

Staff Notation consisted of a series of eight musical notes on a staff without a G clet and

was presented on a computer displayo ne eight nOtes appeared successively缶 oln the lei to

the right with a constant space inteⅣ al of about 2.5 cm on the staff(line interval:2.O cm).

■ e Melodic Contour was an ascending and descending pattem of rnelody,and was repre―

sented as eight chcles with a diameter of o.5 cm connected by seven line segments(4),which

also appeared successively ttom the lei to the right on the computer display。

Each visual tracking condition included four patterns."Pausem pattern(P)indiCates a

blank retention interval."Same"pattern(S)indiCates thatthe movement ofthe notes or

circle was exactly the same as that ofthe 8-tone standard series;the visual distances

between the notes or circles exactly corresponded to the auditory pitch intervals。  'lCo,一
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tour―preservlng''pattern(C)Was Obtained by changlng one of the pitches by two semitones

(higher Or lower),SO that the exact melodic intewals were not preserved,but with preseⅣ a―

tion of the contour of the standard series;the visual distances between the notes or circles

were somewhat different from the auditory pitch intervals."Retrograde"pattern(R)was

obtained by reversing the order of pitches of the standard series,so that neither the melodic

intervals nor the contour were completely preserved; the visual distances between the

notes or circles were completely different iom the auditory pitch inteⅣ als。

In the visual tracking task,the eight notes or eight cttcles appeared successively with a

constant durttion of 500 msec● )in a series,and the seHes(4.O seo Was repeated three times

during the retention lnterval.nerefore,each trial involved a 5.6-sec standard se五 es fol―

lowed by a 2.0-sec mterval,a12.0-sec visual tracking task,a2.0-sec interval,and then a

5.6-sec comparlson serles.

The tones of the standard and comparlson series were generated by an NEC PC-9801

26K sound synthesizer board installed in an NEC PC-9801 DA personal computer,record―

ed on tape,and presented over high― quality sound reproduction equipment(DENON digi―

tal audio tape recorder DTR-80助 .

Pracθα
“
θ́

Each subject sat in front of a personal computer and wore headphones,and all tones

were attusted tO be equal in loudness.In half of the suttectS began,the Staff Notation

condition preceded the Melodic Contour condition,and in the other half the Melodic

Contour condition preceded the Staff Notation condition.The sutteCtS Were instmcted that

this was an experilnent on inemory for rnelodies,and that in each ofthe 32 trials in each

宙sual condition,they would flrst hear a trial number,then a first melody(standard series),

followed by a visual tracking task in which 24 notes or circles would appear corresponding

to three times the 8-tone first melody,and then a second melody(comparison serieo.ne
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suljects were required to judge whether the two melodies were the same or different in

pitch,and to indicate theirjudgments by writing"S"(Same)Or"D"(Different)on an

answer sheet.The sutteCtS Were also instructed that they should track the movement of

notes or circles presented during the retention interval but should not employ any motOr

encoding strategy analogous tO playing the pianoo The second condition was performed

thirty minutes aier the rlrst condition.TЪ ree practice trials with feedback were given to the

SutteCtS prior to the 32 trials;the interval between trials was 15 sec。

In each visual tracking condition in this experilnent,there were 16 tonal trials and 16

atonal trials,In both types of rnelodies,four trials were run for each pattemo Ъ e four pat―

temS{RS,C,D Ofthe宙 Sual conditiOn were altemated,and the order of presentation of all

32 trials was randornized.As described above,for this experilnent,three lists were pre―

pared,and each list involved 32廿 ials.■ese lists were counterbalanced be鯖 een sutteCtS tO

minilnレe the differences among the trials in each Pattem under the two visual conditions in

difflculty。

Rθs“JJs α
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me results in Groups H and L are shown in Figure 4.Recognition probability data(hit

rate plus correct reJectiorl rate) Were ahalyzed in a four― way analysis of variance[2

Groups X 2 Visual Conditions X 2 Melody Types X 4 Visual Patterns],With repeated

measures on the second,third and fourth factors. There were significant lnain emects of

Group,Melody Type and Ⅵ sual Pattem[f(1,22)=38.49,′ く。001;f(1,22)=64.20,Pく 。001;

F(3,66)=4.00,′く05].There were significant interactions of Group X Melody l)pe,Group

X Ⅵ sual Pattem and Group X Ⅵsual Condition X Ⅵsual Pattem〔 J(1,22)=4.52,′ く。05;

J(3,66)=4.75,pく .01;F(3,66)=2.74,′ く。05].The main effect of Group indicates that the
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performance of Group H was consistently superior to that of Group Lo me main el■ )ct of

Melody η′pe indicates that the recognition probability wih tonal melodies was higher than

that with atonal rnelodies.■ e main emect of visual Pattern indicates thatthere were signif―

icant differences among the recognition probabilities in four visual pattems.

To obtain detailed results conceming the interactions in the four― way analysis present―

ed above,recognition probability data for Groups H and L were analyzed in a threc― way

analysis of variance[2 Visual Conditions X 2 Melody Types X 4 Visual Pattems],With

repeated measures on all three factorso For Group H,there was a significant main effect of

Melody Type[F(1,11)=70.52,Pく 。001],and there was a marginal interaction of Visual

Condition X visual Pattem[F(3,33)=2.49,′ =.076].For Group L,there were signiicant

main effects of Melody Type and Visual Pattern I F(1,11)=13.53,Pく 。01;J(3,33)=6.29,

pく01]・ The interaction of Group X Melody Type in the four― way analysis indicates that

the difference between the performance with tonal and atonal melodies in Group H

Oく 001)Was greater than thatin Group L oく .01)。 The marginal interaction of Visual

Condition X Visual Pattem in Ciroup H indicates that,when Staff Notation was interpolated

during the retention interval,the perforinance for C was signirlcantly lower than that for S

Oく .01),R and P(bOth′ く。05),whereas,when Melodic Contour was interpolated,there

were no significant differences among the宙 sual pattems(by Newman―Keuls method).¶ he

main effect of Visual Pattem in Group L indicates that,the performance for R was signi菫 ―

cantly lower than that for C,S,and P(all′ く。05)。

The results suggest that,for C:roup H in Staff Notation condition,visual tracking of S

pattem somewhat facilitated the recognition perfollllance, whereas tracking of C pattem

signiflcantly disrupted the performance compared to that with the control pattem of P;S

was compatible with the sutteCt!S宙sual image but C was incompatible with it.Ъ e resuns

imply that the suttects had retained an accurate representation ofstaffnotations;that is,the
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visual distance between notes in their intemal representations precisely renected the audito―

ry pitch intervals of the standard me10dieso Visualization of auditory imagery as staff nota―

tions would be an effective strategy to encode the pitches of lnelodieso Although R was

completely different from the standard series,the performance was as good as that in R

implying that the subjects would be d市erting attention away from the R pattern and

employing not visualization but another strategyo More detailed evidence for this hypothe―

sis was obtained in the study of eye movements in Experillnent 5。

For Group H in Melodic Contour condition,compared to the control pattern of R there

were no signiflcant differences among the four visual pattems,ioe。 ,the performance was,ot

influenced by any visual tracking patterns in Melodic Contour.This result implies that

these subjects had not retained visual representation of lnelodic contours as used in this

experiment,and that in these sutteCtS宙 Sualization of auditory imagery as melodic∞ ntours

would be an ineffectual strategy tO encode pitches。

On the other hand,for Group lし in both visual conditions,the recognition perfo.11.anoe in

S and C PattemS Were somewhat better than,or were as good as,that in the∞ ntrol pattem

R Whereas tracking of R pattem signirlcantly disrupted the performance compared to that

in P pattern;S and C patterns were compatible with the sutteCrs visual images but R

pattern was completely inoompatible with it.ne sillnilarity of the recognition perfollllance

in both visual tracking condidons would imply that the sutteCtS abstract the melodic con―

tour from the note sequence in the Staff Notation condition.These results imply that,in

both宙sual tracking conditions,the sutteCtS had retained visual representations of melodic

contours but with decreased accuracy,since their performance was not influenced by the C

visual tracking pattern;that is,the visual distance behveen notes or circles in their intemal

representations roughly reflected the auditory pitch intervals of the standard melodies。

Visualization of auditory imagery as inelodic contours would be to some extent an effective
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strategy fOr encoding pitches of rnelodies.The findings support the view that untrained

SutteCtS dO not find contour recognition much more difficult than trained suttectS(e.g。 ,

Ba■ le■ &Dowling,1980),but fmd pitch interval recognition more difflcult(e.g。,Cuddy&

Cohen,1976;Bartlett&Dowling,1980)。

Da宙es and Jcllnings(197つ repo■ed thtt musically unsophisticated listeners can make

fairly accurate drawings ofthe contours of melodies they havejust heard.

The findings in Experiinent 4 are consistent with those in Experiinent l:whereas the

SutteCtS in Group H were able to encode pitches as accurate notes on a statt the suttectS h

Group L encoded the pitch sequence as a contour.It is quite evident that there is an lnter―

modal analogy between the perception of pitch relationships and that of relationships in

visual space.

In this experiment,some subieCtS mu■ ered the pitches or the note names to themselves

h a whisper during the visual tracking task.It was hypothesized that some suttects WOuld

attempt to employ a dual encoding strategy;for example,a pitch rehearsal or verbal encod―

ing strategy along with the visual encoding strategy.nis hypOthesize was hvestigated in

Experiinent 6.

Visual imagery is identified as one component of a working memory system(ct Badde_

ley,1986,1990;Baddeley&Lieberlman,1980).Baddeley(1986)propOSed that an eye

movement systenl may be used to rehearse and maintain the image;therefore the purpose

of Experiment 5 was to investigate the eye movement system during a visual tracking task.

*************************************************************************

(3)In thiS Case,宙 sual task―tracking interferes with mental image― tracking。 ¶he concep―

tual design of this task is siinilar to that of Brooksis image scanning task,in which a visual

task is proposed to interfere with a宙 sual image(BrookS,1968)。
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(4)MelodiC COntour was designed to consist of not only seven line segments but also

eight small circles,which appeared as the comers ofthe melodic contour correspondhg to

the eight notes.■ e chcles were included because Baker and Loeb(1973)have prOvided

some support for the importance of corners in visual perception;they recorded eye

movements and found that the± observers f破ated for longer periods on the comers of the

pattems than on the other parts.

(5)VariOus durations were prescnted in thc preliminary experiment,and sutteCtS re_

sponses indicated that 500 msec was the rnost appropriate duration for visual tracking.
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Figure 4。

Mean probability of correct recognitiorl(hit rate plus correct reJectiOn

rate)fOr the four宙 sual trackhg pattems(RS,C,R)in Staff Notation and

Melodic Contour conditions in Groups H and]L.

Notes.

P:Pause, S:Same(as the standard series),

C:Contour― preserving,
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EXPERIMENT 5

Eyθ ttcた,■gげИs“αJ R″rθsθ″″rliO″s

Baddeley (1986)obtained evidence that concurrent eye nlovements had a considerably

disruptive effect on performance h the fo.11.ation and utilization of a visuo― spatial image.

nerefore,Baddeley proposed the possibility that eye rnovements reflect a process involved

in rehearsing or maintaining the image,in a way analogous to that in which articulation is

assumed to lnaintain the phonological short― terin trace,His result would be indirect evi―

dence that the eye movement systelln is used to rehearse and maintain the visuo― spatial

imageo Hebb(1968)has prOpOSed that eye movements have an essential organセ ing hnc―

tion in visuo― spatial image.

In Experilnent 5,in which the method was almost the same as that in Experilnent 4,the

eye mOvements during the retention lnterval behveen the standard and companson melo―

dies were recorded usng an eyemark recorder.ne visual tracking task interpolated dumg

the retention lnterval was prepared as the extemal representation analogous to tracking the

visualimage which would be constructed by the auditory information of the standard

melody.There is a reciprocal relationship between the processing of external(perCepts)

and intemal(imagery)Stimuli(MarkS,1973)。 Suttects Were requhed to make a recognition

judgment of melodies and to track the宙 sual task.¶he visual tracking task included some

lure pattems,therefore,it was hypothesized that the sutteCtiS involuntary matching between

the visual task― tracking and mental image― tracking would occur during the retention lnter―

Val(Cf・ BrOoks,1968)。  ThuS,accurate visualtracking ill response to the correct visual
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pattems, and deviated,conmsed or backward visual tracking in response to the lure visual

pattemsO)would imply that the sutteCtS had retained accurate visual representations for

auditory information,and that they precisely tracked their visual image during visualizing。

腕 働θJ

S“り′rrs

Six female suttectS(average age,21。 9 years;age range,19-23 years)who were under―

graduate and graduate students mttOring in music constituted the highly musically trained

group(Group H).Each had had atleast 15 years of formal training in playing the piano,

with an average of 16。 9 years←ange,15-19 years)。

Six female suljectS(average age,22.l years;age range,20-24 years)who were under―

graduate and graduate students mttOring in psychology constituted the less well musically

trained group(Groupり 。None were currently playing a musical instrument,and their

musical experience on an instrument averaged 2.5 years(range,0-4 years)。

All suttects had good eyesight without glasses or contact lenseso None of the suttects

were those employed in Experiinent 4.

ルレ″瓦αJs

Each trial involved a standard series followed by a retention mteⅣ al with a visual track―

ing task and then by a comparison series.Both the standard and comparison series consisted

of eight tones.For this expeHrnent,hvo visual tracking conditions were prepared, and each

cond■ion involved 12 t五 als.Half of them(6 trials)were tOnal melodies in a mttOr keyp and

the other half(6憤 ials)were ttOnal melodies.Of the∞ mparison series,half were exactly

the same as the standard series,and the other half were different i± oln the standard。
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Either of慣 ″o visual tracking cOnditions was lnterpolated during the retention mterval.

The Staff Notation condition consisted of a series of eight inusical notes on a staff.The

eight notes appeared successively from the left to the right on a computer display.The

Melodic Contour condition was an ascending and descending pattern oflnelody,and

consisting of eight circles with a diameter of O。 5 cm connected by seven line segments(1)。

勁 e eight circles and the seven line segments also appeared successively缶 oln the lei to the

right on a computer display。

Each visual ttacking condition included three pattems。 "Same"pattem ⑥  indicated that

the movement ofthe circle was exactly the same as that ofthe 8-tone standard se五 es;the

visual distances between the notes or circles exactly corresponded to the auditory pitch

intervals。 "Contour― preserving"pattern(C)Was Obtained by changing two pitches,but

preserving the cOntour of the standard series; the visual distances between the notes or

chcles were somewhat different缶 om the auditory pltch intervals."Re廿 ogradem pattem o鴫

was obtained by revershg the order of pitches of the standard series; the visual distances

be鶴″een the notes or circles were completely different from the auditory pitch intervals,

The order of presentation of all 12 trials in each condition was randonlized.

In the visual tracking task,the eight notes or circles appeared successively with a con―

stant durttion of 500 msec6)in a seHes,and the series“ 。O SeO Was repeated情ice durng

the retention interval.In the series,the sutteCtS first saw one note or circle,followed by

notes or circles which were added one by one until they saw eight notes or circles;a bHef

blank interval was then mterpolated,and the series was then repeatedo Each trial involved a

5。 6-sec standard series followed by a 2.0-sec interval,an 8.0-sec visual tracking task,a

2.0-sec interval,and then a 5。 6-sec comparison series.
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Each subject sat in front of a personal computer and wore the head unit(6)。 f an eye

mark recorder(NAC Eye Mark Recorder model EMR-6000);the distance between the

computer display and the elliptical mhor unit was about 80 cmo Alltones were aqusted tO

be equaHn loudness(apprO対 mately 50 dB SPり ,and Were presented via a loudspeaker。

SutteCtS Were instmcted that this was an experiment on memory for melodies,and that in

each of the 12 trials in each visual tracking condition,they would flrst see a trial number,

then hear a rlrst melody(standard melody),fol10Wed by a宙 sual tracking task in which 16

notes or circlcs would appear corresponding to twice the 8-tone first inelody,and then a

second melody(comparlson series)。 a■e inteⅣal between trials was 15 sec.The suttectヽ

task was to judge whether the two melodies were the same or different in pitch and to

answer orally.The sutteCtS Were also instructed that they should track the movement of

notes or circles,but should not employ any motor encoding strategy analogous to playhg

the piano.俎 er fme attustments were made to the head unit,the eyeball movement charac―

teristics for the ind市idual suttect Were calibrated(8)。 Three practice trials with feedback

were given to the suttectS pHor to the 12 tHals in each condition.The other aspects of the

method were the same as those in Experiinent 4.

Rθs“Jrs α
“
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In this experirnent,the subjects were to judge whether the standard series and the

comparison series were the same or dil圧じrent in pitch;however,the purpose of this exper―

iment was not to analyze the recognition probability,but to investigate the eye movements

during the retention lnterval。
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In the three pattems of two lnelody types in each condition,the eye― f破ation duration on

each of 16 notes or 16 circles in the pattern corresponding to twice the 8-tone standard

series were measured.In each visual pattem,the f破 ation durations on eight notes or circles

in the latter half were available,because at the early stage of the retention interval,the

SutteCtゞ eye movements were not stableo ln Figures 5-l and 5-2,the average duration of

f破ation as a hnction ofthe serial position in the latter half of each pattem is shown ln each

group。 ¶he data were obtained± om the sutteCtiS dominant eye。 口he samples of eye track―

hg data in the latter half of each pattem for the suttectS in Groups H and L are also shown

in Figures 5-3 and 5-4.Fixation durations of rnore than 100 1■ sec with visual angles of

less than 2.O degree are inarked by circles,and sequential fixations are connected by

straight lines;no attempt has been made to preserve the original saccadic path.ne num_

bers shown ln parentheses in the text below correspOnd to those in Figures 5-l to 5-4.

Either of the宙sual tracking conditions(Staff Notation or Melodic Contour)waS interpo―

lated during the retention interval,while the sutteCtS attempted to encode the piches ofthe

standard serieso When the 8 notes or 8 circles appeared at compatible points which were

consistent with the suttecrs internal visual representations,it was hypothesized that it

would be easier to track and flxate thenl,therefore,the f破 ation durations on thern would

be longer,and there would be not marked differences among themo Ъ e notes or circles ap―

peared with a constant duration of 500 msec at each polnt,so that the rlxation duration on

each polnt would be 500 rnsec at inost.On the other hand,when some notes or circles ap―

peared at incompatible points which were inconsistent with the suttecrS internal visual

representations,it was hypothesized that either it would be difficult to track and fixate

them for a long duration,or,if the suttectS ShOwed a response to the novelty of the points,

then the fixation durations would be rather longer on the unexpected points than on the

others or backward tracking to the unexpected points would occur。
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For the sutteCtS h Group H,in the Staff Notation condition(Figure 5-1),aS a cOntrol

trial,cight notes were presented successively with a constant duration of 500 msec on a

staff without the standard and comparison melodies.The rlxation duration on each of them

was about 250 msec。

For tonal melodies,in S(No。 1,2),in whiCh all eight notes appeared at the exact posi―

tions on a staff as the pitches of the standard series,there were not marked differences

among the fixation durations on the eight notes.The duration on each ofthem was about

420 1nsec and was considerably longer than in the control trial,indicating that it was easy to

track and rlxate all eight notes which appeared at expected positions.

In C,in which the fourth and sixth notes(No。 3)or the SecOnd and fifth notes(No。 4)

appeared at incorrect positions on a sta年,the fixation durations were longer on these two

notes than on the others,indicating that the suljectS Were responding to the novelty of the

unexpeded positions at which these tto notes appearedo The eye ttacking data(Figure 5-3)

revealed back― tracks(9)to the unexpected notes.The rlxation durations on thesc h″ o notes

included the re― flxation oack― track)duratiOn.The results support the rnding Obtained in

Experiment 4 that recognition performance was disrupted by C Pattem。

In R (No。 5,6),コn whiCh all eight notes appeared at incorrect positions on a sta&、 there

were not rnarked differences among the fixation durations on the eight notes。 ■ e duration

on each ofthem was about 160 msec oo.5)or 200 msec(No.6)and waS ShOtter than in the

control trial,indicating that it was difficult to fixate all eight notes which appeared at

unexpected positions.The eye tracking data(Figure 5-3)revealed lnore unstable and

confused tracking(zigZag― track)in R than in the control trial.However,the recognition

performance in Experilnent 4 was not rnarkedly disrupted by R pattenl,implying that the

staff notation which consisted of incorrect eight notes was so different ibonl the standard

series that the subjects showed little concern about the precise positions where all cight

notes appeared.That is,since visualizing staff notation was lnterfered with R pattem,they
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might switch to another encoding strategy m a different modality.

For atonal melodies,in S(No.7,8),there were not marked differences among the f破 a―

tion durations on all eight notes。 ■ e duration on each ofthem was about 370 1nseco h C,in

which the th士d and seventh notes(No。 9)or the fillh and seventh notes(No。 10)appeared at

incorrect positions on a sta]ち the flxation durations were longer on these two notes than on

the others。 ¶he eye tracking data(Figure 5-3)also revealed back―tracks to the unexpected

notes with atonal inelodies.In R,there were not inarked differences among the fixation

durttions on all eight note(No。 11)Or On the third to eighth notes oo。 12)。 Ъ e duration on

each ofthem was about 170 msec and was shorter than in the controltrial.In S,C and R,

the rlxatiOn duration was consistently shorter than that with tonal rnelodies,but the pattem

was silnilar to that with tonal inelodies。

These rmdings indicate that the suttects in Group H could visualize pitches as accurate

notes on a staff to encode pitches,and that they precisely tracked the intemal visual repre―

sentations of notes.The visual distances between notes in their intemal representations

precisely reflect the auditory pitch inteⅣals ofthe standard melodies.

On the other hand,in the Melodic Contour condition(Figure 5-2),as a COntrol trial,

eight circles connected by line segments were presented successively with a constant dura―

tion of 500 rnsec,without the standard and comparisOn melodieso Ъ e rlxation duration on

each ofthem was about 290 msec and was somewhat longer than that in the Staff Notation

condition.

For tonal and atonal melodies,in S(No。 1,2,7,8),the宙Sual distances betteen circles

were exactly the same as the auditory pitch intervals.In C,the itth and s破 th circles(No。 3),

the third and seventh circles(No。 4),the third and sixth circles(No。 9),Or the second and

s破th clcles(No。 10)appeared at somewhat de宙 ated points缶 om the exact points,and the

visual distances between circles were somewhat different ittom the auditory pitch intervals.
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In R(No.5,6,11,12),the viSual distances between cttcles were completely different fbm

the auditory pitch intervals(No.5,12)or were sOmewhat similar to the auditory pitch

intervals oO・ 6,11)。

In S,C and even R with tonal and atonal melodies,there were not marked direrences

among the fixation durations on all cight chcles in the pattern,and the duration on each of

them was about 300 1nsec,although in R with atonal inelodies it was somewhat shorter than

ln the other pattems.This would indicate that,whichever ofthese pattems appeared on the

computer display,the suttectS COuld track well(Figure 5-4)and fiXate the circles to the

same extent as in the control trial;the suttectS depended not on visualization of pitches as

the melodic contour but on another strategy in a different modality,although in atonal

melodies they somewhat depended on representations of Fne10dic contours to encode pitch―

eso Ъ ese results support the rmding obtahed in Experilnent 4 that recognition perfo.11lance

was not facilitated or disrupted by any pattem of visual tracking task in the Melodic Con―

tour condition.

For the sutteCtS in Group L,in the Staff Notation condition(Figure 5-1),aS a cOntrol

trial,eight notes were presented successively with a constant duration of 500 msec on a

Statt WithOut the standard and comparison melodies.nef破 ation duration on each ofthem

was about 220 1msec and was somewhat shorter than that in Group H.

For tonal and atonal melodies,in S(No.1,2,7,8),there were not marked differences

among the flxation durations on the eight notes。 ■ e duration on each of thern was about

300 msec for tonal melodies(No。 1,2)and abOut 270 msec for atonal melodies(No。7,8),

and somewhat longer than thatin the con廿 ol trial.In C,the fourth and s破 th notes oo。3),

the second and fillh notes(No。 4),the third and seventh notes(No。 9),Or the rlih and sev_

enth notes(No.10)appeared at incorrect positions on a staff,but there were not marked
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differences among the rlxation durations on all eight notes,and they were allnost the same

as those in S pattem. In R,the rlxation durations on the second to eighth notes were con―

siderably shorter,when the melodic contour formed by the note sequence in the visual

tracking task was completely different from that ofthe standard melody(No.5,11);the

duration on each ofthem was less than 200 mseco However,when the melodic contour

forined by the note sequence in the visual tracking task was sirnilar to that of the standard

melody cNo。 6,12),the flXation durations were relat市ely longer.

On the other hand,in the Melodic Contour condition(Figure 5-2),as a COntrol trial,

eight circles were presented successively with a constant duration of 500 msec connecting

line segments withoutthe standard and compa五 son melodies,The rlxation duration on each

of thenl was about 290 1nsec and was all■ ostthe same as thatin Group H.

For tonal and atonal melodies,in S(No。 1,2,7,8),there were not marked differences

among the rlxation durations on all eight circles.ne duration on each ofthem was about

320 msec.In C,the rlth and s破 th circles(No。3),the third and seventh circles oo。 4),the

th士d and sixth chcles(No。 9),Or the second and sixth clcles(No.10)appeared at somewhat

deviated points from the exact points,but there were not inarked differences among the

rlxation durations on the eight circles,and they were alinost the same as those in S pattem。

In R(No.5,6,11,12),the Flxation durations on the second to eighth circles(No.5,6,12)or

on the founh tO eighth cttcles(No。 11)Were considerably shoner。 ¶he duration on each of

them waslessthan 200 msec.

In Group L fOr either visual tracking condition with either melody type,there were not

marked differences among the flxation durations on all eight notes or circles in S,C)or R。

The similarity of the rlxation data in both visual tracking conditions would imply that the

SutteCtS abstract the melodic contour iom the note sequence in the Staff Notation condi―
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tion.鴨e fixation durations on each note Or circle in S and C were all■ ost the same,indicat―

ing that in C pattem,in which the notes or circles appeared at somewhat deviated positions

from the standard melody,the sutteCtS Showed little concern about the small positional

deviations.On the other hand,the fixation durations on each note or circle were considera―

bly shorterin R than in S and C,indicating that the suttectゞ eye movements were∞nsid―

erably disrupted by]R pattem,in which the notes or cttcles appeared at completely dillerent

positions from the standard melodyo ln both visual tracking conditions,the eye tracking

data in S and C patterns revealed smooth tracking movements,but that in]R pattem re―

vealed zigzag ttacks(Figures 5-3 and 5-4)。 ¶■erefOre,it was found that the suЦ ectS in

Group L depended considerably on the visualization of pitches as the melodic contour,and

that they roughly tracked their intemal visual representations of the melodic contour.■ o

visual distances between■ otes or chcles in theh intemal representations roughly reflect the

auditory pitch intervals of the standard melodies.■ ese results support the fmding obtained

in Experilnent 4 that recognition performance was disrupted by R pattems ln either visual

tracking condition。

Goolsby(1989)reviews the procedures and equipment used in previous eye movement

studies in music readingo When reading music,eye movements determine l″ λα′portion of

the music notatiOn is made available for cognitive processing by the reader,eye movements

determine the οraθ″ln which this music notation is made available to the reader, and eye

movements determine the励 ″あ″that this information is made available to the reader(

McConkie,1983)。

************************************************************ホ ************
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Footnotes(3)(4)and(5)一一 see Experiment 4.

(6)The head unit,which is mounted on the suttect'S head,consists of an Eye Mark

Sensor unit for the detection of eye marks of both eyes,a Field Shooting Camera Hcad for

shooting of field view,an Elliptical Mirror I」nit for collection and focusing of the light―

emitting diode(LED)light image reflected from the eyeball,and a Goggle Unit which

holds this head units.

(7)]he syStem employs both an X― Y coordinate separated optical system with a rota―

tional ellipsoidal inlrror and a special scanning MOS sensor for unique eye rnark detection.

It can sample the eye mark data of both eyes atthe resolution of O.17-degree miniinum

angle readout at the sampling ttequency of 600 Hz.It has a high― quality sensor to detect

SutteCtiS head motion.

(8)  Calibratiorl is required to elirninate the rneasurement distortion due to differences

be帥een sutteCtS and optical distoniOn.

(9)MOre dhect e宙 dence has been Obtained in studies of eye movements during reading。

Carpenter and Just(1977)noted that,in reading ambiguous sentences,the suttectsi eyes

often back― tracked to precisely the source of ambiguity.′rhe result was interpreted as

indicating that the suttects had retained an accurate spatial representation of at least the last

few words。
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St:劇ビ Notation

Figure 5-1.

Average duration of fixatiOn for Groups H and L as a function Ofthe serial

position in the latter half of each pattern in the Staff Notation cOnditiono ln the

visual tracking task,black nOtes indicate that their positions are deviated iom

the exact points.
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Figure 5-2.

Average duration of fixatiOn for Groups H and L as a function Ofthe serial

position in the latter half Of each pattcrn in the Melodic Contour conditiono ln

the visual tracking task, black circles indicate that their positions are deviated

hnl the exact polnts。
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Figure 5-3.

Samples of eye tracking data in the latter half of each pattern for suЦ ectS in

Groups H and]L in the Staff Notation condition.Fixation durations of rnore than

100 msec with visual angles of less than 2.O degree are marked by circles, and

larger circles indicate that sutteCtS rlxated on the points for a longer duration.

Sequential Flxations are connected by straight lines. Fixations are numbered to

show the order of occurrence on the scanpatho ln the visual tracking task,black

notes indicate that their positions are deviated iom the exact polnts。
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Figure 5-4.

Samples of eye tracking data in the latter half of each pattern for suЦ ectS in

Groups H and L in the Melodic Contour condition.Fixation durations of more

than 100 msec with visual angles of less than are marked by circles,and larger

circles indicate that suttectS f破 ated on the points for a longer durationo Sequen―

tial rlxations are connected by straight lines.Fixations are numbered to show the

order of occurrence on the scanpath.In the visual tracking task,black circles

indicate that their positions are deviated iom the exact poults.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTttL TEST OF MULTI
ENCODING STRATEGIES FOR PITCH

E響口閥И跡ぼ σ

Acoustic,verbal,and visual codes

ル晨7`λοグ

Rθs“Jrs α
“
グDおε

“
ssjοκ
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EXPERIMENT 6

∠θο
“

s″Jθ,力月♭αみα
“
JレτS“α″1戯)Jθs

In Experiment l,highly lnusically trained suttectS reported that they encode pitches of

atonal rnelodies as acoustic Pitch codes by humming or rnental rehearsal of pitChes,where―

as they encode pitches of tonal lnelodies as note names accompanied by corresponding

pitches rather than as lnerely note names in a monotone.Lus,it is quite possible that they

employ a dual coding strategy to encode pitches of tonal inelodies.Furtheニ ュ1lore,in Exper―

iment 4,it was observed that some suttects rehearsed pitches or note names along with the

pitches of the standard melody during the visual tracking task.They reported that they o■ en

visualized pitch information as melodic contours or staff notations,which were allnost

always accompanied by pitch rehearsal or verbal rehearsal of note names along with

pitches.Ъ ese findhgs suggest the mrther possibility that when suttectS employed a visual―

lzing strategy it was a dual or tnple coding strategy,such as melodic contour accompanied

by pitch rehearsal(duaD Or staff nOtation accompanied by pitch rehearsal with note names

(triple)。

Bennett,Hausfeld,Reeve,and Smith(1978)reported that musicians may be able to use

any or all of pitch,naming or visual codes,depending on the situation at any tilne:thus,

when one code is assessed as likely to be ineffective,another altemate process is swltched

in.Furthermore,sutteCtS Would be mot市 ated to attempt to engage in covert rehearsal

(Muter,1980)with multi― code sets.

■■9



In Experiinent 6,some multi― distractor sets were prepared to lnterfere with the opera―

tion of such multi― code sets.ne type of encoding strategy employed during the retention

interval was inferred■om the disrupt市 e effects of the multi― distractor sets on the re∞ gni―

tion perforinance. The inference was made under the assumption that a distractor which

has high similarity to the encoding strategy would have considerable disruptive effect on

the recognition performance。

滋 滋OJ

肋″訥

Thirty― three fernale subjectS(average age,20。 2 years;age range,18-22 years)who

were undergraduates mttoring in music constituted the highly musically trained group

(Group Do Each had had atleast 12 yearS of fomaltraining in playhg the piano,with an

average of 14.8 years← ange,12-19 years).

Fity―two female suttectS(average age,20.3 years;age range,18-22 years)who were

undergraduates mttoring in literature,education,or domestic science constituted the less

well musically ttained group(Group D。 「heir musical experience on an instrument aver―

aged 4。 2 years←ange,0-6 years)。

ルレ″元αJs

Each trial involved a standard series followed by a retention interval and then by a

comparison series.Both the standard and comparison series consisted of eight tones taken

from an equal―temperament scale,which ranged from A3(220.O Hz)to E5(659。 261・Iz)。

The duration of each tone was 700 msec(600 msec with 100-rnsec silence), so that the

length ofthe 8-tone seHes was 5.6 sec.

■20



For this experiment,three lists were prepared,and each list involved 96 trials.In half of

them(48 trials),tonal melodies in a mttor key Which were high in tonal melodic structure

according to conventional Western rules were used.In the other half(48 trials),atOnal

melodies which were low in tonal inelodic structure were used. IBoth types of inelodies

involved a wide variety of contours.Half ofthe comparison se五 es were exactly the sarne as

the standard series,and the other half were different ttorn the standard.

Twelve types of interfering stimuli were interpolated during the retention interval

between the standard and the comparison series。 "Pause"(P)Was a blank retention interval.

"Series of mu,ical Note Names"(NN)consiSted of a series of eight words chosen randomly

from seven note names(Do,Re,Mi,Fa,Sol,La,Si)・ The series were del市 ered in a monot―

onous pitch in a female voice."Interfering Melody"(IM)WaS COmposed of eight tones

taken ttom an equal― temperament scale,which ranged缶om A3(220.O Hzpto E5(659。 26

HZ)haVing either a tonal structure(for a tOnal trial)or an atOnal structure(for an atOnal

trial)。 "Staff Notation"(SN)consiSted of a series of eight musical notes ranged缶 om A3t°

E5°n a Star without a G cl∝ and the eight notes constituted tonal or atonal melody.On a

computer display,the eight notes appeared successively froln the left to the right with a

constant space interval of about 2.5 cm on the staff(line interval:2.Ocm)・ "Melodic

Contour"(MC)Was an ascending and descending pattem of melody,and was represented

as eight circles with a diameter of O.5 cln connected by seven line segments,which also

appeared successively from the left to the right on the conputer display."Interfering

Melody+Note Names"(IM+Nヽ D wasan 8-tone interfering melody sung with note names

at accurate pitches in a female voice."Interfering Melody+Staff Notation"(IM+SN)was

an 8-tone interfering inelody presented with staff notation;each tone of a melody was

presented synchronously with each note appearing on the star,with the士 pitches coinciding

exactly."Interfering Melody+Melodic Contour"(IM+MC)WaS an 8-tone interfering
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melody presented with melodic contour;each tone of a melody was presented synchro―

nously with each cttcle in the melodic contour,with their pitch inteⅣals coinciding exactly。

"Note Names+Staff Notation"(NN+SN)was a Series of eight note names presented wih

staff notation;each note name was presented synchronously with each note appeanng on

the staff,with their pitches coinciding exactly."Note Names+Melodic Contour"

(NN+MC)waS a series of eight note names presented with melodic contour;each note

name was presented synchronOusly with each c士 cle in the inelodic contour,with their pitch

intervals coinciding exactly. "Interfering Melody+Note Names+Staff Notation''

(IM+NN+SN)was an 8-tone interfering melody sung with note names at accurate pitches

and each tone of the melody was presented synchronously with each note appearing on the

Statt With the士 pitches coinciding exactly."Interfering Melody+Note Names+Melodic

Contour"(IM+NN+MC)waS an 8-tone interfering melody sung with note names tt accu―

rate pitches;each tone of the melody was presented synchronously with each circle in the

melodic contour,with their pitch inteⅣ als coinciding exactly.

Thus,NN,IM,and IM+NN were auditory stimuli,SN and MC were visualstimuli,

and IM+SN,IM+MC,NN+SN,NN+MC,IM+NN+SN and IM+NN+MC were auditory―

visual combination stilnuli。

口he series of Note Names(NN)was cOnstructed as follows:Seven note names c)0,Re,

Mi,Fa,Sol,La,Si)delivered with monotonous pitch in a professional female voice were

recorded,and each ofthem wasthen cutto 600 msec with sampling ilequency of 32 KI・Iz.

Then,a serial arrangement consisting of eight note names separated by 100 msec was

constructedo lf the NN was presented together with another interfering stimulus,it was

arranged to correspond to the other interfering stiIInulus.

Interfering Melody with Note Names(IM+NN)was cOnstructed as follows:■ velve
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pitches sung with note names at accurate pitches in a professional female voice were

recorded(A3=220.00,B3=246.94,C4=261.63,D4=293.66,E4=329.63,F4=349.23,

G4=392.00,A4=440.00,B4=493.88,C5=523.25,D5=587.33,E5=659。 26)。 Each ofthem was

then cutto 600 1nsec with sampling frequency of 32 KHz.Then,a serial arrangement

consisting of eight pitches separated by 100 msec was constructed for either a tonal or an

atonal structureo lf IM+NN was presented together with another interfering stimulus,it was

arranged to correspond to the other interfering stimulus.nese operations were perfolllled

using a CANOPUS Sound MastetN.

¶■e duration of each tone in an auditory stimulus was 700 msec(600 msec with 100-

msec silence),and the notes or circles in a visual stimulus appeared successively every 700

msec,and each series(700 msec X 8=5。 6 sec)waS repeated twice during the retention

interval.Therefore, each trial involved a 5.6-sec standard series followed by a 2.0-sec

mteⅣal,an ll.2-sec mterfering stilnulus,a2.0-sec mterval,and then a 5.6-sec comparl―

son series.

The tones ofthe standard,comparison and interfering melodies were generated by an

NEC PC-9801 26K sound synthesizer board installed in an NEC PC-9801 DA personal

computer,rccorded on tape,and presented over high― quality sound reproduction equipment

(DENON digital audio tape recorder DTR-80P)。

Praθθご
“

θ́

Each subject satin front of a personal computer and wore headphones,and all tones

were adiusted tO be equal in loudness.The sutteCtS Were instructed that this was an experi―

ment on inemory for inelodies,and that in each of the 96 trials,they would flrst hear a trial

number,then a arst melody(standard series),whiCh Would be followed by an hterfermg

stimulus, and then a second melody (COllnparison series). The subjecttS task was to judge
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whetherthe two melodies were the same or different in pitch,and to indicate theirjudg―

ments by writing"S"6ame)Or"D"(Different)on an answer sheet。 ¶he suttectS Were also

instructed that they should track the visual stilnuli,but that they should not employ any

motor encoding strategy analogous to playing the pianoo Tlree practice trials with feed―

back were glven to the suttectS priOr to the 96 trials,and the interval between ttials was 10

sec。

In this experiinent,there were 48 tonal trials and 48 atonal trials.In both types of melo―

dies,4 trials were run in each type of interference condition.The 12 types Of interference

conditions were altemated,and the order of presentation of al1 96 trials was randonlized.As

described above,for this experiinent,three lists were prepared,and each list involved 96

trials.These lists were counterbalanced between suttectS,tO minimize the differences

among the trials in each of the 12 interference conditions in difflculty。

Rθs“JJs α″JDおθ
“
ssJο″

Recognition probability data(hit rate plus correct reJectiOn rate)for Groups H and L

were analyzed in a two― way analysis of variance[2 Melody Types X 12 1nterference

Conditions],with repeated measures on both factors.For Group H,there were signiflcant

main effects of Melody Type and lnterference Condition[F(1,32)=149.86,′ く.001;

f(11,352)=9.06,pく .001],and there was a significant hteraction of Melody Type X Inter―

ference Condition[J(11,352)=2.51,′ く。001].For Group L,there were signiflcant main

effects of Melody Type and lnterference Condition [ F(1,51)=86.08, Pく 。001 ;

f(11,561)=6。 74,Pく .001]・ For both Groups H and L the main effect of Melody Type indi―

cates that the suttects perfOrmed better with tonal than with atonal melodies,and the main

effect of lnterference Condition indicates that there were significant disruptive effects in
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some of these 12 interference conditions。 口he interaction of Melody Type X Interference

Condition in C}roup H indicates that there were differences in the disruptive effects of the

lnterference conditions on the performance bettveen the two melody types。 勁 ere was no

significant interaction of Melody Typё  X Interference Condition in Group L,therefore,the

disruptive effects of the interference conditions on the performance with the tonal inelodies

were the same as those on that with the atonal rnelodies.

Recognition performance in C}roup H for the tonal inelodies is shown in Figure 6-1.In

the auditory mterference conditions(Figure 6-1(a)),the recOgnhion probability in IM was

lowerthan thatin P oく .05 by Newman Keuls method),that in NN was lower than thatin P

Oく。01),and that in IM+NN was lowerthan those in R IMい th′く01),and NN oく。05)。

In the auditory― visual MC combination interference conditions(Figure 6-1(b)),the

recognition probability in MC was somewhat but not significantly lower than that in R

while those in NN+MC andIM+MC were lowerthan thatin P(both′ く。01),and that in

IM+NN+MC waslowerthan those in R MC(bOth′ く・01),and NN+MC oく。05).In the

auditory― 宙sual SN combination interference conditions cigure 6-1(c)),the recOgnition

probability in SN was lower than that in P oく 。05),thoSe in IM+SN and NN+SN were

lower than thatin P(both′ く。01),and thatin IM+NN+SN waslowerthan those in R SN

(bOth′く。01),and IM+SN oく 。05).ThuS,in comparison with that in R the recognition

probabilities in all interference conditions except for MC were significantly lower,and

those in IM+NN and IM+NN+SN were the lowest of all conditions.The significantly

lower recognition probability in the interference conditions compared to that in the control

condition P indicated that the recognition performance was significantly disrupted by the

interference condition,and it could be concluded that the subieCtS IInight have used the

same strategy as that incorporated in the interfering stilnulus to encode pitches of the

standard inelodies.
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These results raise the following suggestions:For the sutteCtS Of Group H,visualizing

melodic contours is not an emective strategy to encode pitches of tonal lnelodieso As was

also found in Experiinent l,the verbal rehearsal of note names is somewhat rnore emectual

than pitch rehearsal strategy through such processes as humming,whistling,or inental re―

hearsal of pitches. Visualizing staff notation is also somewhat effectualo ln fact,however,

the suttectS used dual or triple coding strategies rather than such single coding strategies.

Pitch rehearsal of auditory information along with note names cual COding)or,tO an even

greater extent, at the same time宙 sualizing the staff notation(triple coding)were the most

effectual strategies by which the Group H sutteCtS memorized and retained pitches oftonal

melodies.

Recognition performance in Group H for the atonal melodies is shown in Figure 6-2.In

the auditory interference conditions(Figure 6-2(a)),the recognition probabilities in NN

and IM were somewhat but not significantly lower than that in R while thatin IM+NN

was lower than thatin P oく 。05).In the auditory― 宙sual MC combination interference

conditions(Figure 6-2o)),the recognition probability in NN+MC was somewhat but not

signittcantly lower than that in R while that in MC was lower than that in P oく 。05),and

those in IM+MC and IM+NN+MC were lower than thatin P(bOth′ く.01)。 In the auditory―

宙sual SN combination interference conditions(Figure 6-2(o),the recognition probabilities

in SN and NN+SN were somewhat but not significantly lower than that in R while thOse in

IM+SN andIM+NN+SN were lowerthan thatin P(both′ く。05)。

nese results raise the following suggestions:For the sutteCtS in Group H,a single

encoding strategy,such as verbal rehearsal of note names,pitch rehearsal of auditory

information,or visualizing staff notation,is not an effective strategy to encode pitches in

atonal inelodieso As was also found in Experilnent l,the results of this experiinent suggest

that it was difficult for the subjects to encode pitches in atonal structure as EnuSiCal llote
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names.It was also difficult for them to accurately visualize notes on a staft unless the

pitches were identified as their note names.Although it was found in Experiinent l that the

SutteCtS used an auditory encoding strategy in which pitches h an atonal melody were re―

tained in memory as auditory information,in this experilnent the auditory encoding strategy

was found to be ineffectual.1llis discrepancy is considered to be due to a difference in the

standard melody,which in Experiment l consisted of 6 tones and their pitches could be

encoded to some extent by pitch maintenance rehearsal of auditory information,but which

ln this experirnent consisted of 8 tones and theLr pitches inight have been difrlcult to encode

by such pitch IInaintenance rehearsal.The suttects WOuld have attempted to use pitch

rehearsal alo,g with note names,which was found to be the most effectual strategy for

tonal inelodies,but would have found it difficult to encode pitches in atonal structure

accurately by this strategy。 「Fherefore,encoding of the pitches of atonal melodies depends

considerably on visualization of the inelodic contour or an auditory― visual combination

strategy by pitch rehearsal along with visualization of the inelodic contour.The recognition

performance was disrupted to some extent by the auditory― visual SN combination mterfer―

ence conditions,because the sutteCtS attempted to visualize the staffnotation ofeven pitch―

es in atonal structure or would abstract melodic contours缶 om note sequen∝ s on a stam

Multi coding strategies obtained in Group H with both tonal and atonal melodies support

the findings that melodic intervals are encoded relatively well with tonal melodies cartle■

&Dowling,1980),and that in short― term memory,contour is important when the tonal

contextis week or conising and not aided by meaninghltonal context(Dowling,1982)。

Recognition perforlmance in Group L for the tonal inelodies is shown in Figure 6-3.In

the auditory interference conditions(Figure 6‐ ‐3(a)),the recognition probabilities in NN,

IM andIM+NN were somewhat but not significantly lower than thatin R In the auditory―
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宙sual MC combination interference conditions(Figure 6-3o)),the recognition probabili―

tiesin MC and NN+MC were somewhat but not significantly lowerthan that in R While

that h IM+MC was lower than thatin P●く・05),and that in IM+NN+MC was lowerthan

thosein R MC 00th′ く。01),and NN+MC●く。05).In the auditory― 宙sual SN combination

interference conditions(Figure 6-3(c)),the recognition probabilities in SN,NN+SN,

IM+SN andIM+NN+SN were somewhat but not signirlcantly lower than thatin R

Recognition performance in Group]L forthe atonal melodies is shown in Figure 6-4.In

the auditory interference conditions(Figure 6-4(a)),the recognition probabilities in NN,

IM andIM+NN were somewhat but not significantly lower than thatin R In the auditory―

宙sual MC combination interference conditions(Figure 6-4(b)),the recognition pЮ bability

in MC was somewhat but not signiacantly 10wer than that in R while that in NN+MC was

lowerthan thatin P oく 。05),and thOSe in IM+MC andIM+NN+MC were lower than thatin

P00th′く。01)。 In the auditory―宙sual SN combination interference conditions cigure 6-

4(o),the recognition probabilities in SN and NN+SN were somewhat but not signirlcantly

lower than that in R while thOSe in IM+SN and IM+NN+SN were lower than thatin P

00th′く。05).

As described above,there was no interaction of Melody Type X Interference Condition

in Group L,therefore the disruptive effects of interference conditions on the perfollllance

with the tonal inelodies were the same as those with the atonal rnelodieso Moreover,these

results were similar to that in Group H with the atonal melodies,although the total re∞gni―

tion performance in Group L was signiicantly lowerthan thatin Group H oく 001)・ The

subjects in Group L did not use a single encoding strategy,such as verbal rehearsal of

note names,pitch rehearsal of auditory information,visualizing staff notation,or even

visualizing melodic contour. The encoding of the pitches of melodies would depend con―
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siderably on auditory― visual combination strategy by pitch rehearsal along with visualiza―

tion of the melodic contour.The greatest difference bettveen the performance ln Group L

with both types of melodies and that in Group H with atonal melodies was the signiflcant

disruption by the interference condition IM+NN in the latter,in contrast to the laCk of dis―

ruption in the former.Thus,the suttects in Group H attempted to some extentto encode

pitches of atonal rnelodies by pitch rehearsal of note names, but it was very difficult for

the suttectS in Group L to use this strategy.

These findings suggest that the suttects encOded pitches of short melodies using two or

three codes rather thanjust one.For example,pitch rehearsal of auditory information along

with note names(dual cOding)and,to an even greater extent,at the same time宙sualizing

the staff notation (triple cOding)Were the lnost effective strategies for Grollp H with pitches

of tonal melodies;pitch rehearsal along with宙 sualization of melodic contour(dual COd―

ing)Was also effective for Group H with atonal melodies and for Group L with both types

of rnelodies.

As described in Chapter l,Pai宙 o proposed the dual― coding theory(Pai宙 0,1971,

1978), the eSSence of which is that there are two basic independent but interconnected

systems for the representation and processing of informationo The verbal system deals wlth

linguistic information and stores it in an appropriate verbal fornl,while the nonverbal

systenl carries out image― based processing and representation.

ne dual_coding by pitch rehearsal along with note names found in this experiinent is

consistent with Paiviols theory,because pitch rehearsal would be in the nonverbal system

and note names would be in the verbal system.If the triple― coding by visualizing staff

notation along with pitch rehearsal with note names is consistent with the Paiviols theory,

the complexity of the explanation of such triple codes by Paiviois dual― coding theory
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suggests that this theory Fnight be somewhat oversiinplified。

However,Paivio(1986)propOSed that withh the tto systems there are associative struc―

tures.BOth systems have basic representational units that are linked to one another by refer―

ential cOnnections:Logogens for the verbal system and lmagens for the nonverbal system。

Both the L)gogens and lmagens are m■ her di宙ded into sub― systems(ioe。 ,宙sual,auditory,

kinesthetic,gustatory,and olfactory)WhiCh process either verbal or nonverbal information

in the different modalities(mOdality― speciic).

TherefOre,the dual― coding by pitch rehearsal along with note names found in this

experilnent is consistent with Paiviots theory agaln, because pitch rehearsal would be an

auditory lmagen and note names would be a auditory Logogen.If the triple― coding by

visualizing staff notation along with pitch rehearsal with note names is consistent with the

Paivio's theory,staff notation must be a visual lmagen,pitch rehearsal must be an auditory

lmagen,and note names lnust be a auditory Logogen. Furthermore,the dual― coding by

visualizing melodic contour along with pitch rehearsal would be considered  the operation

of a single system in Paiviois theory,because the melodic contour would be a visual lmagen

and pitch rehearsal would be an auditory lmagen, and both codes would be together in a

nonverbal system。 ■ e fmdings of Experilnent 6 are interpreted using Baddeley's working

memory theory in Chapter 7.
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EXPERIMENT 7

Fli“gθr JИbッθl解θ
“
″S″η洗昭ν

In all ofthe previous Experiments l to 6 and in Experiments 8 and 9,sutteCtS Were

instructed that they should not employ finger rnovements analogous to playing the piano to

encode pitches.However,for the suttectS WhO are highly trained in playing instruments,

the development of performance skill on an instrument could be interpreted as leading to

the development of a kind of auro― motor(auditOry― motor)c00rdination that allows the

musicians to reproduce immediately musical patterns that they experience as auditory

images(Baily,1985).That iS,auditory imagery seems to be reinforced by the external

representation of motor(kineSthetio images.For the piano player,this intermodal coordi―

nation between auditory pitch information and finger movements has been experienced in

relttionship to an intemal representation of the keyboar♂ s spatial positions.Baily(1985)

refers to this intemal representations as a spatio― motor representation.

■lere is a se亘 es of studies on memory for action events(eog"COhen,1981,1983)。 ]he

SuЦ eCrs task is tO enact instructions(Subiect― Performed Tasks:SPTs)。 lhe SPTS para―

digm is designed to investigate the effect of encoding variables on the action events。

Some researchers suggest that motor enactコ nent is related to visual imageo Levin (1976)

suggested that enactment facilitates memory because it leads subjects to form relevant

宙sual images or宙 sual mediationo Sasaki and Watanabe(1983)inveStigtted the spontane―

ous writing "Kusho"behavior in Japanese.It was defined as writinglike rlnger movement

without any physical and visible trace.The results showed that there are hvo types of this
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behavior;(a)Writhg On any parts of body(e・ gっ knee,or palm etc。 )With宙sual monitorhg,

and(b)Writing in the a士 without visual monitoringo ln this experiment,K肛 ゴi graphemes

were presented in a visual or auditory form.In the visual presentation,two types of Kusho

showed highly effect,however ln the auditory condition,Kusho writing in the air without

visual rnonitoring revealed no effect.

Other researchers suggest that motor enactment is independent ot and mOre dOminant

than,宙sual imageo Saltz&Donnenwerth一 Nolan(1981)suggested that many words and

OtteCtS have motor implications,and that motor enactment can facilitate retention of sen―

tences,and this facilitation is related to the storage of motor images or trace as distinct缶 om

宙suaHmage,Or verbal mediators(e.g"Engelkamp,1990;Saltz&D破on,1982;Zimmer

&Engelkamp,1985,1989.

The purpose of Experilnent 7 was to investigate whether finger rnovements would be an

effect市 e strategy for encoding pitches of melodies(Mikumo,1991a,1992a,b,c,1994b,o。

In a preliminary experiment,seven students highly trained in music(Group H)and

seven less well musically trained suttectS(Group D Were instructed to make recognition

judgments of melodies following a 10-sec retention interval.Both the standard and com一

parison melodies were 6-tone series which had either a high― tonality structure〔 onal)Or a

low―tonality structure(atonal)。 There were two encoding conditions: In Session l,the

SuЧ eCtS Were not to employ the tappmg strategy and were to use other strategies durlng the

retention inteⅣ al.In Session 2,they were to employ the tapphg strategy.If the recognition

performance was signirlcantly higher with the tapping strategy than without,it could be

concluded that tapping is an effective strategy for pitch encoding of rnelodies.

For each group recognition data(hit rate minus false― alarm rate[W00dWorth&

Schlosberg,19541)were analyzed in a two― way analysis of variance 1 2 Sessions X 2

Melody Types],with repeated measures on both factors.In Group H,there was a signii―
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cant main effect of Melody Type[F(1,6)=39。 70,Pく。001],and there was a significant

interaction ofSession X Melody Type[f(1,6)=9.35,Pく 05].In Group L,there was a main

effect of Melody Type[F(1,6)=6.66,′ く.05],and there was a marginal main effect of

Session[F(1,6)=2.97,′ =.09]・

ne results showed that recognition performance for highly musically trained sutteCtS

was a little higher when employing the tapping strategy with tonal rnelodies than when not

employing tapping;however,with atonal lnelodies,performance was disrupted by the

tapping strategy.On the other hand,for less well musically trained sutteds,perfomance

was disrupted by the tapping strategy with both tonal and atonal melodies(Figure 7-1)。

The findings suggest that,for the highly trained suttects,employing the tapping strategy

might be somewhat effective for pitch encoding of tonal inelodies ;however in the other

cases it appears to disturb pitch encoding.To encode pitch information, the tapping strate―

gy might be too difficult and hence ineffectual for less well trained suttectS,and for all

SutteCtS With atonal melodies.

■ e results obtained in the prelimhary experiinent presented several implications,which

were lnvestigated in Experiments 7-lto 7-3。 (a)Remembering 6-tone melodies is rather

easy for highly trained subjects,In the prelilninary experilnent,their tonal recognition

performance in the non― tapping session was relatively good.Therefore,in the case of 6-

tone melodies,it would not be necessary to employ the laborious tapping strategy,and

employing the tapping strategy would not necessarily be effective.Considering the above,

the present experiments employed not only 6-tone but also 8-and 10-tone tonal inelodies.

(b)In the present experiments,finger movement was recorded by a computer,and it was

possible to deterrnine the rate and amount of tapping as well as accuracy.Moreover,to

obtain detailed data of finger movement,ISI durations were varied。 (o ln the present exper―

iments,the latency between the end ofthe standard melody and the start oftapping could

be measured and analyzedo Latency could well serve as an index Of the important cognitive
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processes,because this period might involve various inforlnation processlng stages。  (d)In

the preliininary experilnent there was a blank interval during the ISI.To investigate the

stability or robustness of the tapping strategy,an lnterfering melody or a sedes of rnusical

note names were interpolated during the ISI,in the present experiments。 (e)In the prelimi―

nary experiment some suttectS Were observed to employ the tapping strategy while mu■ er―

ing the pitches or the note names to themselves in a whisper.Ъ e present experilnents were

also designed to investigate whether a dual encoding strategy,such as pitch rehearsal or

verbal encoding strategy along with the tapping strategy,is employed to encode pitches of

melodies.
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Experiments 7-lto 7-3 employed suttectS WhO Were highly trained in music and used

melodies which had strong tonal structureo To investigate the tapping strategy in more

detail,the number of tones in a melody and the duration of the retention interval were

varied,and finger lnovements were recorded by a computero ne retention lnterval involved

a blank inteⅣ al in Experiment 7-1,an interfering melody in Experiment 7-2,and a series

of lnusical note names in Experiinent 7-3.■ e methods for the three experiinents are de―

scribed first,followed by the results of all three。

滋 働OJ

EXPERIMENT 7-1

S“″′εJS

lヽvelve female subjects(average age,21.3 years;age range,19-22 years)who were

undergraduates mttoring in inusic took part in this experirnent.Each had had atleast 15

years of formal training in playing the piano with an average of 17.5 years← ange,15-19

years)。 A1l ofthem were right hand dominant persons,

ルレ″瓦αJs

Each trial involved a standard series followed by a blank retention lnterval and then by a

comparison series. ]Both the standard and the comparison series consisted of six,eight,or

ten different tones taken■om an equal―temperament scale,which ranged量 om B3(246。 94

1・IZ)tO E5(659。26Hレ
)。
 The duration of each tone was 700 msec(600 msec with 100-msec

silence),sO that the length of the 6-tone series was 4.2 sec,the 8-tone series was 5。 6 sec,
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and the 10-tone series was 7.O seco All ofthe series were tonal melodies in a mttor key,

and were high in tonal rnelodic structure according to conventional Westenl rules,and they

involved a wide va五 ety of contours.

For Experilnents 7-1,7-2 and 7-3,six lists were prepared,and each list involved 36

trials,so that a total of 216 trials were prepared. One list was used for one session.Each

expenrnent had two sessions,and ln each session there were 12 trials for each ofthe three

types of rnelody lengths.

TЪree types of ISIs were prepared depending on the length of a melody. ne short ISI

(S),middle ISI(M),and 10ng ISI(D were,respectively,1.5,2.0,and 2.5 times as long as

the rnelody length.Thus,in the 6-tone series, the short ISI was 6.3 sec,the iniddle ISI was

8.4 sec,and the long ISI was 10.5 sec.In the 8-tone series,the short ISI was 8.4 sec,the

rniddle ISI was ll.2 sec,and the long ISI was 14.O sec.In the 10-tone series,the short ISI

was 10。 5 sec,the Πliddle ISI was 14.O sec,and the long ISI was 17.5 sec。

Half ofthe comparison series were exactly the same as the standard series,and the other

half were divided into two types that were different ttom the standard."Contour― preserv―

ing"comparisons(C)were Obtained by changing One of the pitches by two semitones

(higher Or lower),preserving the contour of the standard series,so that the exact pitch inter―

vals were not preseⅣ ed."Exchanging"comparisons(D were obtained by exchanging the

order of two successive pitches of the standard series,so that both the contour and pitch

lntervals were somewhat different ttom those of the standard series,while the set of pitch―

es was preservedoln both C and E comparisons,neither the first nor the last pitch of the

standard series was altered, and the position ofthe change was counterbalanced among

stimuli。

The tones were generated by a NEC PC-9801 26k sound synthesizer board installed in a

NEC PC-9801 RX computer,and they were recorded on tape and played over high― quality

sound reproduction equipmento All tones were attuSted to be equal in loudness(approxi―
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mately 50 dB SPり ,and Were presented宙a a loudspeaker.

Prac′J“ra

SutteCtS Were told that this was an experiment on memory for melodies.In each ofthe

36 trials,at first they would see a trial number on a computer display,then hear a first

melody(standard series)whiCh WOuld be followed by a retention inteⅣ al of varying length,

and then they would hear a second melody(cOmparison series).The next trial would begin

fifteen seconds after the second melody.The ISI length would change from trialto trial。

The first and the second melodies would consist of six,eight,or ten tones.The subieCrs

task would be to judge whether the two melodies are the same or different in pitch by

answering orally,and rate their decision on a five― point confidence scale with responses of

"very sure yes(or nO)","fairly sure yes(Or nO)","unsure yes(or nO)","fairly unsure yes

(Or nO)","Very unsure yes(or nO)".

In the first session,the sutteCtS Were instructed to try to memorize or retain melodies

without employing the tapping strategy,but rather by using other internal strategies during

the retention lnterval.After the session,they were to report their mtrospections about what

type of encoding strategies they used.In the second session,the subjects instructed to

employ the tapping strategy,rnoving theむ rmgers ln a way analogous to playing the piano,

during the retention interval.Considering the view of encoding specificity(TulVing&

Thomson,1973),they Were to continue the rlnger movements while hearing the comparison

series. The second session was performed thirty minutes after the first session。 1■ree prac―

tice trials with feedback for each length of melody were g市 en to the sutteCtS prior to each

sessiono lf the session in which tapping is allowed is performed before the session in which

tapping is not allowed,it would be difficult to elinlinate the effect of motor learning in the

latter session,because the motor sense of tapping tends to linger.1llis is why the ttvo ses―

sions were presented in flxed order to all the suljectS・
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As described above,s破 lists were prepared for Experilnents 7-1,7-2,and 7-3.These

lists were counterbalanced between the suttectS fOr each session in each experiment

(Experiments 7-1,7-2 and 7-3),so that the overall difflculty of the s破 sessions would be

equal(Table 2).In eaCh Session,there were 12 six― tone,12 eight― tone and 12 ten― tone

trialso ln three lengths of rnelody,4 trials were run in each duration of ISI,in half of which

(2 trials)the COmparison series were exactly the same as the standard series, ancl in the

other half(2 trials),the COmparison series were different from the standard series(C,E)。

勁 e three durations of ISI were mixed,and the order of presentation of al1 36 trials in each

session was randomized. Tapping movements of each finger ofthe right hand were re―

corded using a computer。  
′
rhe tip Of each finger was fltted with a small piece of aluminum

foil connected to the computer through fine leadso When each finger tapped on an alunli―

nunl board the number oftiines and the rate oftouches were recorded.

EXPERIMENT 7… 2

S“りCCお

ne same sutteCtS as those in Experiment 7-l were employed.

ルL″瓦αJs

Each trial involved a standard series fonowed by an interfering lnelody and then by a

comparison serieso An interfering melody consisted of three to nineteen tones taken ibonl an

equal― temperament scale,which ranged from B3(246.94 Hz)to E5(659。 26 Hz),and the

duration of each tone was 700 msec(600 msec with 100-msec silence)。

■ e number of tones in the interfering melody depended on the duration of the ISI for

each length ofthe melody.ne intervals bettveen the standard series and the frst interfering
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tone,and between the last interfering tone and the comparison series,were each 2.l sec.

Thus,in the 6-tone series,therefore,there were 3 tones during the short ISI(6.3 sec),6

tones during the middle ISI(8.4 sec),and 9 tones during the long ISI(10.5 sel〉 In the 8-

tone series,there were 6 tones during the short ISI(8,4 sec), 10 tOnes during middle ISI

(11.2 sec), and 14 tones durmg the long ISI(14.O sec). In the lo_tone series, there were 9

tones during the short ISI(10・ 5 sec),14 tones during the middle ISI(14.O seo,and 19 tones

during the long ISI(17.5 sec).Four interfering melodies were prepared for each case de―

scribed above,so that a total of 36 interfering lnelodies were totally prepared,and a11 9f

them were tonal melodies in a mttor key.

Prac`ご
“

′θ

This experiment was performed two months after Experiment 7-1.The suЦ eCtS Were

instructed that,in each of 36 trials,they would first see a trial number,then hear a first

melody which would be followed by an interfering melody of varying length during the

retention lnterval,and then they would hear a second melody.nirty― Six interfering melo―

dies were employed in Sessions l and 2.

In the first session,the sutteCtS Were instructed that they were notto employ the tapping

strategy,but rather use any other strategies,and that in the second session they were to

employ the tapping strategyo ne other aspects ofthe inethod were the same as in Experi―

ment 7-1.

EXPERIMENT 7-3

S“りCC麓

¶he same suttects aS thOse in Experiments 7-l and 7-2 were employed。
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Each trial involved a standard series followed by a series of lnusical note names and

then by a comparison series.ne series of rnusical note names consisted of three to nine―

teen words chosen randomly from seven note names(Do,Re,Mi,Fa,Sol,La,Si)・ ■le

series were delivered in a monotonous pitch in a male voice,and the duration of each word

was about 700 msec(600 msec with 100-msec silence).

ne number Of words m a serles of note names were the same asthe number oftones ln

an nterfering melody in Experilnent 7-2,depending on the ISI duration for each length of

the melodyo ln the 6-tone series,therefore,there were 3 words during the short ISI,6

words during the rniddle ISI,and 9 words during the long ISI.In the 8-tone series,there

were 6 words during the short ISI, 10 words during lniddle ISI,and 14 words during the

long ISI.In the 10-tone series,there were 9 words during the short ISI, 14 words during

the rniddle ISI,and 19 words during the long ISI.Four series of note names were prepared

in each case described above,so that a total of 36 series was prepared.

Prac`ご
“
ra

This experiment was performed two months ater Experiment 7-2.¶ he suttectS Were

instructed that in each of 36 trials,they would first see a trial number,then hear a first

melody which would be followed by a series of musical note names of variable length

during the retention lnteⅣ al,and then they would hear a second melody.Thirty― six seHes

of note names were employed in Sessions l and 2.C)ther aspects of the method were the

same as in Experiinents 7-l and 7-2.
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Table 2

S破 lists for each Session in Expements 7-1,7-2,d&7-3.

Experiment 7-1 Experiment 7-2 Expedment 7-3

Session

Su匈わCtS

l,  2

3,  4

5,  6

7,  8

9,  10

11, 12

List l

List 2

List 3

List 4

List 5

List 6

List 2

List 3

List 4

List 5

List 6

List l

List 3

List 4

List 5

List 6

List l

List 2

List 4

List 5

List 6

List l

List 2

List 3

List 5    List 6

List 6  List l

List l  List 2

List 2  List 3

List 3  List 4

List 4    LiSt 5

Experiment 7-1: Ыank interval∞ ndidon

Eηeriment 7-2: interfering melody∞ ndidon

E■)eriment 7-3: interfering note names condition

Session l: not emplo】籠E tappmg

Session 2: employing tappmg
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The design of these experilnents had four factors : 2 types of Sessions(SessiOn l :not

employing tapping/Session 2:employing tapping),3 types of melody lengths(6 tones/8

tones/10 tones),3 types of ISI durations(ShOrt/middle/1ong),and 2 types of compaHson

series(ContOur― preserving/Exchanging)。 A1l ofthem employed the same suttectS・

In these experilnents the following response measures were calculated: the recognition

probability for each melody length cAnalyses l&2),and fOr each ISI duration cAnalysis

3);the diSCriminability index c)cAnalyses l,2,&3);the number of incorrect response

for each suttect in each session(Analysis 2);the false― alarm rate for each comparison

type cAnalysis 4);and the amount and rate oftapping, and the latency beiveen the end of

the standard series and the start of fmger movements KAnalysis 5)。
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′″

`7-2. Recognition probabil―
ity data oit rate minus false― alarm rate)Were analyzed in a three― way analysis of variance

[2 Experiments X 2 Sessions X 3 Melody Lengths],with rcpeated measures on all three

factors. There were significant rnaln effects of Experilnent,Session,and Melody Length

[F(1,11)=12.57,pく .005;J(1,11)=45.90,Pく 。001;F(2,22)=80。51,Pく。001].There was

also a marghal hteraction of Experiment X Session[f(1,11)=3.30,′く。10]。 ■ eSe results

are shown in Figure 7-2 and Table 3.

The inain effect of Experilnent indicates that the perforlnance in Experilnent 7-l was

superior to that in Experilnent 7-2.The inaln effect of Session indicates that in both Exper―

iments 7-l and 7-2,subieCtS performed better when they employed the tapping strategy
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than when they did noto The main effect of Melody Length indicates that the sutteCtS per二

formed gradually worse as Melody Length increased.The marginal interaction of Experi―

ment X Session indicates the following:When several tones were lllterpolated during the

ISIin Experiment 7-2,and suttectS did not employ the tapping strategy in Session l,then

their perforinance was significantly worse than it was in Session l of Experiment 7-1

(eSpeCially ill the case of the 8-tone and the 10-tone series)・ HOWever when they ern―

ployed the tapping strategy in Experilnent 7-2,their performance was not worse than in

Session 2 of Experilnent 7-1.

SutteCtS reported on their intemal encoding strategies in Session l of Experiment 7-1

as follows:verbal encoding strategy with the names of the musical notes(6 sutteCtS);

pitch rehearsal or hummlng strategy (2 sut,jects); and visualizing strategies, in which the

tones were宙sualized in thett image,as a melodic contour(l SutteCt),On a staff notation(2

subjects),Or on a keyboard(l SutteCt).For each sutteCt,these encodlng strategy would be

dolninant or individual in ordinary condition,because these internal encoding strategies

were obtained without any lnterfering stimuli during the ISI.

コherefore,these rmdings suggest that,for suttects highly trained in music,employing

the external inotor strategy of tapping could be more effective than using other internal

strategies to encode and retain the pitches of the melodies,especially within a situation in

which there were lnterfermg melodieso Moreover,as shown in Figure 7-2 and Table 3,the

effect of tapping represented by the difference between the data of Session l and Session 2

increased somewhat as rnelody length increased in both ofthe experiments.

Discriminability indices c)were calculated for three types of melody lengths in the two

sessions of the two expeHments KTable 3),by uSing the ten― category cOnfldence scale in

which"Same"and"Different"judgments each had flve levels of response.It was e宙 dent

iom the′ ′analysis that discriminative power in Same― Different decisions of Session 2
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was consistently better than that of SessiOn l in both experiments(except fOr the 6-tone

series h Experiment 7-1)。 me differences of theノ data between the sesdons were tested

by a Z―test as suggested by Gourevitch and Galanter(1967)。 There were signiicant dittr―

ences between the sessions in the 8-tone and in the 10-tone series of Experilnent 7-1,and

in the 6-tone series of Experiment 7-2oく 001);and behveen the sessions in the 8-tone

and in the 10-tone series of Experiment 7-2oく 。01)。 ]heSe results support the rmdings of

the recognition probability data described above.

Expθ rli″ θ″′7-I EIPθ rli″ θ″′7-2 Expθ rli″ θ
“
′7-3

100

80

60

6    8    10
MELODY LENGEH

Figure 7-2.

Mean probability of correct recognition for each melody length in two

sessions of Experiments 7-1,7-2,& 7-3(N=8)。 ■le tapping effect is

represented by the distance between the white cttcle(SessiOn 2)and the

black circle(SesSiOn l)。

Notes.

Experiinent 7-1:blank interval condition, Ettperiinent 7-2:interfering

melody condition,  Experilnent 7-3:interfering note names condition,

Session l:not employing tapping,  Session 2:employing tapping。
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number ofincorrect responses in 36 trials of each session for each sutteCt iS showll in Table

4.Table 4 shows that,for almost all the sutteCtS the number of incorrect responses of

Session 2 was consistently lower than that of Session l in Experiinents 7-l and 7-2.In

other words,in Experilnents 7-l and 7-2,tapping strategy was effective for encoding

pitches of lnelodies,even when an mterfering melody was interpolated during the ISIo ln

Session 2 of Experiment 7-2,ater hearing the standard series,if suttects have employed

tapping strategy along with muttering or singing pitches to themselves in a whisper or

rehearsing thenl mentally,interfering melodies would disrupt tapping with pitch rehearsal

and recognition performance.But the results showed that the number of incorrect responses

was consistently lower in Session 2 than in Session l in Experilnent 7-2,it is considered

that the tapping strategy could be employed without muttering or singing pitches;that is,

tapping strategy could be employed independently of pitch rehearsal strategy for all twelve

SutteCtS・

On the other hand,in Experiment 7-3,for eight suttectS,the number of incorrect re―

sponses was lower or aboutthe same in Session 2 as in Session l,whereas for the remain―

ing four suttects,errOrs were considerably higher in Session 2 than in Session l.For these

four suttectS,the tapping strategy was effect市 e in Experiments 7-l and 7-2,while in

Experiment 7-3,the seHes of note names disrupted tapping and recognition performance

in Session 2.It is considered that it likely that those four subjects employed the tapping

strategy along with muttering the note nalnes to themselves in a whisper or rehearsing them

mentally.1「 hat is,they may have employed a dual― coding strategy,in that when they

employed the tapping strategy at the same time,they continued to use verbal encoding

strategy.
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Table 4

The number ofthe incorrect responses for each suttect

in each session 66 tHals)of Expe」 ments 7-1,7-2,&7-3.

Expёrllncnt 7-1 : blank inteⅣ al condition

Experllnent 7-2 : interfering lnelody condition

Expcrlment 7-3 : interferng note names condition

Scssion l : not cmploying tapping

Session 2 : employing tapping

SutteCtS

Experiment 7-1 Experiment 7-2 Experiment 7-3

Session l Session 2 Session l Sesslo■  2 SessiOn l Session 2

5 2 0 7 4 5 5

11 2 8 2 2

3 2 4 6 2 3

6 6 5 9 4 4

2 5 4 5 4 4 3

4 8 1 7 5 6 4

7 5 2 6 1 5 0

10 5 1 7 7 3

1 4 2 7 4 5 12

8 6 5 7 4 5 8

9 6 6 4 2 9

12 2 2 7 4 6
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Comparing the numbers ofincorrect responses for each sutteCt fOr Session l ofthe three

experiments,the results are consistent with subjectsi introspections concerning internal

encoding strategies h Session l of Experiment 7-1.In the case of m′ O suttects 5 and ll,

incorrect responses in Session l of Experiinent 7-2 were especially higher;that is,the

disruptive effect of the interfering inelodies was large.This suggests that their doFninant

encoding strategy was pitch rehearsal as they reported in Experilnent 7-1.In the case of

鯖o other SuЦ eCtS 3 and 6,Incorrect responses in Session l of Experiment 7-3 were espe―

cially higher;that is,the disruptive effect ofthe series of note names was iargeo This

suggests thatthey were using the verbal encoding strategy with note names as they report―

ed in Experiment 7-1.In the case of SuttectS 2,4,7 and 10,there was little difference

among their incorrect responses ln Session l of the threc experilnents;that is,there was

little disruptive effect of the interfering melodies or the series of note names.11lis suggests

that these subjects were using an encoding strategy other than pitch rehearsal or verbal

encoding. They reported that they used a visualizing strategy in which tones were visual―

ized in their image,as a melodic contour(SutteCt 2),on a Staff notation(SuttectS 4 and

10),Or On a keyboard(Suttect 7)。 Aner Session 2 of Experiment 7-1,however,SutteCtS 7

and 10 reported that ifthey had been perlnitted to employ any kind of strategy in Session l,

theLr domhant strategy for pitch encoding llnight have been the tapping strategy.In the case

of Suttects l,8, 9,and 12,they reported in Experiment 7-l that they also used a verbal

encoding strategy with note nameso When they employed the tapping strategy to encode

pitches,they could not employ it independently of the verbal encoding strategy ;they may

have employed a dual―coding strategy as described aboveo Furthermore,they may have

rehearsed note names along with their pitches,therefore,it is possible that they employed

triple―encoding strategy;tapping strategy accompanied by note names with pitches,as

described in Experiinent 6。  As reported in Experiment 7-1,although there were individual

differences for encoding strategies,especially for six SuttectS 5,11,3,6,2,and 4,more
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direct evidence for the effectiveness of finger movements came frorn the instruction to

employ motor encoding strategy.

Ъ e recognition probability dtta of eight sutteCtS in Experiment 7-3 were analyzed in a

two― Way analysis of variance[2 Sessions X 3 Melody Lengths],with repeated measures

on both factors.In this analysis the data of the four suttectS WhO employed a multi― codhg

strategy were excluded.me recognition probability data of these eight sutteCtS in Experi―

ment 7-3 are also shown in Figure 7-2 and Table 3.There were significant main emects of

Session and Melody Length[f(1,7)=7.84,Pく 。05;F(2,14)=14.99,pく 。001].

The inain cffects of Session and Melody Length were consistent with the findings of

Analysis l,When a series of note names were interpolated during the ISI,the tapping

strategy would be also effective for encoding pitch informationo As shown in Figure 7-2

and Table 3,the tapping effect,which is represented by the difference behveen the data of

Session l and Session 2,becomes gradually stronger as lnelody length increased.E)iscrilni―

nability indices c9 for Experiment 7-3 are also shown in Table 3.Both recognition per一

formance and′ ′for Experiment 7-3 with the eight subiects Were similar to the results of

Experilnent 7-2.

The recognition probability data of the four suttectS WhO employed a multi― coding

strategy were analyzed in a three― way analysis of variance[3 Experiments X 2 Sessions

X3Melody L〕 ngths],With repeated measures on all three factors.There was a signirl―

cant main effect Of Melody Length〔 J(2,6)=45.07,′く。0011,and there was a significant

interaction of Experiment X Session[J(2,6)=21.26,pく 。005].lhere was a marginal main

effect of Experiment[f(2,6)=3.82,′ く。09]。 口heSe rcsults were shown in Figure 7-3.

■ e significant interaction of Experiinent X Session indicates that in Experilnents 7-1

and 7-2 recognition performance in Session 2 was supe五 or to that in Session l cExperi…
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ment 7-1,Pく。05;Experiment 7-2,′ く。01),While in Experiment 7-3,in contrast,Session l

was superior to Session 2●く01)・ The marginal main effect of Experiment indicates that

recognition perforrnance in Experiment 7-l was superior to that in Experilnent 7-2

oく。05),and there was no signiicant difference between Experiment 7-2 and Experiment

7-3.These findings support the interpretation of Table 4.

EェparJttθ
"′

7-I EIPθ rJ″θ″′7-2 EIPθ rJ″θ″′7-3

6    8    10
MELODY LENGEH

Figure 7-3.

Mean probability of correct recognition for the four sutteCtS,for each

melody length in two sessions of Experiinents 7-1,7-2,2ヽ 7-3.The

tapping effect is represented by the distance between the white circle

(SeSSiOn 2)and the black chcle(SeSSiOn l)。

Notes.

Experiinent 7-1:blank interval condition, Experilnent 7-2:interfering

melody condition, Experiinent 7-3:interfering note names condition,

Session l:not employing tapping,      Session 2:employing tapping。
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SESSION 2
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』じ″。″s.  Recognition probability data for Experiments 7-1

and 7-2 were analyzed in a three― way analysis of variance[2 Experiments X 2 Sessions

X31SIs],With repeated measures on all three factors,As in Analysis l there were signii―

cant main effects of Experiment and Session I F(1,11)=11・ 60,Pく。01;f(1,11)=50。 85,

′く。001],and a marghd hteraction of Expe五 ment X Session[f(1,11)=3。 28,pく。10].In

addition,there was a tendency toward an interaction of Session X ISI I F(2,22)=2.08,

′〓0.14].ThiS tendency indicates that the recognition probability in Session l became

gradually worSe aS ISI increased,whereas in Session 2,it became gradually better.From a

two―way analysis of variance[2 Sessions X 3 1SIs]fOr each melody length in each

experiment,this tendency(an mteraction of Session X ISI)Was especially noticeable in the

case of the 10-tone series,as shown in Figure 7-4(10-tOne series:Experiment 7-1,

I(2,22)=3.36,Pく 。06;Experiment 7-2,F(2,22)=3.12,′ く。07].In bOth Experiments 7-l and

7-2 the signiflcance levels behveen long and short ISIs in Session 2 werepく 。05,whereas in

Session l of both experilnents there were no significant differences between short and long

ISI(by Newman― Keuls Method)。

These findings suggest that when suttectS used internal encoding strategies their

memory ofthe standard series became gradually obscure as ISI duration increasedo Howev―

er,when suЦ eCtS employed the extemal motor encoding strategy,their memory became

gradually elaborated as ISI duration increased.

Discriminability hdices c)were calculated for the three ISI durations for each melody

length h the tto sessions of Experiments 7-l and 7-2 KTable 3)。 It waS evident iom the′
′

that discrimination became worse as ISI increased in Session l,while it became better as

ISI increased in Session 2 in both experiinents,except for the 6-tone serieso Ъ e differences
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in ′′among the three ISI durations for the 10-tone series were tested by a Z― test.In Ses―

sion 2 of Experilnent 7-1,there were significant differences between the middle ISI and

the sho■ ISI●く001),and between the long ISI and the middle ISI● く。01);in Session l,

there were no differences among any ofthe threc ISI durations.In Session 2 of Experilnent

7-2,there was a significant difference between the middle ISI and the short ISI● く。02),

and there was no signiflcant difference between the long ISI and the rniddle ISI;in Session

l,there was a signiicant difference between the sho■ ISI and the middle ISI● く05),and

there was no significant difference beh″ een the rniddle ISI and the long ISIo These results

support the findings of the recognition probability for the ISI duration described above.

In Experilnent 7-3,the recognition probability data were analyzed in two two― way

analyses ofvariance for the two subject groups 1 2 Sessions iX13 1SIs l,With repeated meas―

ures on both factors. 13oth for the eight sut,jects discussed above an(l the four suljectS WhO

employed a lnulti― coding strategy,there were lnain effects of Sessiono Recognition per―

formance for the eight suttectS in session 2 was higher than in Session l〔 F(1,7)=7.84,

′く。05],while the reverse was true for the four subjects[F(1,2)=24.53,Pく .001].

However,there were no mteraaiOns between Session X ISI.Discrimhability hdices c)

for Experiment 7-3 with the eight suttects are also shown in Table 3.

These rmdings in Analyses l,2 and 3 suggest that when the retention lnteⅣ al was f11led

with an lllterfering melody or a seHes of note names,or as melody length or ISI duration

increased,sutteCtS WOuld make an effort to utilize tapping in order not to forget the stand―

ard series, and rehearsing tapping could elaborate the encoding of pitches.
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Figure 7-4.

Mean probability of correct recognition for each ISI in two sessions

of l巳 xperirnents 7-1 &7-2 (10-tOne series)・ The tapping effect is

represented by the distance between the white circle sessiOn 2)and

the black circle(Session l)。

Notes.

Experilnent 7-1: blank interval condition,

Experiment 7-2:interfering melody condition,

Session l:not employing tapping,   Session 2:employing tapping.
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f(1,11)=67.53,′ く。001;F(1,11)=60。 95,Pく。001;F(1,11)=41.46,′ く。001]・ There were

significant interactions of Experiment X Session and Experiment X Comparison Type[

f(1,11)=35。 14,Pく。001;Л(1,11)=5。77,′く。05].

The inain effect of Experiinent indicates that the false―alarin rate in Experilnent 7-2

was higher than that in Experiinent 7-1.The inain effect of Session indicates that the false一

alarm rate in Session l was higher than that in Session 2.The interaction of Experiinent X

Session indicates that in Session l the false― alarin rate in Experiment 7-2 was significantly

higher than that in Experiment 7-loく 。01),Whereas in Session 2 there was no signiicant

difference between Experilnents 7-2 and 7-1.Therefore,the main effects of Experiment

and Session,and the interaction of Experilnent X Session were consistent with the results

ofAnalyses l and 3,described above.

The main effect of Comparison Type indicates that the false― alarm rate for C lures was

higher than that for E lures.The interaction of Experiment X Comparison Type indicates

that,for Cs the false― alarm rate in Experilnent 7-2 was significantly higher than that in

Experiment 7-loく 。01),and fOr Es there was also a significant difference between Exper―

iment 7-2 and Experiment 7-loく 。05);but that the difference for Cs was larger than

that for Es.

Second,false― alarnl rate data were analyzed in three three― way analyses of variance for

the three experiments:[2 Sessions X 3 Melody Lengths X 2 Comparison■ rpes],With

repeated measures on all three factors.In Experilnent 7-1,there were significant inain

effects of Session,Melody Length,and Comparison Type[F(1,11)=6.49,′ く。05;

F(2,22)=7.69,′ く.01;F(1,11)=11.99,Pく 。01].There was a significant interaction of

Melody Length X Comparison Type[F(2,22)=4。 68,Pく 。05],and there was a marginal

interaction of Session X Melody Length[f(2,22)=2.50,′ く。10]。 In Experiment 7-2,there

were significant main effects of Session,Melody Length,and Comparison Type〔
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f(1,11)=57.56,Pく。001;f(2,22)=56.57,Pく001;f(1,11)=28.64,Pく 。0011,and there were

significant interactions of Session X Melody Length,and Melody Length X Comparison

Type[f(2,22)=17.87,ノ く.001;F(2,22)=5。 92,′く。01]・ In Experiment 7-3 for the eight

subjects discussed above,there were significant main effects of Melody Length and

Comparison Tソpe〔 J(2,14)=5。 30,′く。05;躙(1,7)=7.09,′く。05],and there was a signiflcant

interaction of Melody Length X Comparison Type[f(2,14)=3.74,′ く。05].

The main effects of Session indicate that the false― alarm rate in Session l was higher

than that in Session 2.The main effects of Melody Length indicate that the false一 alarm

rate became gradually higher as Melody Length increased(Signiicance levels between 10-

and 6-tone sOries were′く。05 in Experiment 7-1,′ く。01 in Experiment 7-2,and′ く。05 in

Experiment 7-3).The interactions of Session X Melody Length indicate that the false―

alarm rate in Session l became gradually higher as Melody Length increased(Signiicance

levels between 10-and 6-tone series werepく .05 in Experilnent 7-1,and′く。01 in Experi―

ment 7-2),whereas in Session 2,there were no signirlcant differences as Melody lκ ngth

increased.That is,the tapping effect rcpresented by the difference between the data of

Sessions l and 2, became stronger as inelody length increased.Therefore the inam effects

of Session and Melody Length,and the interaction of Session X Melody Length support the

findings of Analyses l and 3.The main effects of Comparison l町 pe Were consistent with

the results in the first analysis under Analysis 4,described above.

ne interactions of Melody Length X Comparison ttpe indicate the following:for(ゝ

false― alarm rate became gradually higher as Melody Length increased(Signiicance levels

between 10-and 6-tone series were′ く。05 in Experirnent 7-1,′く。01 in Experiinent 7-2,

andPく。01 in Experiment 7-3);whereas for Es there were no signiicant direrences at―

tributable to Melody Lんngth in Experilnent 7-1,and relatively little differences in Experi―

ments 7-2 and 7-3(signiiCance levels between 10-and 6-tone series were pく。05 in both

Experilnents 7-2 and 7-3)。
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¶llird,false― alarln rate data werc analyzcd in three three― way analyses of variance for

the three experiments:[2 Sessions X 3 1SIs X 2 Comparison Types],with repeated meas―

ures on all three factors,In Experilnent 7-1,there were significant inaln effects of Session

and Comparison Type[F(1,11)=15。 40,′く。01;F(1,11)=9・ 16.′く。05],and there were no

significant interactions between any of the three factors.In Experilnent 7-2,there were

significant main effects of Session and Comparison Type[F(1,11)=64。 10,′く。001;

f(1,11)=59。40,Pく.001].There was a signiacant hteradion ofSession X Compttison ttpe

[F(1,11)=5。60,Pく。05],and there was a marginal interaction among all three factors[

f(2,22)=3.36,′く。06].In Experiment 7-3 for the eight suЦ eCtS discussed above there was

a significant main effect of Comparison Type[F(1,7)=8.00,′ く。05],and there was a

marginal interaction among all three factors[f(2,14)=2.86,Pく。09]・

The main effects of Session and Comparison Type were consistent with the resu■ s in the

first and the second analyses under Analysis 4.The significant interaction of Session X

Comparison Type in Experiment 7-2 indicates that false― alarm rate for Os were signi壼 ―

cantly higher than for Es in Session l oく 。01),While in Session 2 there was no signiicant

difference.The marginal interactions among all three factors in Experiinents 7-2 and 7-3

indicate the following:In Session l,false― alarm rate for Cs gradually decreased as ISI

increased(Significance levels behveen short and long ISIs were′ く.05 in Experiments 7-2

and 7-3),while fOr Es,it increased gradually as ISI increased(signiacance levels between

long and short ISIs were′く。01 in Experiment 7-2,and′ く。05 in Experiment 7-3)。 In

Session 2,however,there were no signiflcant differences among the three ISIs for both Cs

and Es(Figure 7-5).ThiS tendency toward a marginal interaction appeared slightly in

Experiment 7-1.
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Figure 7-5。

Mcan false― alarln rate for each ISI of two types of comparison series

ln Sessions lで%2 of Experiinent 7-2.

Notes。

Experiinent 7-2: interfering inelody condition,

Session l:not employing tapping,   Session 2:employing tapping。

As described above,C comparisons preseⅣ ed the contour ofthe standard se五 es,but the

pitch set was not preseⅣ edo E comparisons preserved the pitch set of the standard,but con―

tour was not preserved.If subjects were to use contour as a cue for recognition,they would

tend to make false alarms to C)comparisons which have the same contour as the standard。

If suttects Were to use the pitch set as a cue,they would tend to make false alarms to E

comparisons which have the same pitch set as the standard.
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In the first to third analyses for Comparison Type under Analysis 4,the following results

were found:(→ The false― alarm rate for O was considerably higher in Experiments 7-2

and 7-3 than in Experiment 7-1.Therefore suttects appear to be using contour as a cue,

especially when an interfering lnelody or a series of note names was interpolated during

ISI・ 0)The falSe_alarm rate for(■ increased gradually as melody length increased.There―

fore suttectS appearto depend more and more on contour as a cuc,as melody length in―

creased.Edworthy(1985)showed that performance was better in the contour than in the

pitch inteⅣal task for rnelodies of up to nine tones in length,and there were no signiflcant

differences between tasks for the ll― and 13-tone inelodies,but for the 15-tone melodies,

performance was better in the pitch interval than in the contour task.Experiment 7 em―

ployed melodies of up to ten tones,therefore the result concerning contour was nearly

consistent with Edworthyts findings。 (c)In seSSiOn l the false― alarm rate for Es became

gradually higher,but for Ct became gradually lower,as ISI duration increased;while in

Session 2 there were no signiflcant effects of ISI. In other words,when not employhg the

tapping strategy sutteCtS WOuld use contour as a cue with short ISIs,whereas they would

use pitch as a cue with long ISIs(e.g。 ,Dowling&Bartlett,1981).HoWever,when subieCtS

employed tapping strategy,the rmger movement served as an effective means of encoding,

even as ISI duration increased.
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Jse   The inovement of each finger in tapping was recorded by a

computer.Three response measures were calculated:(a)The nuFnber Of times that the

tapped pattem was repeated during the retention interval(ISI)・ 0)1■ e rate Of tapping for

each finger。 (c)「rhe latency between the end ofthe standard series and the start of finger

movement。

As shown in Figure 7-6,the number of titnes that the tapped pattern was repeated
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during the retention interval alled with interfering melodies(Experiment 7-2)or series Of

note names(Experiment 7-3)was mOre than that occuHed h the blank retention interval

(Experiment 7-1)。 In Other words,as shown in Figure 7-7,the rate of tapping for each

finger was faster in Experilnents 7-2 and 7-3 than in Experiinent 7-1.Moreover, the rate

became faster as melody length increased and as ISI duration increased.For example,

though it takes 700 1nsec per one tOne of the stilnulus melody,it took about 330 msec for

each finger,corresponding to one tone ofthe stimulus lnelody,in the short ISI of the 6-

tone inelody in Experilnent 7-1;that is,the rate oftapping was about twice the rate of the

stimulus melody.On the other hand,it took about 180 msec for each finger in the long ISI

ofthe 10-tonO melody in Experilnent 7-3;that is,the rate oftapping was about four tilnes

the rate of the stilnulus inelody. The data in Figures 7-5 and 7-6 suppOrt the interpretation

ofthe Analyses l,2 and 3.

Stemberg,Monsell,Knoll,and Wright(1980)and Stemberg,Wright,Knoll,and Mon―

Sell(1980)repOrted a series of studies of the timing of rapid prespecirled action sequences

ln speech and typewritingo Results showed that the mean latency for rapid reciting of a pre―

specifled utterance increased approxiinately linearly with list length(nく 6);the S10pe is 7.3

±0。7 msec/word(284.9+7.3o-1)mSec).The mean rate increased appro対 mately linearly

wih list length(nく 6);the S10pe is 180。4+12.Oo-1)msec/WOrd for ivo― syllable words。

The inean latency for typewriting oflists ofletters by fingers on one hand increased approx―

imttely lhettly with list length(2く =nく =5);the S10pe is 4.1± 1.3 msec/1etter(226+4。 lo―

1)mSeC)。 ■he mean rate increased appro対 mately linearly with list length(2く =nく=5);the

slope is 142.9+14。 1(n-1)mseC/1etter with one hand.Therefore,Stemberg,et alo concluded

that increments in sequence length increased the time to initiate the rlrst response element

(latency effect)and also increased the average tirne interval from onc unit to the next(rate

effect).
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Figure 7-6.

The number oftaps rehearsed during each ISI for each melody length

in Experiments 7-1,7-2,&Experiment 7-3(N=8)。 Dotted line

indicates that,for example,the iniddle ISI is twice as long as the

standard series,therefore,if suЦ eCtS tapped at the same rate as cach

tone of the standard series,they tapped twelve in the case ofthe 6-

tone series.helve taps lneans that the 6-tone standard series was

rehearsed twice;or 21 taps means that it was rehearsed three tilnes

plus 3 taps.

Notes.

Experiinent 7-1:blank interval condition, Experilnent 7-2:lnterferhg

melody condition, Experilnent 7-3:interfering note names condition。
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Figure 7-8。

Latency period between the end of the standard series and the start of tapping

for each melody length in Experiments 7-1,7-2,&Experiment 7-3(N=8)。
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Figure 7-7:

The rate of tapping for each inger,for each melody length and each

ISI in Experiments 7-1,7-2,&Experiment 7-3(N=8).

Noteso Experiment 7-1:blank interval condition, Experiment 7-2:interfering

melody cOndition, Experilnent 7-3:interfering note names condition。
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In contrast,in the present experilnents,the rate of tapping for each finger became faster

(Figure 7-7)and the latency became shorter(Figure 7-8)as me10dy length increased.

Furthermore the latency in Experiinents 7-2 and 7-3 was shorter than that in Experiinent

7-1;tapping started earlier in Experiments 7-2 and 7-3(interference condiions)than in

Experiment 7-l olank― interval condition)。 ]hiS may indicate that in the challenging condi―

tions in terms of melody length and interfering stimuli,the sutteCtS may have been men―

tally prepared to start tapping earlier and to repeat the pattem as many tilnes as possible,

before the memory of the standard melody was disturbed by interfering stilnulio When the

standard melody had ten tones,the latency was remarkably shortero As shown in Figure 7-

8,in the hterference conditions suttects Started tapping about 450 msec ater they heard

the last tone of the 10-tone standard melody.(Э n the other hand,in the blank― interval

condition,latency was about 610 msec for the 10-tone melody,Therefore the latency

could be reduced about 160 1nsec by mental preparation and effort.

Latency period could well be an important indicator of cognitive processes,because this

period would involve various stages such as:auditory stiinuli are transmitted through

sensory nerves to the auditory areas Of the brain and are perceived;then via various audi―

tory information processing stages they are replaced by motor codes and are transmitted

through motor nerves,thus starting the finger rnovements.During the retention interval,the

SutteCtS manage to use the appropriate rmgers to match the pitch information in memory,

and they repeat the finger movement pattem as many tilnes as possibleo With the repetition

of finger inovements,the movement becomes more accurate and the rate gradually

becomes fastero Ъ e elaborate rmgering iS transllnitted to the motor area of the braln,and

then the lntermodal coordination behveen auditory pitch information and rnger movements

would be formed.Thus,the pitch information would be encoded and retained by means of

the rnotor representations.
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A series of studies orl the latency properties of typing (Sllaffer, 19173, 19175 ;Shaffer`し

Hardwick,1970)has led tO the conclusion that output is produced in two stages.It is

assumed that the first stage transiates its string simultaneously and deposits the response

codes in a buffer inemory,while the second stage converts response codes iteratively lnto

finger movements.The two stages overlap in tilne,so that the contents of the buffer can be

regarded as a queue of elements with service(reSpOnse translation)at One end and bulk

renewal at the other.■e second stage would require supplementary information about the

location ofthe hand following the previous responses。

Rumelhan and Norman(1982)propOSed the simulation model ofinformation pЮ cessing

systenl involved in typing:The input of the model is a string of characters that constitute

the text to be typed.The perceptual processes output their identification of the input to a

buffer which maintains the hformation while the appropriate re,pOnse eey press)sChemata

are activated and take control of the actions.The output is a sequence of finger rnovements,

either displayed on a visual computer― controlled display as the movement ofthe hands and

fingers over a typewriter keyboard,or as a series of coordinate locations for the relevant

body parts.

In Figure 7-9,an example ofthe rmgering ofthe tapping with the 6-tone series is illus―

trated.ne rlve steps of bar height缶om bottom to top correspond to the rlve rmgers ilom

thumb to li■ le finger.■e bar width indicates the duration of touching between the tip of

the finger and the alummum boardo An overlap between two successive bars indicates that

the hvo rmgers were silnultaneously touching the aluminum boardo Figure 7-9 shows the

following:(→ Latency in Experiment 7-2(interfering melody)waS ShOrter than in Exper―

iment 7-1(blank_interval condition);that iS,tapping started earher in Experirnent 7-2

than in Experiment 7-1。 (b)During the retention interval,subjects repeated the tapping

much faster and more often in Experilnent 7-2 than in Experiinent 7-1.It appears that,
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especially in the interference condition, suttects COncentrated on moving their fmgers to

memorize and encode the pitches。 (c)SubjeCtS gradually tried to use more appropriate

fingers.Tapping with accurate and elaborate fingering was repeated gradually faster and the

amount of tapping increased as tilne passedo lt appeared that during the retention lnterval

SuЦeCtS Came to repeat the movement oftapping automaticallyo When the comparison

melody started,subiectS reconstructed their rnemory for the pitches frorn their finger

movements,inatching the pitches ofthe comparison melody one by one。

The tapping data indicated other resultso When the comparison series was the same as

the standard series,the subjects continued tapping to lnatch tones and taps one by one,

until they hettd all the tones of the comparison series.Ъ us sutteCtS Carried out exhaust市 e

scanning(Stemberg,1966).When the comparison series was the different iom the stand―

ard series;m the case of Cb(loWer panel of Figure 7-9),cXhaustive scanning also tended

to be performed;while in the case of Es(upper panel of Figure 7-9),the n101nent they

listened to a different pitch from the standard series sutteCtS tended to stop tapping。 lhat

is,they performed self―terminating search(Sternberg,1966)。 In other words,when the

SubjeCtS elnployed the tapplng strategy (in SeSSiOn 2),they COuld detect the di13erent pitch

more accurate in Es than in Q缶 om their motor representations(Figure 7-5)。

Experirnent 7 was designed to investigate whether the finger― tapping would be effective

as a pitch encoding strategy.The conclusions based on these experilnents were as follows:

First,for suЦ ects WhO Were highly trained in music,employing the external motor

encoding strategy of tapping could be more effective than using intemal encoding strate―

gieS(pitCh rehearsal,representations of melodic contour or staff notation,or verbal re―

hearsal of note names)tO encode and retain the pitches of melodies。 ■ e finding is similar

to the view that rnotor― enactlnent encoding is rnore effective than visual― imagery encoding
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on■ee recall performance ofwords(Engelkamp,1986,1988)。

Second,the tapping effect became stronger as the lnelody length and as ISI duration in―

creased.1llis was especially true where there were interfering melodies or series of note

names during the retention intervalo While it would be difficult for suttectS tO use inに mal

encoding strategies in these challenging situation,Inotor encoding strategy would be stable

or robust. Subjects made the effortto rehearse the tapped pattern much faster and more

often in order to retain the standard series.During the retention interval,they gradually

tried to use more appropriate,accurate,and elaborate rmgering(Figure 7-9)。 While cohen

(1983)suggeSted that in subjeCt― perforlned tasks(SPTS),Subjects's conscious rehearsal

was not observed and there are no effects of elaboration on recall performance,in Experi―

ment 7 motor elaboration and suttectゞ COnscious efforts to rehearse action were observed

ln the process of rnotor encoding.

Third,in order to repeatthe tapping many times in certain situations,sutteCtS WOuld

start the tapping as early as possible,as reflected in the reduction of the latency period。

Intemal en∞ding sttategies(Such as humming,宙 sualizing,and verbalizinD cOuld not be

observed by lneasuring the number of tilnes and the rate of rehearsal,or the duration of

latency between the end of the auditory stimulus and the start of rehearsal.On the other

hand,the external encoding strategy oftapping could be observed and analyzed by these

measureso Ъ erefore,the second and third conclusions are supported by the data。

Fourth,when not employing the tapping strategy,subieCtS processed contour and pitch

as independent features, and each of them could be an effective cue for melody recogni―

tion,as found in Experiment l(e.g。 ,Deutsch,1977;Dowling,1971,1972,1978;Dowling

&Fttitani,1971;Kallman&Massaro,1979;Mikumo,1992d)。 SuttectS COuld thus use

contour as a cue for inelody recognition,especially under lnterference conditions and as

melody length increased(c.g"Edwonhy,1985)。 MoreOVer,sutteCtS used contour as a cuc

with short ISI durations,while they used pitch as a cue with long ISI durations(eog。 ,
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Dewi■ &Crowder,1986;Dowlhg&Ba■ lett,1981)。 When the extemal motor encoding

strategy Oftapping was employed,the finger inovement tended to assiIInilate the cues of

contour and pitch as ISI duration increased;that is,the finger inovement seⅣ ed as an

effective means of encoding。

Fith,each suttect WOuld have their own individual dominant intemal encoding strategy

in ordinary conditions without interferenceo When suttectS Were instructed to employ the

tapping strategy or when they were under conditions where it was difflcult to use their own

strategies,they could employ the mOtOr encoding strategy effectively on their owno Since

some subjects could not employ the motor encoding strategy independently of verbal

encoding,it、″as necessary for them to employ a multi― coding strategy.This finding is

similar to the宙ew that action… event memory is not independent of verbal memory(Ohta,

1993)。

The results regarding explicit inotor Fepresentations found in Experilnent 7 provide

some evidence supporting important views proposed in the levels― of―processing theory.

The greater the degree of challenge in terms of rnelody length,ISI duration and interfering

stimuli,the greater the efforts of the suljectS tO reduce the latency and to make elaborative

and rapid finger movements.This finding supports the view that cognit市 e(conSCiOus)

effort is used for encoding(Battig,1979;Jacoby&Craik,1979;Lockhart,Craik,&

Jacob勇 197oo As shown in Figure 7-9,it was also found thatthe inger movements gradu―

ally became more appropriate,accurate and rapid during the retention lnterval.11lis rnding

supports the view of a cο″″″
““

″ of rehearsal operations nlnning ttom the rninimal process―

ing necessary to repeat a word continuously to various types of elaborative processing

involving either further enrichment of one item or associative linkage of several items

(Craik,1979),and the view that the encoding process gradually spreads and becomes

richer and more elaborative cAnderson&Reder,1979;Craik&Tulvhg,1975;bckhart,
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Craik,&Jacoby,1976).Craik and Tul宙 ng(1975)explained in terms of verbal stimulus

that the lninilnal core encoding can be elaborated by a context of further structural,

phonemic,and semantic encodings.■ us,the more the suttectS rehearsed elaborat市 e tap―

ping,the greater the recognition performance became(e.g。 ,Rundus,1971,1977,1980;

Rundus&Atkinson,1970;Rundus,Loftus,&Atkinson,1970)。

C}raphic illustration of the rmger inovements as in Figure 7-9 revealed that the contour

of bar lines was siinilar to the melodic contour of the standard series;this provides strong

evidence that there is auro― motor coordination oith ViSual mediator)・ Furthelll.ore,this

intermodal analogy would be based on spatio― motor representations of the relationship

between the internal representation of the keyboardis spatial properties and the finger

movement pattem. The relationship between this spatio― motor representation and visuo―

spatial representation was investigated in Experiments 8 and 9.
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EXR 7-1

Litt!e

Third

Midd:e
!ndex
Thumbl

EXR 7-2
合

LATENCY

Little 5

Third

Middle 3
lndex

Thumbl
合

LATENCY

Figure 7-9。

11lustration ofthe movements of each finger during employment of

tapping strategy during ISI in Experilnents 7-1&7-2. Exhaustive

scanning could be seen in Contour― preserving comparison(10Wer

paneD,and self―terminating search could be seen in Exchanging com―

parison opper paneD。

Notes,

Experilnent 7-1: blank interval condition,

Experiinent 7-2: interfering inelody condition.

TIME

T:ME
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CHAPTER 6

EXPERIMENTAL TESTS OF
VISUO― SPATIAL REPRESENTATIONS FOR PITCH

EttEttMEM「 ∂

Image of Spatial Conrlgurations ibr Pitch

滋 ′λο′

Rω
“
Jrs α″′Dお c“ssわ″

r9
Eye l■acking of Visuo― Spatial Representations

滋 働ο′

に s″Jrs α″ノDおε″ssto■
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EXPERIMENT 8

勲昭θO/シαttJのがな
“
κあ

“
S/ar月ため

When pitch information is encoded,various strategies are employed;for example,

verbal rehearsal of note names, pitch rehearsal through hunllning or lnental rehearsal,

visualizing melodic contours or notations,or inotor encoding with finger movements

analogous to playing the piano,as described in Experilnents l to 7. Especially in the visu―

alizing or lnotor encoding strategy,visuo― spatial configurations are used to construct

lnte111lodal representations for auditorily presented tones.

Walker(1978,1981)repOrted many examples,obtained iom children,conceming

intermodal analogies behveen pitch as an auditory stimulus and deployment of visual space。

For example,some older children formed an mtermodal analogy between pitch and posi―

tions along with a vertical ordinate, or behveen pitch and shape or texture deployments;a

few children matched perceived movements in auditory space with horizontal movements

ln the visual fleld;some younger children matched pitch movements with size differences。

Davidson&Scripp(1988)also investigated childrenis musical intermodal representations。

Pratt(1929)has repo■ ed that the composer Berlioz suggests that high and low tones for

the pianist lie in the horizontal directions of right and left, and that the violoncellist must

reach downward to produce high tones.In Prattis experiment(1929),the results showed that

high tones are phenomenologically higher in space than low ones.

In Experiment 8,relationships between the visuo― spatial configurations for pitch and the

motor system used in playing an instrument were investigated(MikumO,1993a,d)。 As de―
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scribed in Experiment 7,for the suЦ eCtS highly ttained in playing an instrument,the∞ or―

dination beh″ een auditory pitch inforllnation and flnger rnovements has been expeHenced in

relationship to the intemal representation of the instrumentts spatial properties.

Me″λοご

S“りθθお

Forty― nine suttectS WhO were highly trained in music mttoring in piano,宙 olin,宙olon―

cello or vocal music,and 17 female sutteCtS Who were less well musically trained mttor―

ing in literature or domestic science participated in this experilnent. E)ividing the highly

trained suttects by instrument,the number of suttectS in the piano,violin,宙 oloncello,and

vocal group was 17,15,9 and 8,respectively.Their average age,age range,average years

of formal tralning in the speciflc instrument or vocal rnusic,and the range of years oftrah―

ing,respectively, are shown below:

Group Age eeas)  ExpeHence eears)

Group P

Ciroup Vn

Group Vc

Group Vo

Group G

(PianO)

αi01h)

(Cel10)

S CヽaD

(General)

21。2 (19-23)

22.0 (19-24)

23.6(19-26)

22.7 (20-25)

20.8(18-22)

16.8 (13-19)

17.1(13-20)

10。 3 (8-15)

9。7 (7-13)
2.2 (0-4)

In each highly trained group,cach suЦ ect had had at most ave years of formal training in

an instrument other than the one indicated.Ofthe suttects in Group G,none were current―

ly playing a musical instrument.
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Each tHal involved a standard series followed by a retention interval with a visual track―

ing task and then by a comparison series. Of the comparison series,half were exactly the

same as the standard series,and the other half were different from the standard.Both the

standard and comparison series consisted of eight tones taken iヒ om an equal― temperament

scde,whth ranged iom A3(220。 0陀)tO E5(659。 261・Iz)。 The duradon of each tone was

700 msec(600 msec with 100-Insec silence), so that the length of the 8-tone series was

5.6 sec.All of the series were tonal melodies in a mttor key,and were high in tonal

melodic structure according to conventional Westem rules.ney inv。 lved a wide variety of

contours.

During the retention interval,the宙 sual tracking task was interpolated.The sutteCtS

were required to track a circle on a computer display,which appeared successively at 16

pomts with a slight interval,correspOnding to twice the 8-tone standard series.The clrcle

seemed to move with 16 fixed points in each of six directions;that is,in the X― ,Y―,or Z―

direction(i・ e。 ,lefL― right,up― down,Or backward…forward in perspect市 e),each mOvement

had a positive or negative directiono X― positive d士 ection indicates that the circle moves

spatially Rightward(X⊃ COrreSponding to higher pitch,whereas X― negat市 e direction

indicates that the circle moves spatially L)ftward(Xtt COrresponding to higher pitcho Y―

posit市 e direction indicates that the circle moves spatially Upward(YU)corresponding to

higher pitch,whereas Y― negative direction indicates that the circle r■ oves spatially

Downward(YID)correSponding to higher pitch. Z― positive direction indicates that the

circle moves Folward in perspect市c(ZF)correSpOnding to higher pitch,whereas Z―

negat市e direction indicates that the circle moves Backward in perspect市 e(ZB)COrre_

sponding tO higher pitch.There were three types of movements ofthe chcle."Same"(S)

indicated that circle movement was exactly the same as that of the 8-tone standard series;

the chcle moved with eight fixed points,and the visual distances behveen the rlxed points
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exactly cOrresponded to the auditory pitch intervals of the standard series。  "Contour―

preserving"(C)waS Obtained by changing the pitch of tto tones preseⅣ ing the melodic

contour(lhe ascending and descending pattern)of the Standard series ;the visual distances

between the fixed points were somewhat different from the auditory pitch intervals.

"Exchanging"(E)was Obtained by exchanging the order of two successive tones in the

standard series ; the visual distances between the fixed points were completely dillerent

fronl the auditory pitch intervals. Therefore,the circle moving in one of 18 patterns (6

dttections X 3 types)on the COmputer display was the宙 sual stimulus interpolated during

the retention interval。 ¶he combinations of the 6 dhections(XR,XL,YU,YD,Ztt ZB)

with the 3 types(S,C,D are indiCated by the terms XR― S,XR―C,XR―E,XL―S,XL―C,

XL―E,YU―S,YU一 C,YU―E,YD―S,YD― C,YD―E,ZF― S, ZF―C,ZF―E,ZB―S,ZB―C,

and ZB― E. In the case ofthe X― and Y― direction,the circle with a diameter of l.5 cm

moved horizontally or vertically,whereas in the case of the Z― direction,the circle with a

diameter of O.5 cnl(baCkWard)to 2.O cnl(forward)mOVed On a center line between two

side lines in perspective. The cttcle appeared with a constant duration of 500 msec6)on

eight fixed pohts h a series,and the series(4.O sec)was repeated ttice durhg the Кten―

tion interval.The interval between the forlner half and the latter half was also 500 msec。

■ erefore, cach trial involved a 5.6-sec standard series followed by a 2.0-sec interval,an

8.5-sec visual tracking task,a2.0-sec interval,and then a 5。 6-sec comparlson series.

ne tOnes of the standard and comparison se五 es were generated by an NEC PC-9801

26K sound synthesizer board installed on an NEC PC-9801 DA personal computer,record―

ed on tape,and presented over high― quality sound reproduction equipment(DENON digi―

tal audio tape recorder DTR-80P)。

Pracθご
“
θ́

Each subject sat in front of a personal computer and wore headphones,and all tones
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were aqusted to be equal in loudness.The suttectS Were instructed that this was an experi―

ment on memory for melodies,and that in each of the 72 trials,they would rlrst see a trial

number on a computer display,then hear a first melody(standard series),whiCh WOuld be

followed by a visual tracking task in which a circle would move corresponding to hvice the

8-tone rlrst melody,and then a second melody(comparison series)・ The inteⅣ al between

trials was 15 sec。 ■e sutteCtS Were required to judge whether the two melodies were the

same or different in pitch,and to indicate their judgments by writing"S"(Same)Or"D"

(Different)on an answer sheet.They were also requhed to rate the incompatibility expe五 ―

enced when visually tracking the circle movement on a five― point scale,with responses

ranging from "no incompatibility(0)"tO"Very high incompatibility(4)"。 The SutteCtS

were also instructed that they should flxate their eyes on and track the movement ofthe ch―

cle,butthat they should not employ any motor encoding strategy analogous to playhg the

planoo Four practice trials with feedback were glven to the suttectS priOr to the 72 trials。

For this experilnent, three lists were prepared and each list involved 72 trials.These

lists were counterbalanced between sutteCtS in each group,to minimize the differences

among the trials in each of the 18 pattems Of visual stimuli in difficulty. In each list,four

trials were run for each pattem of visual stimulio The 18 pattems of visual stimulus were

altemated,and the order of presentation of al1 72 trials was randolnized。

Rθs“JJs α
“
JDおθ

“
sslio“

Recognition probability data(hit rate plus correct rdectiOn rate)and incOmpatibility

data for 18 visual pattems were calculated in each group.

Recognition probability data for S(Same)in the s破 d缶ections(XR― S,XL― S,YU― S,

YD―S,ZF― S,ZB― S)h eaCh group were analyzed in a one― way analysis of variance,with
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repeated measure on Pattern factoro When a significant main effect of Pattern factor was

obtained,multiple comparisons among the six patterns were analyzed using Newlnan―

Keuls method.In Group R there was a significant main effect of Pattern I F(5,80)=5.54,

′く。001]・ The main effect indicates that the recognition probabilities for YU― S and XR― S

were signiicantly higher than that for XL― S(signiicance levels between YU― S and XL―

S,and XR― S and XL― S were both Pく 。01).In Group Vn,there was a marginal main eibct

of Pattem[F(5,70)=2.24,P=.059],but there were no significant differences among these

s破 patterns.In Group Vc,there was a significant main effect of Pattern I F(5,40)=5。 35,

′く。01]・ The main effect indicates that the recognition probabilities for ZB― S and YD― S

were significtttly higher than that for XL― S(both′く01).In Groups Vo and G,there was

no significant main effect of Pattem。

Incompatibility data for S(Same)in the six directions(XR一 S,XL―S,YU―S,YD― S,

ZF―S,ZB― S)in each group were analyzed in a one― way analysis of variance with repeat―

ed measure on Pattern factor.In Group R there was a significant main effect of Pattem[

J(5,80)=5。 15,pく .01].The main effect indicates that the incompatibilities for YU― S and

XR―S were signiflcantly lower than that for XL― S(significance levels between YU― S and

XL一S,and XR― S and XL―S were both′ く。01).In Group Vn,there was a signirlcant main

effect of Pattem[J(5,70)=5。 98,′く,001]。 口he main effect indicates that the in∞ mpatibili―

ties for YU― S and ZF―S were significantly lower than those for XL― S and YD― S(signifi_

cance levels beh″ een YU― S and XL―S,YU―S and YD― S,ZF―S and XL―S,and ZF―S and

YD― S were all′く。01)。 In Group Vc,there was a significant main effect of Pattern〔

f(5,40)=6。 75,Pく。001]。 lhe main effect indicates that the incompatibilities for ZB― S and

YD―S were signiflcantly lower than that for XL― S ooth′く。01)。 In Group Vo,there was a

signiflcant main effect of Pattem〔 J(5,35)=3.38,Pく .05]。 The main effect indicates that the

incompatibility for XR― S was signincantly 10Wer than those for YU― S and ZF―S(both

′く.05).In Group G,there was a significant main effect of Pattem[J(5,80)=3.35,Pく 。01]・
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¶he main effect indicates that the incompatibilities for ZB― S and YU― S were significantly

lowerthan that for YD―S ooth′く.05)。

Recognition probability data in the five groups(R Vn,VC,VO,G)for S(Same)in eaCh

of six directions were also analyzed in a one― way analysis of variance with repeated

measure on Group factor.For Pattem XR― S,there was a significant main erect of GЮ up[

f(4,61)=3.25,′く。05].ne mah effect indicates that the recognition probabilities h Groups

Vn and P were significantly higherthan thatin Group G(signifiCance levels between

Groups Vn and G,and Groups P and G were both′ く。05).For Pattems XL― S and YU―S,

there was no signiflcant main effect of Group.For Pattem YD― S,there was a signirlcant

main effect of Group[ズ 4,61)=4。 29,Pく。01]。 口he main effect indicates that the recognition

probabilities in Groups Vo and Vc were significantly higher than that in Group G(both

′く。05)。 For Pattern ZF― S,there was a significant main effect of Group[F(4,61)=7.27,

′く001]。 ■le main effect indicates that the recognition probability in Group Vn was signif―

icantly higher than thatin GЮ up Vc oく。05)and than thatin Group G oく.01)。 For Pattem

ZB― S,there was a significant main effect of Group I F(4,61)=4.59,′ く。01]・ The main

effect indicates that the recognition prObabilities in Groups Vc and Vo were signiflcantly

higherthan that in Group G ooth′ く.05)。

Incompatibility data in the ive groups(R Vn,vc,Vo,G)for S(Same)in eaCh direction

were analyzed in a one―way analysis Of variance with repeated measure on Group factor。

For Pattern XR― S,there was a significant main effect of Group[F(4,61)=4.54,′く。01]・

The rnalll effect indicates that the recognition probabilities in Groups Vo and P were signif―

icantly lower than that in Group G(signifiCance levels between Groups Vo and G,and

Groups P and G were both′く。01).For Pattem刈し―S,there was a signirlcant main effect of

Group[F(4,61)=2.58,′く。05],but there were no significant differences among the five

groups.For Pattern YU― S,there was a significant main effect of Group[F(4,61)=4.44,
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′く,01]。 The main effect indicates that the recognition probabilities in Groups Vn and P

were significantly lower than that in Group G ooth′ く。01)・ For Pattem YD― S,there was a

signittcant main effect of Group〔 J(4,61)=6.39,Pく 。001].The main effect indicates that the

recognition probabilities in C:roups Vo and Vc were signiflcantly lower than that in Group

G(both Pく・01)・ For Pattern ZF― S,there was a significant main effect of Group[

f(4,61)=3.55,Pく 。05].Ъ e mah effect hdicates that the recognition probability h Group

Vn was significantly 10werthan thatin Group G oく 。01)・ For Pattern ZB― S,there was a

signiicant main effect of Group[J(4,61)=4.17,Pく 01]・ The main effect indicates that the

recognition probability in Group Vc was significantly lower than those in Groups G and Vn

00th′く。05)。

When there was high recognition probability and low incompatibility in Pattern YU― S,

for example,it would indicate that performance was facilitated by visual tracking of the

cttcle which moved vertically upward cOrresponding to higher pitch,preserving exactly the

same distance between fixed points(ioe.,Circles)aS the pitch intervals of the standard

melody;that is,the suttect wOuld have an image of spatial configuration in which the

upper direction corresponded to higher pitcho ln Pattenl XL― S,when there was low recog―

nition probability and high incompatibility,it would indicate that performance was disrupt―

ed by visual tracing of the circle which moved horizontally leftward corresponding to

higher pitch;that is,the suttect wOuld not have a spatial image showing the lei direction

as corresponding to higher pitch.

Froln this,the common results derived frorn those four types of ANC)VAs raise the

following suggestions(Figure 8-1,Table 5):For piano mttOrs,the performance was sig―

nificantly facilitated by XR― S and YU― S,and it was significantly disrupted by XL― S.

Therefore,they would have spatial images in which the right and upper directions are

compatible with higher pitch,while the left direction is incompatible with higher pitch.
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For宙olin mttOrs, the perfOrmance was signiflcantly faciitated by ZF― S,and it was sig―

nificantly disrupted by XL― S and YD― S.Therefore,they would have a spatial image in

which the forward direction is compatible with higher pitch,while the lower and lei direc―

tions are incompatible.For宙 oloncello maiOrs,the performance was significantly facilitat―

ed by YD―S and ZB一 S,and it was significantly disrupted by XL― S.Therefore,they would

have spatial images in which the lower and backward directions are compatible with higher

pitch,while the left direction is incompatible.For vocal music mttOrs,the performance

was significantly facilitated by XR―S,YD― S and ZB―S,and it was not signiflcantly dis―

rupted by any pattem。  
ア
rherefore,they wOuld have spatial images in which the Hght,lower

and backward d缶 ectiOns are compatible with higher pitch.For the sutteCtS in Group G,the

performance was significantly facilitated by YU― S,and it was significantly disrupted by

YD―S.Therefore,they would have a spatial image in which the upper direction is compati―

ble with higher pitch,while the lower direction is incompatibleo ln Figure 8-1,the black

bars indicate the compatible directions and the dOtted-line bars indicate the incompatible

d士ections in each group.

Table 5

Compatible and incompatible spatial directions with higher pitch for each group

Group Compatible

direction(S)

Incompatible

directiono)

Group P

Group Vn

Group Vc

Group Vo

Group G

(PianO)

α i。lm)

(Cel10)

¨ Caり

(General)

XR  YU
ZF

YD  ZB
XR YD  ZB

YU

XL

XL  YD

XL

YD
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There are some relationships between the motor system in playing an instrument and

the spatial configuration for pitch.On the keyboard of a piano,higher pitch keys are located

on the right,and lower pitch keys on the left.On the finger― board of a violin,higher pitch

fingering positions are located in a forward direction,and lower pitch fingering positions in

a backward direction.The violin mttors repOrted that the two side lines of ZF stimuli

seemed like the finger― board in playing the violin in perspective. On the rmger_board of a

violoncello,higher pitch fingering positions are located in a lower direction,and lower

pitch fingering positions in an upper direction.The violoncello mttorS reported that,in

playing a violoncello,close― forward fingering positions produce low pitch,and far―

backward filgering positions high pltcho Therefore,the inovement ofthe circle in the

close―forward direction corresponding to lower pitch and that in the far― backward direc―

tion to higher pitch in ZB stimuliin perspective felt highly compatible.Moreover,they

felt high compatibility between low pitch and large circles in the forward position,and

between high pitch and small chcles in the backward position in ZB stiinuli.Ъ e perfollll―

ance ofthe vocal music mttors ShOWed a tendency similar to that ofthe宙 oloncello maiors.

The vocal music mttors reported that when they sing in high pitch,they attempt to draw in

the chin,to stretch the back ofthe neck,and to look toward positions far below. For

example,when standing on a stage and singing in high pitch,they look toward the back

doors of the concert hall;they reported that the two side lines of ZB stimuli in perspective

seemed like the side walls of a concert hall. In general,many people without special train―

ing in playing an instrument might innately have a spatial image in which the upper direc―

tion corresponds to higher pitch,One reason for this inight be that rnost people have experi―

ences with notes represented on a staff since their childhood in school.

Recognition probability data and incompatibility data for each of the 18 visual pattems
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m the five groups are shown in Figure 8-2,and the differences in incompatibility between

C and S,and between E and S calculated in six directions are shown in Figure 8-3.In

Figures 8-2 and 8-3,the black bars indicate the compatible d七 ections and the dotted― line

bars indicate the incompatible directions in each group.As described above,C indicates

that the circle moved with eight fixed points and two ofthem somewhat deviated iom the

exact positions of the standard melodyo E indicates that the order of h″ o successive points

of eight rlxed pOints was exchanged,and that these two polnts completely deviated缶 om the

exact positions of the standard melody. ■ erefore,the incompatibility data fOr C Πlinus S

and for E Ininus S in each direction would become an indicator of the detective power for

the deviation between the visual distances of fixed points(i.e.,Circles)and the auditory

pitch inteⅣ als,High incompatibility for C minus S or for E minus S would indicate high

detective power for the deviation ln each direction.

As shown in Figure 8-3,it was found that the detective power for E was consistently

higher than that for C.For the piano mttorS,the detect市 e power for C and E was signirl―

cantly higher in the compatible spatial directions of XR and YU than in the incompatible

d士ection of XL(signifiCance levels between XR― C and XL―C,XR―E and XL―E,YU―C

and XL― C,and YU― E and XL― E were all′く。01)。 For the violin mttorS,the detect市 e

power for C and E was significantly higher in the compatible direction of ZF than in the

incompatible directions of XL and YD(signifiCance levels between ZF一 C and XL― C,and

ZF― C and YD―C were′く.05;between ZF― E and XL― E,and ZF―E and YD― E were

pく。01)。 For the violoncello maiorS,the detect市 e power for C and E was significantly

higher in the compatible directions of YD and ZB than in the incompatible direction of XL

(SignifiCance levels behveen ZB― C and XL― C was′く。05;behveen YD― E and XL―E,and

ZB―E and XL―E were′く。01)。 For the suり ectS in Group G,the detect市 e power for C and

E was somewhat but not significantly higher in the compatible dhection of YU than h the

incompatible direction of YD。
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It was found that the detective power for the deviation between visual distances of flxed

points c.e。 ,Circles)and auditory pitch intervals was higher in spatial directions∞ mpatible

with pitch than in the incompatible directionso When pitches in melodies were encoded,the

visuo― spatial representations for pitch information were considerably more accurate ln the

compatible spatial directions related to the motor system used in playing the instrument。

The purpose of Experilnent 9 was to investigate whether eye movements reflect the process

involved in rehearsing or inaintaining the visuo― spatial representations.

*****************************************************ホ *******************

Footnote(5)一 ――see Experiment 4.
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Figure 8-1。

Mean probability of correct recogntion(hit rate plus correct r● eaiOn rate)

and lncompatibility for the S type in the six directions in the five groups.

Circles indicate recognition probability and bars indicate incompatibility。

Black bars indicate the compatible directions and dotted-line bars indicate

the incompatible directions in each group.

Notes.

R:Rightward

L:Leftward

U:Upward
D:Downward

F:Forwttd

B:Backward
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Mean probability of correct recogriitiOn(hit rate plus correct rttectiOn rate)

and lncompatibility for the three types(S,C,D in the six directions in the

five groups。 (〕ircles indicate recognition probability and bars indicate

incompatibility.Black bars indicate the compatible directions and dotted―

line bars indicate the incOmpatible directions in each group.

Notes.

S:Same  C:Contour― preserving  E:Exchanging
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Figure 8-3.

Mean detective power for the two types(C,D h SiX directions h the ive

groups.Black bars indicate the compatible directions and dotted-line bars

indicate the incompatible directions in each group.

Notes.

Detective powcr for C)=IncOmpatibility for C rninus S in each dircction.

Detective power for E=Incompatibility for E Ininus S in each direction.

(S:Same, c:Contour― preseⅣing, E:Exchanging)
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EXPERIMENT 9
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In Experiinent 8,the results showed that when pitches are encoded intemal visuo― spa―

tial representations are utilized for pitch information,and that these representations are

more accurate ln compatible spatial directions related to the motor system used in playing

the instrumenl.As in Experiment 5,the purpose h Experiment 9 was to investigate whether

eye movements reflect the process involved in rehearsing or maintaining visuo― spatial

representations to encode pitch informationo This experirnent was focused on eye move―

ments speciflcally in the compatible and incompatible spatial directions for pitch in each

group found in Experiment 8(MikumO,1994a,d)。

In Experilnent 9,in which the method was almost the same as that in Experiment 8,the

eye movements during the retention interval were recorded using an eyemark recorder.ne

visual tracking task interpolated during the retention lnterval was prepared as the extemal

representation analogous to tracking the visuo― spatial image which would be consmcted

by the auditory information ofthe standard memoryo As in Experiment 5,sutteCtS Were

required to make a recognition judgment of melodies and to track the宙 sual task.The

visual tracking task included some lure patterns,therefore,it was hypothesized that the

SutteCtiS mvoluntary matching between the visual task― tracking and mental image― tracking

would occur during the retention lntervalo Thus,accurate visual tracking ln response to the

correct visual patterns and deviated or confused visual tracking in respOnse to the lure

visual patterns in a direction(3)would imply that the direction was compatible with pitch,

and that the sutteCtS had retained accurate visuo― spatial representations for pltch infollua―
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tion and precisely tracked their visuo― spatial image while encoding pitches.On the other

hand,deviated or conhsed visual tracking in response to even the correct visual pattems in

a direction would imply that the direction was inconsistent with subject's visuO― spatial

representations for pitch。

Me″λοα

S“″θσお

henty sutteCtS Who were highly trained in music mttoring in piano,宙 olin,宙oloncello

or vocal music(量ve SubieCtS for each instrumeno,and iVe female suttectS WhO were less

well musically trained mttoring in domestic science participated in this expeHment。 口heir

average age,age range,average years ofibrmal training in the specific instrument or vocal

music,and the range of years oftralning,respectively,are shown below:

Group Age ceaS)  Experience eears)

Group P

Group Vn

C}roup Vc

C}roup Vo

C}roup G

(PianO)

αi01h)

(Cel10)

¨ CaD

(GeneraD

20。 8(19-23)
22.2 (19-25)

23.4 (21-26)

22.3 (20-24)

21.2 (21-23)

15。 3 (13-19)

16。9 (15-20)

11.3 (10-14)

9。2 (7-12)

2.8 (0-5)

In each highly trained group,each suttect had had at most rlve years of formal training in

an instrument other than the one indicated.Ofthe suttects in Group G,none were current―

ly playing a musical instmmento All suttects had good eyesight without glasses or contact

lenseso None ofthe suttectS Were those employed in Experiment 8.
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Each trial involved a standard series f01lowed by a retention lnterval with a visual track―

ing task and then by a comparisOn series.Of the comparison series,half were exactly the

same as the standard series,and the other half were different from the standard. During the

retention inteⅣ al,the sutteCtS Were required to track a circle on a computer display,which

appeared successively at 16 points with a slight inteⅣ al,correspOnding to twice the 8-tone

standard series.The chcle seemed to move with 16 rlxed points in a pattem,and it rnoved

in one of 18 pattems[6 directions cXR,XL,YU,YD,ZE ZB)X3types 6,QD]lee

Experiment 8)。 lhiS experiment invo市 ed 18廿 ials corresponding to each Ofthe 18 patems。

The order of presentation of an 18 trials was randonlizedo ln the case of the X― and Y―

direction,the circle with a dialmeter of l.5 cm moved horizontally or vertically,whereas in

the case ofthe Z― direction,the circle with a diameter of O.5 cm(baCkWard)to 2.O cm

(fOrWard)mOVed On a centerline between h′ o side lines in perspect市 e。 ¶he circle appeared

with a constant duration of 500 msec(5)at eight points in a series,and the series(4.O sec)

was repeated twice during the retention interval.ne interval between the former half and

the latter half was also 500 1nsec.

Prac′ご
“
′θ

Each suttect Sat in front of a personal computer and wore the head unit(6)。 f an eye

mark recorder(NAC Eyc Mark Recorder model EMR-600(つ );the distance between the

computer display and the elliptical mmror unit was about 80 cmo All tones were attuSted tO

be equal in loudness(apprO対mately 50 dB SP〕り,and Were presented via a loudspeaker.

ne suttects Were hstructed thatthis was an experiment on memory for melodies,and that

in each of the 18 trials,they would first see a trial number on a computer display,then hear

a arst melody(standard series),whiCh WOuld be followed by a visual tracking task in
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which a circle would appear at 16 points corresponding to twice the 8-tone first melody,

and then a second melody(comparisOn series).The hterval between trials was 15 sec.ne

SutteCtiS task was tojudge whether the two melodies were the same or different in pitch

and to answer orally。 「rhe subjects were also instructed that they should track the circle

movements,and that they should not employ any motOr encoding strategy analogous to

playing the piano。 月ヒer fine aqustments were made tO the head unit,the eyeball movement

characteristics for the indi宙 dual sutteCt Were calibrated(8)。 ¶hree practice trials with feed―

back were given to the suttectS priOr to the 18 trials.The other aspects ofthe method were

the same as those ln Experllnent 8。

R“;“JJs α″ご DおcwssJο

“

In this experiment,the sutteCtS Were to judge whether the standard series and the

comparison series were the same or different in pitch; however,the purpose of this exper―

iinent was not to analyzed the recognition probability,but to investigate the eye move―

ments during the retention interval。

In the 18 pattems 1 6 directions KXR,XL,YU,YD,Ztt ZB)X3types(S,C,E)],the

eye― fixation duration on each ofthe 16 points where the circle appeared in the pattern

correspOnding to twice the 8-tone standard series were measured.In each pattem,the

f破ation durations on eight points in the latter half were available,becausc at the early stage

of the retention interval,the subjectsi eye rnovements were not stable.In Figure 9,the

average duration of fixation as a function of the serial position in the latter half of each

pattem is shown in each group。 口he data were obtained iom the sutteCぜ S dOminant eye。

The visual tracking task of circle movements was interpolated during the retention
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inteⅣ al,while the sutteCtS attempted tO encode pitches Of the standard serieso When the

circle appeared at eight compatible points which were consistent with the suttecrs intemal

visuo―spatial representations,it was hypothesized that it would be easier to track and flxate

thenl,therefore,the f破 ation durations On these polnts wOuld be longer,and there would be

not rnarked differences among them.The circle appeared with a constant duration of 500

msec at each polnt,so that the fixation duration on each polnt wOuld be 500 11nsec at lnost.

On the other hand,when the circle appeared at some incompatible points which were

inconsistent with the suttecrS intemal visuo― spatial representations,it was hypothesized

that it would be difficult to track and flxate thenl for a long duration,therefore,the flxation

durations wolld be rather shorter on the unexpected polnts than on the others。

For pianO mttOrs,the compatible spatial directions for pitch found in Experiment 8

were the XR and YU directions.In control trials,in which a clcle appeared successively at

eight pohts with a constant duration Of 500 msec without standard and comparison series,

the fixation duration on each polnt was about 240 msec when the circle moved hoJレ ontally

(X―direction)and abOut 270 msec when it moved vertically駆 一direction)。

In XR― S and Yl」―S,in which the visual distances of polnts were exactly the same as

the auditory pitch intervals,there were nOt marked differences among the rlxation dura―

tions on the eight polnts.Each duration was about 360msec in XR― S and about 390 msec in

Yl」―S,and they were rnuch longer than those in the control trials.

Concerning C and E in these directions,ln XR― C,a circle appeared at eight points,and

the fourth and sixth points somewhat horizontally deviated缶 oln the exact positions of the

standard melody.Ъ e flxation duration was inuch shorter on these polnts than on the oth―

ers,indicating that it was difficult to f破 ate the c缶cle which appeared at deviated positions。

In XR― E,the sixth and sevcnth points horizontally exchanged order,so that these two

polnts were completely different ttom the exact positions of the standard melodyo me rlxa_
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tion durations were much shOrter on these points than on the others,indicating that the

SutteCtS COuld not track well the circle which appeared at these two deviated positions.In

YU―C,the fourth and s破 th points somewhat vertically deviated,and the f破 ation dura―

tions were shorter on these polnts than on the others.In YU― E,the third and fourth points

vertically exchanged order,and the fixation durations were much shorter on these points

than on the others.Asin XR― C,XR―E,YU― C and YU―E,the fixation durations were

markedly shorter on the unexpected points than on the others,indicating that there was

high detective power for the deviation between visual distances of points and auditory

pitch inteⅣ als in the XR and YU directions.

On the other hand,in the incompatible spatial direction of XL found in Experiment 8,it

was difflcult to rlxate the circle for a long duration even m XL― S,in which the visual dis―

tances of points were exactly the same as the auditory pitch intervals.The rlxation duration

on each pOlnt was about 240 1nsec,and it was alinost the same as that in the control trial.In

XL一C and XL― E,the f破ation durations were short on all eight polnts,and each was also

about 240 msec,indicating that the suttectS COuld not track well not only the circle which

appeared at deviated positions but also the chcle which appeared at accurate positions.This

would indicate that there was not detective power for the deviation behveen visual distances

of pomts and auditory pitch intervals in the XL direction.

For宙olin mttOrs,the compatible spatial d士 ection for pitch found in Experiment 8 was

the ZF direction.In a control trial,ln which a circle appeared successively at eight points

with a constant duration of 500 msec without standard and comparison series,the ixation

duration on each point was about 240 msec when the circle moved forward― backward(Z二

direction)。

In ittF― S,there were not rnarked differences among the fixation durations on the eight

polnts.Each duration was about 350 msec and was longer than that in the control trialo ln
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ZF―C,in which the rlih and seventh pomts somewhat deviated缶 om the exact positions,

and in ZF― E,in which the fourth and fifth polnts exchanged order,the fixation durations

were much shorter on these points than on the others.Asin ZF― C and ZF― E,the suttectS

could not track well,especially the circle which appeared at unexpected points,indicating

that there was high detective power for the deviation between visual distances of points

and auditory pitch intervals in the ZF dhection.

On the other hand,the incompatible spatial directions found in Experiment 8 were the

XL and YD directions.In control trials,the f破 ation duration on each polnt was about 220

msec when the circle moved horizontally(X― direction)and abOut 270 msec when it moved

vertically(Y― direction)。

Even in XL― S or YD― S,it was difficult to fixate the circle for a long duration.The

f破ation duration on each point was about 250 msec in XL― S and YD― S and was almostthe

same as those h the control trials.In XL― C,XL―E,YD― C and YD― E,the flxation dura―

tions were short on all eight points,and each duration was also about 250 msec,indicating

that the suttects COuld not ttack well not only the circle which appeared tt deviated posi―

tions but also the circle which appeared at accurate positions.This would indicate that

there was not detective power fOr the deviation between visual distances of points and

auditory pitch inteⅣ als in the XL and YI)directions.

For violoncello nlaJors,the compatible spatial directions for pltch found in Experirnent

8 were the ZB and Yl)directions.In control trials,in which a circle appeared successively

at eight polnts with a cOnstant duration of 500 msec without standard and compaHson ser―

ies,the fixation duration on each point was about 240 msec when the circle moved for―

ward― backward (Z― direction) and abOut 260 msec when it moved vertically(Y―direc―

tiOn)・

In ZB一S and YD― S,there were not marked differences among the rlxation durations on
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the eight points.Each duration was abOut 340 1nsec in ZB― S and YD―S and waslonger

than those in the control trials.In ZB― C,in which the third and sixth points somewhat

deviated ttom the exact positions,and in ZB―E,in which the fourth and rlih points ex―

changed order,the f破 ation durations were much shorter on these polnts than on the others.

In YD―C,in which the fourth and seventh points somewhat vertically deviated,and in

YD―E in which the fourth and fifth points vertically exchanged order,the rlxation dura…

tions were much shorter on these points than on the others.Asin ZB― C,ZB― E,YD― C and

YD―E,the suttectS COuld not track well,especially the circle which appeared at unexpect―

ed polnts,indicating that there was high detective power for the deviation between visual

distances of pomts and auditory pitch intervals in the ZB and YD directions。

On the other hand,the incompatible spatial direction found in Experiinent 8 was the XL

directiono ln a control trial,the rlxation duration on each pOlnt was about 240 msec when

the cttcle moved horizontally(X― dttectio⇒ .

Even in XL― S,it was difflcult to f破 ate the clcle for a long duration.The flxation dura―

tion On each polnt was about 250 msec and was allnost the same as that in the control trials。

In XL― (〕 and XL― E, the fixation durations were short on all eight polnts,and each dura―

tion was also about 250 msec,indicating that the suttectS COuld not track well not only the

chcle which appeared at deviated positions but also the chcle which appeared at accurate

positions.This would indicate that there was not detective power for the deviation between

visual distances of pohts and auditory pitch intervals in the XL direction.

For vocal music mttOrs,the compatible spatial directions for pitch found in Experiment

8 werethe XR,YD and ZB directions.In control trials,in which a chcle appeared succes―

sively at eight polnts with a constant duration of 500 msec without standard and compan―

son series,the f破 ation duration on each polnt was about 220 msec when the circle moved

horizontally(X― direction),abOut 260 msec when it moved vertically(Y― direction),and
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about 230 msec when it moved forward― backward(Z― dhection).

In XR― S,YD―S and ZB― S,there were not marked differences among the fixation

durations on the eight polnts.Each duration was about 330 msec ln XR― S and YD―S and

about 340 11nsec in ZB― S,and these durations were longer than those in the contЮ l trials.

In XR― (〕,in which the fourth and sixth points somewhat horizontally deviated from the

exact pOsitions,and ln XR― E,in which the sixth and seventh polllts horlzontally exchanged

order,the f破ation durations were inuch shorter on these polnts than on the others.In YD―

C,in which the fourth and seventh points somewhat vertically deviated,and in YD― E,in

which the fourth and fifth points vertically exchanged order,the fixation durations were

shorter on thOse points than on the others. In ZB― (ち in WhiCh the third and sixth points

somewhat deviated,and m ZB― E,in which the fourth and flfth points exchanged order,

the f破ation durations on these points were shorter than on the others.Asin XR― (ら XR― E,

YD―C,YD―E,ZB― C and ZB― E, the suttectS COuld not track well,especially the circle

which appeared at unexpected polnts, indicating that there was high detective power for

the deviation between visual distances Of points and auditory pitch intervals in the XR,YD

and ZB dhections.

For the sutteCtS in Group G,the compatible spatial dhection for pltch found in Experi―

ment 8 was the YU direction.In a control trial,in which a circle appeared success市 ely at

eight polnts with a constant duration of 500 msec without standard and comparlson series,

the f破 ation duration on each polnt was about 260 msec when the c士 cle moved vertically

α―dheCtiOn)。

In YU― S,there were not rnarked differences among the rlxation durations on the eight

polnts.Each duration was about 330 msec and was longer than that in the control trial.In

Y【」―(〕,in which the fourth and sixth points somewhat vertically deviated from the exact

positions, and in YU― I〕,In which the third and fourth points verticany exchanged order,
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there were small differences between the fixation durations on these points and on the

others.This would indicate that,even ln the compatible spatial direction of YU, there was

not high detective power for the deviation between visual distances of polnts and auditory

pitch inteⅣ als.

On the other hand,in the incompatible spatial dhection of YD found in Experiment 8,it

was ditticult to fixate the circle for a long duration in YD― S,YD―C and YD― E。 ■ ef破a―

tion duration on each point was about 240 msec and was shorter than that in the control

trialo ln the YI)dhection as well,there was not detective power for the deviation behveen

visual distances of points and auditory pitch intervals.

It may be concluded that,especially in highly musically trained sutteCtS,in the compat―

ible spatial directions for pitch found in Experiinent 8,in S type there were not inarked

differences among the fixation durations on the eight points,and the duration was inuch

longer than in the control trial。  lrhis would indicate that,h the compatible spatial direction,

SutteCtS COuld visually track well the circle movements which appeared at exact points as

the standard series.In C and E types in the compatible directions,the fixation durations

were markedly shOrter on the inexact points than on the others,indicating that there was

high detective power for the deviation between visual distances of points and auditory

pitch intervals in the directions.These findings suggest that,while encoding pitches,the

SutteCtS had retained accurate宙 suo―spatial representations for pltch information,and that

they precisely visually tracked their visuo― spatial images,which are more accurate in

compatible spatial directions related to the inotor system used in playing the instrument.

The f破ation duration data support the rmdingS Obtained in Experiment 8.

Furthermore,although none of the subjects employed in this experiment were those

employed in Experiment 8,the introspections reported by them were similar to those in the

SutteCtS in Experiment 8.
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Unlike in Experiment 9,In Experiment 5,during the retention interval,eight circles of a

melodic contour or eight notes on a staff notation appeared successively lヒ om the lei to the

right;the number of circles or notes increased one by one with a constant duration up to

eight in a series,then all eight circles or notes once disappeared at once with a slight inter―

val,a■er which the series was repeated again.Therefore,when the c士 cles or notes appeared

at deviated positions tom the sutteCぜ S intemal representations,in some cases,especially

for the highly rnusically tralned subjectS, the suljeCtS Showed a response to the novelty of

the unexpected points.Thus,the fixation durations on these points were longer on the

others,or backward tracking to the unexpected points occurred.

On the othOr hand,in Experiinent 9,a clcle appeared at eight points successively with a

constant duration;a circle appeared at one point,then,after a slight interval,the circle

appeared another point,so that the clcle seemed to move with eight Flxed points■ a series

;and a■er 500 1■sec,the series was repeated again. 
′

「 herefore,when the circle appeared at

de宙ated poshions iom the sutteCtゞ S intemal representations,the sutteCt♂ eye movements

were conised or lured by circle movement which appeared at unexpected positions.■ us,

the flxation durations on these polnts were rather shorter than on the others which appeared

at appropriate positiOns where were consistent with the suttecぜ S intemal representations.

**************************************************************************

Footnotes(3)and(5)‐――――See Experiment 4.

Footnotes(6)(7)anci(8)――…――See Experirnent 5,
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Standard
Melody

Ⅵ sual
Tracking Task

FMtion Duration

● Piano  △ Vocal

o Violin    口 General
▲ ceu。

Contr01 Trial X―direction

¨
４００
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２００

１００
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Ｚ
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Ｈ
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く
Ｘ
】
』 234567

SERIAL POSITION
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Ｚ
Ｏ
【
い
く
“
ｐ
∩

Ｚ
Ｏ
】
い
く
Ｘ
Ｈ
』 12345678

SERIAL POSIT10N
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く
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Ｚ
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く
Ｘ
【
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SERIAL POSITION

Figure 9.

Average duration of fixatiOn for five groups as a function of the scrial position

ln the latter half of each pattem. In the visual tracking task,the circle actually

moved on an axis in the X― ,Y― axis or Z― axis in perspective.Black circles

indicate that their positions are deviated ilorn the exact points。
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Melody
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Tracking Task
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Visual
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CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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SUM― Y AND CONCLUSIONS

Ъ e puttOse of thiS study was to investigate the encoding strategies fOr pitch info111la―

tion Of shOrt melodies in terms Of imagery― based multilnodal representations.■ e rmdings

ofthese experiments are summarlzed below.

When the suttects Were asked tO memorize and retain the pitch information in shOrt

melodies,the perfOrmance of the highly musically trained sutteCtS Was consistently be■
er

than that of tle untralned subjects, because the fOrmer suljects could listen analytically to

the musical series,with cOnsiderable attention to the internal relationships amOng their

components(。 e。,pitCh interval),ang because they employed thett own strategy emect市 ely

or were motivated to try tO emp10y several strategies at the same tilne to encode pitch

information.Under ordinary cOnditiOns,the士 domhant and effect市 e strategy of encOding

the pitches of tOnal rnelodies was verbal rehearsal of note names.When this verbal encod―

ing strategy was emp10yed,pitch Or pitch intervals could be retained accurately fOr a long

time(Experiment l)。

The neuropsyc010gical evidence that the highly musically trained subjects use verbal

encOding strategy for tonal lnelodies was fOund in Experilnent 3-3,in which the tOnal

melodies,which are actually non― verbal stimuli in themselves but are"note name― evOk―

ing"stimuli,wOuld be prOcessed as verbal stimuli in the lei hemisphereo The preferential

lei hemisphere lateralizatiOn found in the highly musically trained suttectS WOuld be duc

to the cognitive''linguistic''stmcture Of tOnal lne10dies,which implies the likelihood that

pitches are encOded as verbal labels(note names)and that the processlng Of musical tasks

inv01ves sequential programs most analogous tO thOse Of language and speech.On the
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other hand,the atonal melodies wOuld be processed as non― verbal stiinuli in the right

helnisphere.In Experilnent 3-4,the stilnuli were the lnelodies sung with note names at

accurate pitches,so thatthe sutteCtS Were given the verbal codes atthe same time and it

was not necessary for them to encOde pitches as verbal code(nOte names)by themselves.In

this experiment,the highly musically trained sutteCtS COuld retain the pitches not only in

tonal lnelodies but also in atonal rnelodies as verbal cOdes;when there was a possibility

that the pitches were encOded as note names,these melodies were processed in the left

hemisphere.HOwever,the less well musically trained sutteCtS Could not encode pitches as

note names,even when the pitches in a melody and their verbal codes were given at the

same tilne,and they therefore processed tonal and atOnal Fne10dies as nOn― verbal stiinuli in

the right hemisphere.

ne ability to encode pitch infollllation as verbal labels would be c10sely related to the

ability to detect a 50-cent deviated tone out of a lnelody,because the 50-cent deviated

tone ttonl an equal― temperament scale is the most difflcult pitch to categorize intO a note

name on a chromatic scale.Although the ability depends considerably on experience or

training in music,it was fOund that even those whO were less well trained in music had

acquired the ability to sOme extent as their age increasedo Moreover,the later the deviated

tone appeared in the melody,the greater the accuracy with which it was detected.In the

detectiOn of a deviated tOne out of a melody,the subject gradually cOnstructs an intemal

cognit市e framework(scale schema)upon hearing the tones from the beginning of the

melody。 勁 is cognitive■amework plays an essential role in the perceptual interpretation of

eaCh Oucceedlng tone,and the subjects can detect a deviated pitch out of a melody by refer―

rmg to the ttameworko ln this expeHment,the suttects WOuld constructed the diatonic scale

schema upon hearing the tonal rne10dies,so thatthe detection of a deviated tone Out ofthe

tonal lnelodies was nlore accurate than out of the atonal llnelodies (Experiment 2)。
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Since it was difficult for the less well musically trained suЦ ectS tO encode pitches as

note names,they attempted to encode pitches as acoustic Pitch codes through humming or

mental rehearsal of pitches,and this was also true for the highly trained suttects With atonal

melodies. In this case,they tended to listen globally to the pitch sequences on the basis of

the total conflguration;the inelodic contour was the dominant and effective cue for en∞ d―

ing pitch sequence(Experiment l)。  Me10diC Contour is the other property as important as

pitch or pitch interval in terms of inelody recognition,and there is an assumption that

various visual and auditory contours are perceived in broadly silnilar ways。

In Experiinent 4,the auro― visual intermodal relationships based on visual representa―

tions were investigated.It was found that the less well musically trained suttectS employed

a宙sualizing sttategy in which an auditory contour(auditOry imagery)Was visualized as a

宙sual contour(viSual imagery),and that visualization of auditory imagery as melodic

contours would be to some extent an erective strategy for thenl to retain pitch sequences.

meir intemal visual representations Of rnelodic contour roughly reflect the auditory pitch

intervals.In stead of melodic contour,the highly musically trained suttectS ViSualized pitch

information as staff notations,in which notes appeared at accurate positions on a sta氏

especially for tonal inelodies. 1「 hat is,the visual distance between notes in their intemal

representations precisely reflect the auditory pitch intervals, Visualization of auditory

iinagery as staff notations would be an effective strategy to encode pitches of rnelodies.

The evidence that the highly musically trained sutteCtS precisely tracked theh intemal

visual representations of notes on a staff,especially for tonal inelodies,and that the less

well trained sutteCtS roughly tracked theh intemal visual representations of melodic con―

tour while employing visualizing strategy,was obtained in the study Of eye movements

(Experiment 5)。
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In Experiment 6,it was found that sutteCtS employ two or three codes at the same time

rather than just one to memorize or retain pitches.For example,pitch rehearsal of auditory

information along with nOte names(dual coding)and,tO a greater extent,at the same time

visualizing the staff notation(triple coding)were the mOst effect市 e strategies for the

highly musically trained suttects With tonal melodies.Pitch rehearsal along with visualiz…

ing the melodic contour(dual COding)was effective strategy for the highly musically

trahed sutteCtS With atonal melodies and for the less well trained sutteCtS With both tonal

and atonal lnelodies.

In Experiinent 7,the intermodal auro― motor coordination based on spatio― motor repre―

sentations was investigated.It was fOund that piano mttorS effect市 ely employed an exter―

nal inotor encoding strategy,in which auditory information was encoded as fmger move―

ments analogous to playing the piano.The motor encoding strategy was stable or robust

against interference and tiine decay;that is,the effects of finger inovements became

stronger as l■ elody length and retentiOn interval increased,and this was especially true

when interference stimuli were lnterpolated during the retention lnterval,because the more

challengng the situation became,the greater the efforts ofthe suttectS tO reduce the latency

and to make elaborat市 e and rapid finger movementso Some suttects COuld employ this

extemal spatio― motor representation(mOtOr encoding strategy)erect市 ely on thett own,

while others could not employ itindependently of verbal rehearsal of note names。

In Experiment 8,it was found that,when pitches of Fne10dies were encoded,the visuo―

spatial representation(ioe。 ,宙Sual image of spatial conttgurations)for pitCh information

were more accurate in the cOmpatible spatial directions related to the motor system used in

playing the instrument(internal spatio― motor representations)。 PianO mttors wOuld have

spatial images in which the right and upper dhections are compatible with higher pitch.
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For violin mttors,the fOrward directiOn is compatible with higher pitch.For violoncello

mttOrS,the lower and backward directions are compatible with higher pitcho For vocal

music mttorS,the right,lower and backward directions are compatible with higher pitch.

For less well musically trained sutteCtS,the upper direction is compatible with higher

pitch。

The evidence that while encoding pitches sutteCtS Who are highly trained in playhg the

instrument precisely tracked their intemal visuo― spatial representations ln the compatible

spatial directions related to the motor system used in playing the instrument was obtained in

the study Ofeye movements cExperiment 9)。

An attempt is rnade to lnterpret these results in relation to Paiviots dual― coding theory,

the levels― of―processing theory,and Baddeleyts working lnemory model.

As described in Chapter l and Experiment 6,Pai宙 o(1969,1971,1978,1986)propOSed

the dual― coding theory,the essence of which is thatthere are two basic independent but

interconnected systems for the representation and processing Of informationo The verbal

system deals with linguistic information and stores it in an appropriate verbal fo.11.,While

the nonverbal systenl carries out image― based processing and representation.Within the

two systems there are associative stmctures.Both systems have basic representational units

that are linked to one another by referential connections:LogOgens for the verbal system

and lmagens for the nonverbal system。  lBOth the Logogens and lmagens are nュ rther divided

into sub― systems(ioe。,宙Sual,auditory,kinesthetic,gustatory,and olfactory)which prOcess

either verbal or nonverbal information in the different modalities(mOdality―specific)。
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Considering the findings in Experilnents l,4,and 6,for example,the dual― coding by

pitch rehearsal along with note names is consistent with Paiviols theory,because pitch

rehearsal would be an auditory lmagen and note names would be a auditory Logogen.If the

triple―coding by visuaHzing staff notation along with pitch rehearsal with note names is

consistent with the Paiviots theory,staff notation must be a visual lmagen,pitch rehearsal

must be an auditory lmagen,and note names rnust be a auditory Logogen. Furthermore,the

dual―coding by visualizing inelodic contour along with pitch rehearsal would be considered

the operation of a single system in Paiviols theory,because the melodic contollr would be a

visual lmagen and pitch rehearsal would be an auditory lmagen,and both codes would be

together in a nOnverbal system。

The results regarding explicit inotor representations found in Experiinent 7 provide

some evidence supporting important views proposed in the levels― of―processing theory.

The greater the degree of challenge in terms of rnelody length,ISI duration and lllterfering

stimuli,the greater the efforts of the suttectS tO reduce the latency and to make elaborat市 e

and rapid finger movements.This finding supports the view that cognit市 e(conSCiOus)

effo■ is used for encoding(e.g"Battig,1979;Jacoby&Craik,1979;Lockhart,Craik,&

Jacoby9 1976)。 As shown in Figure 7-9,it was also found that the finger movements gradu―

ally became more appropriate,accurate and rapid during the retention lnterval.This fmding

supports the view of a cο″″″
““

″2 of rehearsal operations running ilom the mlniinal process―

ing necessary to repeat a word continuously to various types of elaborative processing

involving either further enrichment of one item or associative linkage of several items

(Craik, 1979),and the view that the encoding process gradually spreads and becomes

richer and more elaborative(eog.,Anderson&Reder,1979;Craik&Tulving,1975;
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Lockhart,Craik,&Jacoby,1976).Craik and Tulving(1975)explained in terms of verbal

stirnulus that the minimal core encoding can be elaborated by a context of further structur―

al,phonemic,and semantic encodings.■ us,the more the suttects rehearsed elaborat市 e

tapping,the greater the recognition performance became(e・ g。,Rundus,1971,1977,1980;

Rundus&Atkinson,1970;Rundus,Loftus,&Atkinson,1970).

Comparison of the inotor rehearsal rate with the verbal and visual rehearsal rates re―

vealed that the former is somewhat faster than the verbal rate,followed by the visual rate.

The average rate of finger movement obtained in Experilnent 7 was about 150 to 200 1nsec

per tap,when the suttectS made an effo■ to tap many times。 勁 e fastest rate was about 100

msec per tap.The data are almost the same as the rate for typewriting(Steinberg,Monsell,

Knoll,&Wright,1980;see Experiment 7)。 ■ e verbal rehearsal rate is usually about three

to s破 letters per secOnd(e.g。 ,Landauer,1962;Norman,1976;Ъ omas,Hill,Carroll,&

Garcia,1970;Warren, 1969),or abOut 160 to 340 msec per lettero Fixation duration of

about 250 msec is necessary to perceive visual information(Rayner,1978)(10)。 Vaughn

(1983)citeS Several studies that conclude that fixations must be at least 200 msec in dura―

tion in order for perception to take place(of whiCh 100 to 140 msec is required reaction

time afterthe decision has been made when and where to move the eyes).In Experiment 4,

the subjects reported that when the eight circles appeared successively with a constant

duration of 500 11nsec at each polnt,the duration was experienced as appropriate to track the

circle movement(5). In Experilnent 5,the fixation duration data revealed that when the

subjects precisely tracked their internal visual representation for pitch,the duration was

about 300 to 430 11nsec per f破 ation.

When suttectS are mot市 ated to attempt to encode pitch information,the greater the

number of tilnes and faster the code is rehearsed,the deeper and more elaborately the code

is processed.Motor encoding with finger inovements inight be relatively deep level of
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processing requ士ing much encoding effort at the first stage(it beCOmes gradually automati―

cally),fol10Wed by verbal encoding with note names and,finally,宙 sual encoding with

melodic contour,which is a relatively shallow level of processing requlring less encoding

effort(see Experiment l)。 Visual encoding with staff notation might be somewhat deep

level of processing,because pitches are necessary to be identified as their note names.The

rmdingS Obtained in Experiments l,4 to 7 would suggest that for the suttects highly trahed

in playing the instrument,motor encoding would be more stable or robuster against inter―

ference and tiine decay,and more effective for encoding pitches than verbal or visual

encodingo Furthermore,motor encoding strategy cOuld be employed independently of

visual representations,while it may not be employed,in some cases,independently of

verbal codes.

As described in Chapter l,Baddeley proposed the working memory model(see Badde―

ley,1986,1990),whiCh iS herein applied to the interpretation of the encoding stategies

found in this study.

The working memory system consists ofthree components,the most important of which

is the central executive.It has limited capacity,and is used when dealing with most cogni―

tively demanding tasks.Unfortunately,however,there has been very little clarlfication of

the role played by the central executiveo The articulatory loop and the visuo― spatial sketch

pad are subordinate systems。

ne articulatory loop,in which verbal rehearsal occurs,consists of a passive phonologi―

cal store and an articulatory control process. Originally a passive phonological store is

directly concerned with speech perception。  
′
rhe neuropsychological evidence indicates

that it is an auditory short― term store in which the processing is at a phonological level,
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and meaningml sounds,continuous speech and visually presentcd materials are not proc―

essedo An articulatory suppression task has little effect on the storage of phonological inate―

rialo An articulatory control process is linked to speech production.An articulatory sup―

pressiOn task effectively prevents the use of'limer voice"or subvocal rehearsal.

bgie and Edworthy(1986)inveStigated mechanisms of memory for tone sequences.

SuЦ eCtS Were presented with pairs oftone sequences and instructed to make recognition

judgments(See Baddeleyパ しLogie, 1992)。「rhe task was performed on its own (contr01

condition),Or cOncurrently with each ofthree tasks;articulatory suppression,word―

nonword homophone judgments,and visual matching。 lhe disrupt市 e effects of concurrent

tasks on the rccognition perfollllanCe Seemed to support the view that articulatory suppres―

sion and homophonejudgments involve separate mechanisms,and that memory fortone

sequences involves both lnechanisms;ioe。 ,a phonological store and subvocal rehearsal。

Based on these properties of the phonological store and the articulatory control process,

the sho■―term store of pitch information With acoustic level(auditOry imagery),in which

iraw'pitch is inentally rehearsed,Inight be analogous in hnction to the phonological store,

and the verbal rehearsal of note names(at aCCurate pitches)Inight be analogous to subvocal

"singing"in the articulatory control process。 。

me visu。 _spatial sketch pad specialized for spatial and/or visual coding was dermed

by Baddeley(1986)as"a System especially well adapted to the storage of spatial informa―

tion,much as a pad of paper might be used by someone trying for example to work out a

geometric puzzle.': As found in this study,visualization of pitch information was based on

visual representations of rnelodic contour or staff notation,or visuo― spatial representations

which were closely related to extemal or lntemal spatio― motor representations. me evi_

dence that suttectS tracked precisely their visuo― spatial image while visualizing pitch

information was obtained by analyzing eye movements.These results are accounted for
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well by the visuo― spatial sketch pad concept.

Coltheart(1972)propOSed a inodel for perception of letters under conditions of brief

exposure in which two cOdhg prOcesses, one a fast visual coding process,and the other a

slower,but more permanent abstrad(or name)cOding process,ad simultaneously on the

stimulus,lrhe visual code is developed at the rate of about 10 msec per letter(icOniC

memoryp and has a maximum capaclty OffOur letterso Atthe same time,a representation of

the letter names is developed at the rate of 100 msec per letter.Ъ ese twO representations

coexist for a tiine.

Sloboda(1976)inveStigated recOgnition of briefly exposed pitch nOtation in musicians

and non―musicianso Notes were presented on a statt and a■ er an interval,the sutteCtS Were

required to reproduce(draw)the nOtes they had seeno SlobOda concluded that both musi―

cians and non― musicians encode the nOtes visually at brief duration oO mSeり ,but that a

second,nonvisual,code(a naming∞ de or a pitch or acoustic code)COmes into operation

in musicians when the exposure tiine is increased beyond 150 mseco These results are

accounted for well by the model proposed by Colthea■
(1972)。

The purpose of the present study was tO investigate the encoding strategies for auditory

pitch information,therefOre,pitch was presented auditorily instead of visual notations.

Therefore,there is a possibility that the first code is acoustic Pitch and that a naming,

visual or inotor code then comes into operation。 1lhis study revealed the existence of rnulti―

coding,but cOuld not reveal the order ln which several codes come lnto operation. If the

order or duration in which each code is Operating were found,the mechanism by which

auditory information is translated into cOdes would become clear.
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As described in Chapter l,POsner(1973)propOSed concerning codes in memory that

(a)there are at least three types of codes:visual,verbal,and motor(BOWer,1972b);(b)

each code endures,and is not a transient residual of stimulation;(o peOple differ h the士

propensity to use each type of code;(d)theSe codes are parts of separate mernory systems

that can be examined in isolation in the laboratory. In this study,all four polnts were exper―

ilnentally demonstrated conceming encoding of pitch information in short melodies.Music

has a hierarchical structure which consists of severaHevels similar to language(Chapter l)。

Experillnents in the laboratory on short― ternl lnemory for short melodies correspond to the

second dimension of the hierarchical structure proposed by Umemoto (1990). Studies on

this dilnensiOn lnight lay the foundations of an understanding of memory for music in

everyday situations。

*************************************************************************

(10)In iuent reading the duration of each fixation is about 250 msec,and the eye moves

缶om one rlxation to another in a rapid sweep known as a saccade,lasting about 50 msec.

The available evidence suggests that we take in visual information only during the static

fixations and not during saccadic movements(Rayner,1978)。
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